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UDK 531.55 

APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OP TRAJECTORY FOR ENTRST INTO ATMOSPHERE 

V. A.  Yaroshevskly 

I 

The introduction of certain assumptions characteristic of the bas- 

ic segment of an atmosphere-entry trajectory makes It possible to re- 

duce the equations of motion to a nonlinear second-order equation. Efcr 

means of this equation it becomes possible to derive approximate analyt- 

ical solutions for the flight trajectory and it also becomes possible 

to analyze the influence of the entry conditions and of the aerodynamic 

quantities on the most important parameters which are of practical in- 

terest, i.e., maximum Q-forces, maximum heat flow, etc. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the literature devoted to problems of returning an artificial 

satellite, the atmosphere-entry trajectory is frequently divided into 

three characteristic segments [1]. 

The first segment, known as the transitional segment, encompasses 

that part of the trajectory from the descent of the satellite from its 

initial orbit to entry into the dense layers of the atmosphere. The aer- 

odynamic forces exerted along this segment are not excessively great in 

comparison with gravitational forces, and they may be regarded as per- 

turbing in nature. 

The second basl. segment is the most difficult in the sense of aer- 

odynamic load and intensity of heat transfer. It is a characteristic of 

this segment that the aerodynamic resistance along it considerably ex- 
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ceeda the projection of the forces of gravity to the velocity-direction 

line. 

The third and final segment is characterized by a rapid growth of 

the negative angle of trajectory inclination, and here the force of re- 

sistance tends to balance the projection of the forces of attraction 

onto the velocity-direction line. 

Occasionally yet another segment - a segment intermediate between 

the transitional and basic segments - is introduced. In many cases, 

when the angle of trajectory inclination upon entry into the atmosphere 

is not excessively small, this segment is not too great in extent and 

plays no significant role. 

Naturally, of greatest interest is the investigation of the main 

[basic] trajectory segment, since It is precisely here that the accel- 

eration and heat flow attain their maximum values. 

In the majority of initial works devoted to an examination of the 

atmosphere-entry trajectory it was assumed that the angle of trajectory 

inclination to the local horizon was constant, i.e., a trajectory of 

spiral shape was assumed. The case c ■ const was considered by Allen 

and Eggers [2]; the case c,»4+ ///r- was Investigated by Kaepeller and 

Kuebler [31; the case «•, ~ p» was considered by V.Ya. Neyland. 

The attempt to refine this solution by introducing the assumption 

of a constant vertical velocity was made In Reference [4]. The atmos- 

phere-entry trajectories for a flying craft exhibiting lift were consi- 

dered in References [5» 6]. 

The main segment of the atmosphere-entry trajectory, with consid- 

eration of a change in the angle of trajectory inclination, was examin- 

ed in References [7-9]» as well as independently in a study by the 

author of the present article, accomplished during the first half of 

1939* and providing the basis for the present article. 
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In these worke the problem is reduced to the solution of t non- 

linear second-order differential equation. An outstanding feature of 

the present article Is the construction of approximate analytical solu- 

tions for such an equation, reduced to a simpler form. 

The analytical solutions exhibit a lower accuracy than the numeri- 

cal solutions of the initial equation of motion, but they are neverthe- 

less useful for a number of reasons. They make it possible to ascertain 

the batic factors affecting the nature of the entry trajectory, they 

clearly define the structures of various types of trajectories, and 

they make it possible rapidly to carry out a comparative analysis of 

aerodynamic loads and thermal regimes. Finally, the reduction of the 

equations of motion to simplest form facilitates the solution of the 

variation problem associated with the entry of spacecraft into the at- 

mosphere. 

No attempt is made in this article to present systematic data re- 

garding atmosphere-entry trajectories, since such data can be found In 

the well-known works of Chapman [8, 10, 11]. 

Nomenclature 

V   velocity, m/sec, 

H   height, m, 

L   range, m, 

ö   local angle of trajectory inclination, rad, 

t   time, sec, 

R   radius of planet (Earth), m, 

^   acceleration of the force of gravity, m/sec , 

dy/dx = -ilTk 0, r, = -pi). 0,1a,, 
2 , U p        density,  kg«sec /m , 

X        exponent in density formula,   1/m» 

^ MpP/2- ram pressure,  kg/m  , 
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0 weight of spacecraft» kg, 

m mass of spacecraft, kg«sec /m, 

S characteristic area of spacecraft, m , 

r radius of nose of body, m, 

c resistance coefficient, 

c lift coefficient, 
o 

oxwc,siG ballistic parameter,  m /kg, 

fi.MO.9 longitudinal acceleration, 

T        temperature, deg.  K, 

^k 1  '  qk t specific heat flows In presence of laminar or 

[turbulent] boundary layer,   kcalAi »sec, 
p 

Q       total quantity of heat per unit surface,  kcal/ra , 

• ^.y.  p-  In case c    = const, 
2m 'A X 2m '  X 

T — lnVKp/V-     In case cx = const, 

rfy/dl» - -V^XO, c, - -y^XO,..,. 

Subscripts 

Kp - kr - krugovaya skorost'  = angular velocity 

HSM » nach = nachal'noye znachenlye = Initial value 

K.JU and  K.T. » k,l.  and k.t.   = konvektlvnyy lamlnarnyy and tur- 

bulentnyy = convectlve heat flow In presence of 

laminar or turbulent boundary layer,  respectively 

paui ■ rad » radiatsionny teplovoy potok = radiation heat flow 

0 - planetary surface. 

The prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. 

I.   DERIVATION OP APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

1.  Statement of Problem 

To reduce the equation of motion for a spacecraft along the main 
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segment of the atmosphere-entry trajectory to Its simplest form, we 

propose that: 

a) the planet exhibit an Ideal spherical shape, and that the field 

of gravitation be central. 

b) the equatorial velocity of planetary rotation and that of its 

ambient atmosphere be small in comparison with the velocity of space- 

craft motion. 

c) the altitude at which the main segment of the atmosphere-entry 

trajectory begins be small in comparison with the planetary radius, 

i.e., //</?. 

Hence it follows that 

*-,f•(ÄT77),* """""• 
Ä + //«/?« const, 

V*P = y(/f + ll)S « y/fo"- consl. 

d) the temperature of the atmosphere be constant, from which it 

follows that the exponential relationship between density and altitude 

is as follows: 

p«poC-^. (1.1) 

If the aerodynamic coefficients are functions of the Mach number, 

it may be held that they are functions only of velocity, since the 

speed of sound, proportional to the root of the temperature^ should be 

regarded as constant. 

e) the angle of trajectory inclination 0 is small, |0j <1, so that 

sin Ö « 0 and cos 0 « 1. 

f) for the main segment of the atmosphere-entry trajectory the fol- 

lowing inequality be characteristic: 

{01 <n,. 

g) on examination of the entry of the spacecraft into the atmos- 
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phere from a virtually circular orbit the following limit initial con- 

ditions are assumed: 

Assumption d for the atmosphere of the earth is not sufficiently 

valid, since even in the range of altitudes from 20 to 80 km the temp- 

erature values vary within limits of +20^. As will be shown below, the 

introduction of this assumption may, in individual cases, introduce an 

error of the order of +20^ In the determination of the maximum acceler- 

ation; however, this error may be corrected. 

Assumption e is valid because workable values of maximum accel- 

eration are obtained only for trajectories with small angles of inclina- 

tion. 

The Inequality in f is characteristic of the main segment of the 

atmosphere-entry trajectory. This inequality is equivalent to the as- 

sumption pertaining to the relative smallness of the Influence exerted 

by gravitational forces on a change in velocity. In a number of cases 

the violation of the inequality In f leads to no noticeable error be- 

cause even In the absence of aerodynamic forces a change In velocity is 

associated with a change in altitude by the equality 

AV    gAU 
V  Ä  P * 

Hence It follows that with values of V of the order of the circu- 

lar velocity and with AH of the order of several tens of kilometers vel- 

ocity changes only by an order of magnitude of one per cent. 

Assumption g is valid because the density p along the main segment 

of the trajectory, where the maximum acceleration and heat-flow values 

are attained, considerably exceeds the density at the beginning of the 

main segment. This assumption contradicts assumption f and for this 
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reason, strictly speaking, the solution for the Initial segment of the 

trajectory Is not valid; however, the true solution, as a rule, very 

rapidly approaches the solution with the limit Initial condition Pß«^* 

= 0. 

2. Evaluation of Certain Assumptions on the Example of a Spiral Trajec- 

125 
Let us examine a spiral trajectory 0 = const for c = const, g * 

« const, holding that p » po<r-fc", »'..«.,= jJlgl  Then the equation of motion Is 

reduced to the form 

where 

dx I dll ~ ate-™ ~ g, (2.1) 

2 '     m | sin 6 

Having Integrated this equation, we obtain 

2?e-a-» + ^-i( ^. (2.2) 

where 

Let us present this expression in the form 

: = s. -f A-. 

where 

-. = (/fc/2)e-l (2.3) 

Is the solution of Eq. (2.1), derived by neglecting the term ^ for the 

limit initial condition p^ . = 0, and 6z Is a small correction which rnach 

for small ^nach 
can he presented In the form 

to-U-MS) -r (1^2 + lnl/Un)f/X« (2.4) 

(the second term In (2.4) is derived through the asymptotic expansion 

of the integral exponential function). 
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If we maintain that z ~ z#, the acceleration n,—(|Mne|ÄX/2)U"1 

attains its maximum 4=1 

| «in 91/a.  ._.. . Al 
»« ma. - -—-^— « 1701 sin 01 

(for the earth). 

It is not difficult to prove that the refined maximum acceleration 

is attained at l"l + 0(e) and Is equal to 

n.Rui ■■ n'.mai [1 + e + 0(e2)l, 

where 

e-öx(l)/z.(l). 

Hence we obtain that 

■^T*     /'      r>(//.)' 

where H#  is defined from the condition   i = rv9p(//.)/Äm|sinO| = J.   if,   for ex- 

ample,   H_Q-.   = 100 km,   and H# =  50 km,   tnxmäx/n'xm^ ^ o.Ol, I.e.,   the error 

is small. 

Let  us examine what   error will  be   introduced  Into  the definition 

of n by the  assumption  of an  Isothermal  atmosphere,   neglecting  the 
X   iTicLX 

term ^ in (2.1), holding cx = cx(V). 

Let us write the equation of motion 

dll   '    2m!SinO| ' K    '   } 

the eauation of hydrostatics 

dpldU~~t>(U)g (2.7) 

and the equation of the  state  of the gas 

p{Il) =(,(U)RrT{/I), 

where R    is the gas constant, 
g 

Prom  (2.6)  and  (2.7)   we  obtain that  for small r  „  , *       ' x       ' nach 
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f W  5  r         ^ 
■•« 

.(K)  2^1111001^ "^      2C|«ine 

Hence 

The expressions for accelerations and heat flows received by the 

craft are approximately proportional to 

^)-(^V)-(0^)^-T-^-     (2-9) 

Let us hold that T changes slowly as a function of altitude. In 

this case we can write: T = T(eH), where e Is a small parameter. 

Let the function /;(/>) =5(//) attain Its maximum H = H#; 5(//•) —femn. 

It Is then easy to prove that pW) = 5(7/) / T"*^//) attains its maximum H = 

H# + 0(e) and that 

[pMHW = 'w/r*(etf.) + 0(e«). (2.10) 

Thus we derive a simple rule for the refinement of the maximum 

acceleration and heat-flow value.: obtained on the assumption of an Iso- 

thermal atmosphere. A certain mean value of the temperature T  * 240°K 

correspond:; to the "average" value of X  ~ 1/7000 m" . Let us calculate 

the maximum magnitude of p a(V) for T  = const 

Let us define the value of H», corresponding to b „ . The refined w      «-    o    max 

value of the maximum magnitude of p a(V) with an accuracy to 0(e ) Is 

equal to 

[PMF)U.-4~/^. (2-11) 

For example,   the value of the maximum acceleration with 0 =  const, 
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c    ■ const Is equal to 

T 
n«««« 17ü|!iin0| y.yJJ-, 

where H# Is defined from the relationship 

c^»(//.) _x (2.12) 
m/.f|i | st» 0 | 

Hence we can derive n„ „Qv as a function of H-, I.e., In final an- 

alysls as a function of o , since the altitude H# Is a function of the x 

magnitude oY. 

Since the temperature exhibits a maximum value at H =» ^0 km, the 

function nsBui(ojt) exhibits a minimum. Thus the assumption of an isother- 

mal atmosphere leads to marked errors in the determination of the maxi- 

mum accelerations and heat flows; however, the result can be corrected, 

as was indicated earlier. The refinement of the result can be achieved 

by using the values of X# that are not equal to X = (1/7000) m , but 

rather to the range of altitudes H ~ H# of Interest to us 

>.. = --'4 (/'.)• i * (in 

3.   Derivation of Equation of Mellon 

If we adopt  only  assumption,   a)   and  b),   the  equations  of motion are 

written as follows: 

dt 2nt 

* _ c.ws>Wy> _ c i5 0 f Vy (3.2) 
di 2m n + U 

The kinematic  relationships  have the following form: 

dll Idl = IMHO. (3.3) 

dL/Ä= V7f cos 0/(/?+//)• (3.^) 

Introducing additionally assumptions  c),  d),   e),   and  f),   let  us 
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rewrite the system of equations in the following form: 

^-^»W- (3.5) 

'l-^W-,^. (3.6) 
dii i dt - ve. (3.7) 
dLidt = v. (3.8) 

Excluding time, we will obtain 

2m 

dQ cv 
S     H 

K-^r- -UL + _- 
t/K c.      c.5(»o M 

2m 
V^tf 

i 

Let  us   represent  c    and  c     in the form of a function of V: x     y 

Let us Introduce the dependent variable y and the Independent vari- 

able x 

»-^-V4P. (3.9) 2m  ' X 

c,(\)d? cifii^r (3 io) 
(T) 

Effecting the substitution of the variables and excluding 0, we 

will obtain one second-order equation 

1 -1 
*i , inSjPM i ^ifl (3.11) 
*c«    '   c.(l)     y 

The remaining trajectory parameters are defined from the following 

relationships: 
0 L^ (3.12) 

ym dx 

„..^»Ällpw (3.13) 
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,,.y/(X„i^Mp(,) (3.14) 

/-VIC^ (3.16) 
Mil 

It follows from Relationship (3.12) that the straight-line segments 

of function y(x) correspond to segments of the trajectory for ö = const. 

A simpler and more Interesting case from the standpoint of prac- 

tice Is the one In which c = const, c = const, since along the main 
x y 

segment of the atmosphere-entry trajectory the M(ach) numbers are great 

and the aerodynamic characteristics of configurations not exceedingly 

fine are virtually Independent of M(ach) number. 

The equation of motion in this case is written in the following 

form: 

l£--^nr- (3-17) 
Here 

x = In VUPI V. 

In the case of descent to the earth it may be held that 

k»  (1/7000) M  \     ij x  l.OilO^p, 

}7ä«30.  1/VtfX» 2G,5sec, 

l/T/T« 212km,  rl(p « 78Ö0 m/sec. 

Let us note that Eq. (3.11) can be made somewhat more complex in 

order to take into consideration the nonisothermal nature of the atmos- 

phere which, as was shown above, exerts the greatest influence on the 

accuracy of the results. Thus, for the case c = const this equation 

assumes the following form: 

dx* c,  p{p) 
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where 

; 

_ \ dx 

,  P 

To carry out a comparative evaluation of the thermal regimes along 

the various atmosphere-entry trajectories, simple approximation formu- 

las for the convectlve heat fluxes received by the nose of the space- 

craft arc employed, and In this connection It is held that the nose Is 

spherical In shape. 

As a rule, along the main segment of the trajectory It may be held 

that a flow ol' a continuous medium is attained. 

In the case In which the boundary layer is laminar, the heat flow 

attains Its maximum value at the critical [stagnation] point (the fore- 

moot point on the sphere). In the case of large M(ach) numbers, the mag- 

nitude of the convection heat flow at the critical [stagnation] point 

for an Isothermal atmosphere may be expressed by the [following] formu- 

la for 

7H , = Cp^Vr-*», 

where 3,1 ^ / ^ 3,25 ([12]-[15]). 

For a comparative analysis the present article uses the formula 

from [14], which apparently gives a certain exaggerated value for the 

heat flow upon entry Into the earth's atmosphere 

^.-.-8.8-10*VPf-i^-y'ttk'al/(m2/sec).       (3.19) 

where It Is assumed that Vkr = 7850 m/sec. In the denotations of the 
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present article for c » const this formula Is written as follows: 

,...-*!£—■ *'*l/(*2/sec). (3.20) 

If a turbulent boundary layer la achieved  (which la  less  likely), 

the convectlve heat flux attains  Its maximum value In the section  In 

which passage through  the  sonic  line occurs. 

With analogous assumptions the expression for the heat  flow  Is 

defined  by the formula 

where 3,10 < / < 3,48 ((16, 17J). 

In the present article use Is made of the formula [16] 

30.« / v  \,•,• 
T - I.G-IO«-^ TH  kcal/m sec (3.21) 

or 

*«•* " rto.Mj kcal/m sec. (3.22) 

The radiation heat flow from the air heated behind the compression 

shock Is defined by the following formula ([l8]) 

9paÄ.t. » CpkVlr, 

where 1,5 < * < 1.8. 10 < / •-2u. 

The role of this type of heat transfer In the case of entry Into 

the atmosphere at circular velocity for spacecraft of dimensions that 

are not too large Is not great. 

The radiation heat flow from the spacecraft Is defined by the for- 

mula 

^„«r «ofw4 kcal/m sec, (3.23) 

where e Is the emlsslvlty, o Is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T 

is the wall temperature. 
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If It Is maintained that a quaslsteady thermal regime Is achieved 

during the course of the flight, the equilibrium wall temperature Is 

determined from the relationship 

r*- iqjta)\ (3.24) 

The maximum equilibrium temperature which is defined by the value 

of the maximum convection heat flow Is one of the criteria defining 

the thermal regime. 

Another simple criterion Is the value of the total heat flow re- 

ceived per unit of spacecraft surface during the descent 

C.< - J Qndt. 

Having made use  of Formulas   (4.3)   [sic]  and  (4.6)   [sic],   It  Is not 

difficult  to see that  with c    = const   In the case of a descent  to the 

I earth 

2250 % e-iVdx  .       , / 2 /      «   x 
<?- " HI^M J -71- kcal/m^, (3.25) 

<*"-■&&*)  -71- Kcal/rn^. (3.26) 

II.   BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES 

,4.   A Ballistic Trajectory with An  Initial  Angle of Inclination Equal  to 
Zero 

In the case c* = 0, c, = con.si  the equation of motion assumes a very 

Imple form 

Let us consider the trajectory for the descent of a satellite Into 

the atmosphere from an orbit decaying under the action of resistance 

forces. In this case the Initial conditions take the following form 

([7, 19]): 

yo{0) -0, ^'(O) =0. 

In the vicinity x = 0 Eq.   (4.1)  changes  into the equation yy" - 2x, 
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having the solution y~l/sFix,'\   which satisfies the given Initial condi- 

tions. Proceeding from this, let us seek a solution of the form 

y - ysTä^d + o,* + u»«« + ...). (4.2) 

Expanding the right-hand part of the equation in series and equa- 

ting Identical powers of x, let us define the coefficients a in succes- 

sion by the recursion formula 

 }-5J (2//I + 1) (2m + 3)a„ 
(4P+ 1)1      3mt.V 

Uft 
)+p...,,,2/._+3, (Ai3) 

«I*, s— 1,     Oi -s •/•;,     «2 =  Vji, 

as « 0,0099, 
a« «0,0021 etc. 

Using this recursion formula, it is possible to prove by induction 

that 

Ia,|<l/(,i + l)«(1.5)«, 

I.e., the radius of series convergence is no less than 1.5. 

This evaluation is enough to permit utilization of Solution (4.2) 

for the determination of the maximum accelerations and heat flows over 

the main segment of the atmosphere-entry trajectory. 

With x < 1 we can limit ourselves to three terms (with an error of 

less than 1$): 

yo *t ymc'H\ + xU\ + x2/21). 

Hence we can determine the maximum value of the acceleration, dif- 

ferentiating the expression 

n.-y8W3(xV. + T +_-)*-»« 

with respect to x and solving the equation 

4^ + 9*« + 76x - 72 — 0. 
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Prom this we find that 

*l        -0.835    or»'I -0,43^. 

y\,     -1.^5,    n.M-owiiK. 

For the earth (y/ä« 30) it may be held that 

U'j-lO-4 
n,ma« « *>.l.i,   J> „    «  " • 

' "M m»t Ox 

The maximum values of the heat flows as well as the values of the 

velocity at which these are attained can be determined In analogous 

fashion: 

xl     -0.237orM')     -0.789^HP, 
.i an 

3.G5     .    on / 2 
«L -0,444.       '/K T.mai-Tr-77-kcal/m  sec 
' /»K. T. 111.1 k      ' f'^Ox 

5. Evaluation of Solution and Limits of Its Applicability 

Let us Investigate the behavior of the trajectory y0(x). Let us 

write the equation for y - yQ = Ay 

d*  + yo(i/« + Ay)  ü- 0,i; 

With small x > o, yo « VH/3 J7'. e2* - 1 « 2x. Since the values of y0 here 

are small, even small deviations Ay lead to a large relative error 

Ay/yQ. Having substituted the variables Ay/yo = «, x = ««', we obtain the 

equat ion 

*L + 2J*L + .*<(2*,)-0. 
ix.«   dx,  4  1 + z 

from whose structure It follows that £ is oscillatory In nature and de- 

creases in amplitude, i.e., the relative error Ay/y0 diminishes. 

If this relaclve error becomes small, Eq, (5.1) becomes a linear 

equation having solutions 
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si -* f"* Kin w,     it ^ r* co» - •— 

or 
In x , -      In x 

Ay, - Vx siu —r.     Ayi - Vx cos -^-. 

With large x the linearised equation for the variation Ay Is writ- 

ten in the following form 

Having employed the  familiar asymptotic method  [20],  we can write 

the approximate solutions  for Eq.   (5.2)   in the form 

1        r 
Ayi ~ —==sin \ <i)(x)dr, 

yw(x) 

Ayi *- en« \ (i>(x)dx. 
yw(x)       J 

where 

u)(x)- • 
!/« 

Wltn x > 1,5 the solution y0 becomes  close to e   ,  and  in this  case 

w(x)-► 1, i.e.,   the solutions y(x)   close to e    execute slow undamped  os- 

cillations about  S»e'. It  is not  difficult  to see  that  over the entire 

range  of changes in x the variation Ay performs  oscillations  with non- 

dimlnlshing amplitudes;   however,   the ratio   by/y ~ Ml always  tends  to ze- 

ro.  Therefore,   th? trajectories under consideration are  In a certain 

sense stable. 

Let us examine in which range assumptions  e)  and f)  are  satisfied. 

Let us accept condition |e|< 0.3 (sine « 6. rosO « 1), as the criterion of 

fulfillment for assumption e), and let condition |e|<0,ln,. serve as the 

criterion of fulfillment  for assumption f). 

In accordance with the above we will hold  that   yt^ys/Zx*»    for small 
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x and y * ex for large x. In this case It Is not difficult to derive 

that for small x 

e» -y&r / iio,    »,« fiti ys/a x*^, 

while for a large x 

0 *t -e'/ iltK     n, - iltle-'. 

Consequently, condition e) Is violated for a small velocity (x > 

> 2.3, V < 0.1 V.„), while condition f) is violated in the case of a 

great velocity (x < 0.015, V > 0.905 V. ) and at a low velocity (x > 

> 2.3, V < 0.1 Vkr), I.e., the solution of Eq. (6.1) for initial condi- 

tions y(0) = y'Co) = 0 correctly reflects the motion of a spacecraft 

over the main segment of the atmosphere-entry trajectory at O.985 V.  > 

: > v > 0.1 vkr. 

The attempt to seek the solution ^ in the case of a sn.al] 

nonzero value y(0) = c0 > 0 In the form of a power series with respect 

to whole-number exponents x does not result in success, since the radius 
2/. 

of convergence for sucn a series is very small — of the order of CQ     » 

This Is easily explained by means of the following: if the solution is 

extended Into the region of negative x, since y" < 0 when x < 0, y > 0, 

the solution ^ with even a small x* < 0 intersects the x-axis along 

2x which y" = (e  — l)/y becomes Infinity and, consequently, cannot be 

represented at point x# by a converging series in powers of x. Hence, 

according to the Abel theorem, this solution cannot be represented by 

such a series even for x = |xf| > 0. This Justifies the utilization of 

the "limit" solution (y(0) = 0) expressed by a series which is rapidly 

convergent over a rather great range. 

If the value of c0 is small, so that assumption f) is satisfied, 

the solution in the vicinity of x = 0 is dafined by the formula 

y » co/^/co''1), where fo(4) serves as the solution of the equation 
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*//^,-2S// 
under the  Initial conditions 

/(oj-i.m-ofFig. i). 

(5.3) 

i.o - 

'V/W,* 

10 t,      0 0,5 lü>i 

Flg. 1 

With 1>1 {x>lrj'')  the function f becomes close to VöTiTT". i.e., the 

solution ^ becomes close to y^ and subsequently remains close to it, 

since the amplitude of Ay/y0 diminishes with Increasing x. 

With x>7co,/' the solution Ay may be determined from the solution 

for the equation In variation.- (5.2) for the initial conditions 

Ay(7f«'') = -0.11f/n. tiy'iW') = 0. 

Turning to the expressions for range and time, it is not difficult 

to prove that in the limit case with y(0) = 0 and x  u - 0 the Inte- 
nac n 

grals (3.15) and (3.16) diverge, which is completely natural - in outer 

space a space vehicle Is in motion for an indeterminately long period 

of time. Therefore, in calculating range and time it is an absolute 

necessity to take into consideration the initial value y(0)«sco¥fcO. Hav- 

ing represented the solution in the form 

y * c0f(x/co ')        for 

y » Vo{*) for 
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2/ 
we find that for small c0 and x > 7c0 3 

..:• 

^i'    ^li «(JL)   i. '"(I,/ 

1^(2,52.—,2.5.]-^-} (5.4) 

(for the nake of determlnacy the lower limit has been set equal to 0.01, 

since the solution YQCX) IS valid for x > 0.015). An analogous formula 

is derived for the flight time 

j <«-l-(2l52cr
,/..-12.5+5 -^i_}. (5.5) 

6.  Ballistic  Trajectories with An Initial Angle  of Inclination Not  Equal 
^.Q Zero 

Let  us  examine  the solution  of Eq.   (^.l)   having the  initial  condi- 

tions 

Vi0) =0,   ^'(0) =f, >ü. 

If y(0) = c0 is a small quantity not equal to zero, in this case 

concepts analogou;- to the previous arc applicable and for this reason 

this problem will not be considered any further. 

L t us initially consider the case of c, < 0.7. In this case It 

2 
turns out that x < O.ic,  the solution is presented in the form y = 

= c-,~'g(x/c, ), where g,{T\)   satisfies the equation 

» 

#gIdr\* ** 2r\ Ig (6.1) 

under Initial conditions: g(0) = 0, g'fO) = 1 (Fig. l). 
2 

With x > 0.8c,  the solution is close to yn(x), and Ay = y — y0 

will be the solution for the equation in variation in variations (5.2) 
p 

having the initial conditions Ay - 0.12 y0, Ay' = 0 for x = 0.8c, . On 

' 

! 

the basis of this representation, considering the oscillatory nature 

of the change Ay, it becomes clear that under certain conditions, when, 
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In the vicinity of x = O.835, Ay < 0, the maximum acceleration turns 

out to be even somewhat smaller than In the case c, = 0. 

The calculation results show that such a reduction, although com- 

pletely negligible, Is attained at c, ~ 0.25. 

Let us further consider the case of "large" c, > 1.2. The solution 

for Eq. (4.1) will be sought in the form of the series: 

y =z ctx t- c>r2 -i- czx3 + a-r* + cjj:* + .... ( ^ . 2) 

where the coefficients c2»cv cii etc' are determined by means of the 

recursion formula 

2m'1       m~i 

m(m - l)<-mf,--—^jr.- V ckcm_fc+,A;(A: - 1). (6.3) 

Hence 

/   10  17  14 \ 1 

We can show that the radium of the convergence of the series 13 

approximately equal to 0.6c-, , I.e., with c, > 1.2 the series converges 

In the range In which the acceleratIons and heat flows attain their 

maximum values, with the rate of convergence rising with increasing c, . 

In the determination of the maximuni magnitude of q, ,  the expan- 

slon Is also suitable for smaller c,(c, ~ 0.5). 

Since Cp - 1/c,, with an Increase in c, the curvature of the tra- 

jectory diminishes and the trajectory approaches a spiral Q  = const, 

considered In [2]. With c, > 3 (for the earth |e   | > 6°) it may be 
J. n a c n 

assumed with a sufficient degree of accuracy that along the main segment 

y = c-jX, I.e., with c, = 3 the error in the determination of the maxi- 

mum acceleration amounts approximately to 6^. 
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Pig.   2.   1)   4   terms  of the  series. 
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As an example let us reproduce one of the conclusions In Reference 

[2], substituting 6  by sin G  (for large entry angles this difference 

becomes slgnlflcan ) 

Hence »|%aiM-0^or VJ^^-O.eOSV^ n.«.,-^[.inOI* 
• 170|«ine| ( for the earth). 
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With 1.2 < c, < 3 It Is possible to find the maximum acceleration 

and the convectlve heat flow, using the flrct termu of the expansion 

In x. 

The results of the calculation carried out on a computer for the 

entire range of values of c, are presented in Pigs. 2-6; the comparison 

of these results with the analytical formulas (^.2) and (6.2) is shown 

In Pig. 2. 

Using the llm.4t solution y = c1x In the vicinity of x - 0, we will 

find that assumption f) Is satisfied at x > 0.01, I.e., for V < 0.99 ^{cr. 

It can be shown -hat the range and time of flight In the case of 
0 

c,  that are not too small and  In the case of small  c,. and x^,.  .   are 1 0    nach 

described by the approximation formulas 

L« W\±- (6..) 
C/f, " 

rjc, 

where ^ Is the solution for Eq. (6.1) In the case of a limit Initial 

condition y(0) = 0, y^O) = c,, I.e., the consideration of the Initial 

conditions, considering the essence of the matter, reduces to the selec- 

tion of the Initial point at which y(x) = c0. 

The values for time and range for the case x  . = 0.01 are shown 

In Figs. 7 and 8. 

7. The Coefficient of Resistance as An Exponential Function of Velocity 

Let cx = 
c
x(
vjcr)(VAj{r)

n. For the sake of convenience let us Intro- 

duce the functions ^ and Xi somewhat different from those calculated in 

accordance with the general rule 

.-(W (7.2) 
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In this case the equation of motion Is written In the following 

fom: 

1     du 

/I.-VäX*-*  -. (7.5) 

We will limit ourselves to a consideration of the ballistic tra- 

jectories 

i? nr^1 (7-6) 

a = 2/n>0  for   n > 0. 

Initially let us consider the case of entry into the atmosphere at 

a zero angle of incllnalion for the trajectory 

y(i)=y'(i) =o. 

Let UG expand the right-hand part of Eq. (7.6) in a power series 

with respect to x — 1, which converges at x < 2 and, in analogy to the 

previous solution, let us seek a solution in the form 

y = ifajliz - I)''' (1 + ßi(x - 1) + M* - D* + -I- (7 •7) 

By  moans  of the  recursion formula we  obtain 

a- 1 (a- 1) (19a-43) 
ß.--rr.      ß: 

J 

12  *       K 19-96 
(a- l)I19'72(a-2)(a-3)- 23 (a - 1) (19a-43)1 

^ " 9-17-19-256 

In  the general  case of a nonlnteger a the radius  of convergence 

for the derived  series   is  not greater than unity.  However,   In many cases 

In which a is an  integer  (n ^  2,   I,  2/3,   1/2,   ...),   the right-hand part 

of  the  equation contains  a finite number of powers of (x — l),   and Series 

(7.7)   converges within a  larger range. 
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Let us examine In detail two cases: 

a) n - 1, a • 2 

<Py/djr*-{j*~\)ly, 
Pi-'/•i.   fJa--5/10.%.  p,-125/'.»-17.10-2oÜ.       (7.8) 

It Is possible to show that the series converge:, with .sufficient 

speed In any case when x < 5.7, i.e., when V > 0.1Ö V. , Considering 

the three terms In Expansion  ^.8), It Is possible to write 

y » y873(x - l)l'.[ J + (x - 1) /12 - (x - 1)« Ö / lOOCj 

and find th2 maximum values  of acceleration and the heat flow 

'U^.«..-1'305   or   ^K.rW„-0«765v** 
19 .  2 

9M.«.MI - JtJ^Ty^ \O.J  kcal/m sec, 

'kx««-1'7       Or   ^UH r ma, - O'59^ 

4.6 . .2 
g*.f.m»* - ^"MMT \   k cal/m sec 

b) n =  2,  a =   1 
-^--i^i-. (7.9) 
ax2 y 

Tho  solution  Is  written   In the  form 

»-1/4 ('-»■". 

_     ^ i-* o 
rtjruiil  — *>.U—, 

«k..«.-^    or   V|,i(ninai-0.735V.p. 

7" ' "'v " ^■W^r.p)   kcal/ni<:sec, 

x I - i.Ui    or   l11 - 0.498^ 

Ü.Ü . 2 
7H T mav -  ^riröTTir'T kcal/m sec. 

Certain results  of the  calculation  carried  out   by meins  or the ex- 

pansions  for cases  of both negative and positive n are presented   In 

Pig.   9 whence we can see that  the maximum value of acceleration dimin- 

ishes  monotonlcally with  increasing n. 
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Pig. 9 

The case in which the Initial angle of trajectory Inclination dif- 

fer ^ from zero Is considered In the same manner as for c - const. The 

radius of convergence of the derived series Is greater, the greater the 

entry angle. 

Let us cite the first terms of the expansion with respect to x for 

the cases c ~ V and c - v : 

a) n — 1 

-(.-.)+-^M.-^ 2 \ (*-l) -n« 
6c, 

The results of the calculations are presented in Plga. 10 and 11. 

The comparison with the results of calculation for the case c ■ const 

is presented in Pig. 12. With sufficiently large c, > 3 It Is possible 

simply to assume that y ~  c^x - l). In this case, for example, the 

acceleration is expressed in the form 
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Fig.   10 

The maximum value of acceleration Is attained at x 

with V - Vkr[2/(n + 2)]1/n. 

».«•i- 
i7X|tine|/    2     V"«'« f-±_Y 

=  1 + n/2 or 

(7.12) 
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e.'tmit 

' i J * C, 

Fig. 12 

(this Is the result earlier obtained by V.Ya. Neyland). 

As we can see, the maximum value of acceleration diminishes with 

increasing n approximately in identical proportion irrespective of the 

magnitude of the atmosphere-entry angle. However, the heat flows in- 

crease in this case if it is maintained that the values of o {V^ )  are 

Identical in all cases. 

8. Determination of the Total Quantity of Heat Received by the  Surface 
of the Craft 

In caJculating the total quantity of heat received received per 

unit surface of a ballistic spacecraft having a spherical nose, let us 

make the following assumption.-: 

a) We will hold that the convective heat flow can be characterized 

by the formula 

b) The radiation heat flow from the air heated behind the compres- 

sion shock can be reglected. 

c) Let us hold that the surface of the craft exhibits equilibrium 

temperature, i.e., given by the equation q. = qrad until the given max- 

imum T is attained. Subsequently, the temperature is regarded as con- 
W 

stant and we calculate the integral 
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5 (fr-lH-lr,,.,)*. 
proportlontl to the required weight of the heat absorbent (Fig. 13). 

In physical terms this corresponds to the melting of the nose of the 

craft, the melting point represents T „,_„, and the quantity of heat ab- w msx 

sorbent  is proportional to the weight  of the melting material.  This 

method of evaluating thermal regimes was employed,  for example,   In Re- 

ference  [5]. 

1       r. 

frt'**rwmu 

t, 

Fig.   13 

The calculation was  carried out for ballistic trajectories  with 

CM ■■ const, .     pH» = 0,        V,,,, = K*p. 

Let us hold that with |e,„,| > G0 tne trajectory may be regarded az spiral, 

0 « const. 

Let us consider two cases. The first case corresponds to the lamin- 

ar boundary layer and in this case the quantity of heat received at the 

critical [stagnation] point of the spherical nose of the craft Is calcu- 

lated. 

We will proceed from Formula (3.20) In our calculations. 

Initially let us consider the spiral trajectory 
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I 
: 

y »ei* — y/7X|sin6|x 

-J7—57 \ I*,^-W,B - i4.1 — ^ - rT-TilTtCij kCal/rn   ' C0»1) 
_2270 

" ^   -    .. 
Here 

Ä. - 0.292• lO-"hin 61"••fl,0V.,«7V. 

and the points x, and Xp are found from the equation 

Function f(A#) Is shown In Pig. 14. With Formula (8.1) we can 

trace the Influence of the parameters o . sin 0, r, T __.., and c on 
X "~    W lUct X 

the total quantity of heat. 

For low values of 0  . It Is no longer possible to maintain that 

ö - const. For this reason here we use the results from the calculation 

of the ballistic trajectory In accordance with the simplified equation 

for c,   0 and r, = 1,5 (6M* — 0, —3°). This makes It possible to construct 

Q as a function of |sln ^nachl over the entire range of 0> Ob« >—90». 

Certain of the results of th' calculation are shown In Figs. 15-17. It 

Is Interesting to note that in this case there exists no optimum Inl- 

tlal angle of trajectory inclination for which the total quantity of 

heat would be at a minimum, but rather only a "worst" angle can exist. 

The second case corresponds to the turbulent boundary layer on the 

spherical nose of the craft. In this case, as Is well known, the heat 

flow attains Its maximum value in that section in which the velocity Is 

equal to the speed of sound and Formula (3.22) should be employed. Hav- 

ing carried out the computations, analogous to the computations of the 

previous case, we derive 

(?-<?«- ft«-, rransi * ■■« i/m2. sin 0 j i^üjfir** 
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Here 

B» = o^eio^isinei-ovw^r,4. 

Function g(B#) Is shown In Fig. 18. 

If the angle of trajectory Inclination upon entry Into the atmos- 

phere Is great, I.e., the trajectory can be regarded as spiral, but the 

entry velocity V  . differs from the circular: •'■M # K^, Formulas (8.1) ^       ^  nach 

and (8.2) are transformed In the following manner: 

Q*.M -Qw 

WM ~Qp*M- 

«^T'M^n 
BinB\Mo,**i** 

-(-fer^^n 
kcal/m* 

kcal/m  . 
»in 6 M aM**i* 
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8 r -- g = gaz = gas 

9 cp =  sr ^  srednly = average 

14 D = v = vozdukh = air 
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UDK 629.19 

TRACKS  OF DIURNAL ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES 

I.V.   Aleksakhln,   E.P.   Kompanlyets  and  A.A.   Krasovakly 

Working fomulas are derived for determining the tracks of diurnal 
artificial earth satellites.   The parameters  of the tracks are derived 
and detennlned as functions  of the parameters of the powered segment of 
the  rocket  booster's  trajectory. 

Nomenclature 
t time, 

T        time segment, 

R        radius  of the earth, 

a)        angular velocity of the earth's  rotation, 

fj        right  ascension, 

X        geographic longitude, 

^ geocentric latitude, 

A        azimuth, 

1   Incllmtlon of the orbit, 

T   period of revolution of the satellite on Its orbit, 

u   latitude argument of satellite. 

Subscripts ; 

*   motion on a circular orbit, 

e   motion on an elliptical orbit, 

a, p   apogee and perigee of the orbit, 

v, n   times of passage of the satellite across the ascending and 

descending nodes of the orbit, 

1   time of first starting of booster rocket engine, 
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2   time of second starting of booster rocket engine, 

k   time at end of powered segment of trajectory. 

FORMULATION OP THE PROBLEM 

An earth satellite Is said to be diurnal if It:: sidereal revolu- 

tion period Is one sidereal day. We shall consider diurnal earth satel- 

lites moving on a circular orbit. It follows from the definition that 

for unperturbed motion, the projection track of the diurnal satellite 

on the earth's surface will form a closed curve, as was noted at one 

time In [1, 2). 

The problem consists In ascertaining the characteristic peculiar- 

ities of those curves, the determination of their parameters and deriva- 

tion of formulas for calculating the parameters of diurnal-satellite 

tracks; also, the track parameters as functions of the parameter.; of 

the powered trajectory segment. 

In deriving the formulas, we shall assume that only the gravita- 

tional field of the earth, which is [assumed] Nev/tonlan, acts upon the 

satellite. 

TRACKS OF DIURNAL SATELLITES 

Let us examine the position of a satellite at times t ar.i t on a r v    — 

circular orbit (Pig. 1). From the spherical triangle formed by th arc 

segments 

AM = u, A(p = «f, AQ = Q — QB, 

we obtain 

From (1) we find 

tg 9 ■= »in AQ iRi, (l 
Kin 9 = »in u tin I, (2 

cos <« cos 9 »in /I. (3) 

AQ ~ «resin (tgv/lgi) (4) 

During the time At = t — t , the earth will turn through an angle 
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pig. i. i) v 

AQJ = w^. (5) 

The time segment At Is proportional to the arc u and to the satel- 

lite's orbital period on a circular orbit 

A/=(r/2n)u. (6) 

Prom Formula (5) using Relationships (2) and (6), we obtain 

AÖ» -» —z— arcMti 
2n 

/sin«) 
In 

\ 5in i 
(7) 

The  change   In  th»,'  satellite's  longitude during  the  time At  will  be 

AX - AQ - AQ, - .re >... f ** ) - ^-.rc.in 1^4) . (8) 

The current longitude of the satellite is 

(ftrip \   wjr* 
 I n— «re«.«, II /_.» tgi  J       2n              Vsml / (9) 

Formula  (9)  gives  a relationship  between the  longitude and latitude 

Vsini / 

of the satellite's projection onto the earth's surface for a satellite 

moving on a circular orbit.  In the case of a diurnal  satellite 

7-= 2«/«.. (10) 

and Formula (9) assumes the form 

^ + .«,i„(M)-.rc.i„(^l.V (n) 
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Using Portia (11), It is easy to construct diurnal earth-satel- 

lite tracks for specified values of the parameters Xv and 1^ Prom the 

results of calculations made for Xv = 30
oE, 150oE, 900W and for values 

of the parameter 1 assigned In the Interval 0° < 1 < l80o. It follows 

that the track of a diurnal satellite la a closed double loop or "fig- 

ure eight," with Its center on the Equator (Pigs. 2, 3). 

Let us note the two limiting cases corresponding to two values of 

the orbital Inclination: 1-0 and l80o. At 1 = 0°, the diurnal satel- 

lite Is stationary, remaining above the same point of the Equator at 

all times. For 1 = 180 , the diurnal satellite will move westward and 

pass over every point of the Equator twice each day. 

Fig. 3. 1) North Pole. 

PARAMETERS OF THE TRACKS 

For rough calculations, it Is convenient to Introduce the following 

track parameters for diurnal satellites: X. , the longitude of the cen- 
u S 

tcr of the "figure eight";  m £1V,   the maximum latitude attained In motion 
lUttA 

along the "figure eight"; (A>.)max» the largest difference between longi- 

tudes reached In motion along the "figure eight." 
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Let us derive working formula^ that enable ua to determine these 

parameters If the parameters X«, f„, AU  of the projection of the end of 

the powered trajectory segment orto the earth's surface are known. Here 

we shall use the familiar relationship 

cos« = cosipsin/l. (12) 

Setting In Expression   (ll) 

>. «= XK,   «p = <pK,   X, = >.„ (13) 

we get 

X,-XI.-Wc.in(^) + .resin (^) (l4) 

It   follows from  (l)   that  the maximum latitude value  correspond.-:  to 

the condition 

AQ«±90o (15) 

and Is equal to 

«Pm«=±i. (l6) 

To determine the maximum longitude difference in motion along the 

track, let us decompose the velocity of the satellite's projection over 

the surface of a nonrotatlng earth into two components: one with zero 

azimuth and one with an azimuth of 90 : 

l'o = VcosA = (<»j/if cos/I, (17) 

^to = V sin A = «on/f sin /I. (10) 

The rotary speed of the point on the earth's surface onto which 

the satellite projects is equal to 

V, = Ü),/? cos (p. (19) 

At the moment of crossing the equator, we have from (12) 

sin/I = co*/. (20) 

and, consequently, 

V„OV (21) 

Here the equality In Formula (21) appli^s only for 1 = 0°. II fol- 
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lows from (21) that at the moment of crossing the Equator, th»» orojec- 

tlon of the satellite onto the surface of a rotating earth will move 

westward. At the time of attainment of maximum latitude 

,4-90°, rw>^ (22) 

The equality obtains In Formula (22) only with 1 - 0°. It follows 

from (22) that when maximum latitude Is reached, the satellite's projec- 

tion onto the surface of a rotating earth will move eastward. 

It is obvious that as the latitude of an artificial earth satel- 

max' lite varies from 0 to qp  , the equality 

Vm^V,. (23) 

will obtain at a certain point In time. 

At this moment, the difference between the longitude of the satel- 

lite's projection onto the earth's surface and the longitude of the cen- 

ter of the "figure eight" reaches its maximum. Let us find it from Con- 

dition (23). From (l8) and (19), we find 

sin A = cos f. (24) 

Using Formular: (3), (ll), and (24), we can obtain 

X-^-aresin]/—^ arcsln-      1     (25) 
l + cos < Vi + CA« < ' yi +co*/ 

Consequently,   the maximum longitude difference during motion on the 

track will  be 

(AX) m.i - 2(X - M- 2 r.rc^.n V    —     - .rciln-r=i=l.     (26) 

The above applies only for /<90o. in the case 1 > 90°, Equality 

(26) is not satisfied, and the projection of the satellite onto the sur- 

face of a rotating earth will move continually westward. In »uch a way 

that the upper loop of the "figure eight" will enclose the North Pole, 

and the lower loop the South Pole of the earth (Fig. 3). 
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Prom Formula  (14),   (16),  and  (26),  and  from the relationship 

It follows that  the parameters X.   ,   opmov.,  and  (AX) of the diurnal t •<  max        max 

satellite's track can be determined if the parameter.; X. , 9. and A. of 

the end of the trajectory's powered segment are known. Here the "width" 

(AX)mov and "height" o .„ of the "figure eight" do not depend on the max max 

longitude of the projection of the end of the powered segment onto the 

earth's surface, and are determined by the inolination of the orbit (or 

by the parameters 9. , A. ). It follows from (l^), (16) and (26) that, by 

varying the longitude and latitude at the end of the powered segment 

with the orbital Inclination held constant, we can change the position 

of the center of the "figure eight" on the Equator, while keeping Its 

"width" and "height" unchanged. 

Fig. k 

Let us consider one of the ways in which we can accomplish this 

without energy losses. It is a known fact that when a diurnal satellite 

Is Injected into orbit. It Is favorable from a power standpoint to u^e 

a "Intermittent" powered segment, with the engine operated in two burstr, 

as follows. 

1. Parking the booster rocket at the perigee of a transitional el- 
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llptlcal orbit whose apogee height Is equal to the altitude of the syn- 

chronous diurnal orbit. 

2. Motion with the engine off along the transitional ellipse to 

th'i  region of Its apogee. 

3. Rolgnltlon of the engine In the region of the ellipse apogee 

and Injection Into the diurnal orbit. 

To change the longitude and latitude at the end of the powered 

segment, It Is convenient to Introduce a second "break" on the powered 

part of the trajectory. The Injection scheme will change somewhat when 

this 1^ done. 

1. Parking the boo.iter rocket on an Intermediate circular orbit 

whose altitude Is equal to that of the perigee of a transitional ellip- 

tical orbit. 

2. Motion with the engine off along the Intermediate circular or- 

bit for a specified length of time x . 

3. Restarting the engine with Injection at the perigee of a transi- 

tional elliptical orbit. 

4. Motion with the engine off along the transitional ellipse to 

the region of its apogee. 

5. Engine started for a third time In the region of the ellipse 

apogee, with Injection into the diurnal orbit. 

It is obvloun that, by varying the time T of the motion along the 

intermediate circular orbit, we can change the longitude and latitude at 

the end of the powered segment without affecting the thrust potential of 

the rocket booster and holding the inclination of the diurnal orbit un- 

changed. Let us derive approximate relationships for the parameters at 

the end of the powered trajectory segment as functions of the time of 

motion along the Intermediate circular orbit. For this purpose, we shall 

use the following simplifying assumptions: a) when the engine Is started 
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for the second and third times, the thrust Impulüc 1;; trancmltted In- 

stantaneously to the booster rocket; b) after tlv. engine la shut off 

for the first time, the trajectory of the booster rocket llec In the 

plane of the diurnal orbit. 

Let us consider the pocltlons of the booster rockol at the timer? 

t,, t«, and t . Without loss of generality, we ahall a;;;;ume that the 

times t. and tp correspond to motion above the northerr» hemlcpher^ of 

the earth (Pig. 4). 

Prom the spherical triangles formed by the arc; 

£•11 — 11.-111,  A.tp — q),-^,,,  AjQ = Q,, - Q,. 

A,u — u, - u^   Anp « «pa - 9".  A,Q — QH - Q», 

we obtain 

cos/li «■ —cos (Q,, — Qi) sini, (28) 

«)• (u«-ui) — cos (QM-Oi) cosif,. (29) 

siiufi = sin (UM — uj) sin/, (30) 

tg (Q,. - ß2) = lg (li,, _ u,) cos i. (31) 

T\ie  variation of the latitude argument with motion along the Inter- 

mediate circular orbit Is proportional to the time of motion along the 

intermediate circular orbit: 

«J-«I--JJ-V (32) 

Let us determine the coordinates of the booster's projection onto 

the earth's surface at the time when the engine Is started for the sec- 

ond burst. Comparing Expressions (28) and (29), we obtain 

u« — ui — arc cos  ~ . ^ J J / 
L   am I 

We find from (32) and (33) 

f-co8i4ico8ep, I      2JI /-JI, \ 
 \         --yrV                   (34) »ml        '       T*   r 

We get the latitude at point 2 by substituting Relationship (34) 

into Pormula (31)# which we rewrite In the form 
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fi — MeiinliiiMi^-at)»«!!). (35) 

The change In right ascension during the passage from point 1 to 

point 2 is found by applying Expressions (28) and (30). 

Qt- Qt~ arc cos I—       *   - »rcigligium - ih)eoa i]. 
L    »in i      I 

(36) 

The geographic longitude of point 2 Is determined by the expression 

XJ-X.-K (Q,-Q,) -«.xp. (37) 

The coordinates of the end of the powered segment at the time of 

Injection Into the diurnal orbit can be found from the formulas 

K.Xt + K-u.Ii,   „>„ (r.-^y^tpli).   (38) 

Using Formulas (3^)-(38) for assigned X., 9. and A,, we can deter- 

mlrs the time Tr of motion on the Intermediate circular orbit that Is 

required to obtain the specified position of the center of the "figure 

eight" on the Equator. 
Received 
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Page [Transliterated Symbols] 
No. 

37      3=2 = zemlya = earth 

37      a■ e = elllpticheskiy » elliptical 

37      a = a = apogey « apogee 
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37 n - p 

37 » -   V 

37 H - n 

38 K - k 

38 tg - 

^5 p - r 

perlgey • perigee 

voskhodyashchly ■ ascending 

nlskhodyashchly    ■ descending 

konets > end 

i » tangent 

razryv = discontinuity,  break 
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UDK 521.3:629.195.1 

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF IMPROVING THE ACCURACY OP DETERMINATION OP THE 

ORBITS OP SPACE VEHICLES BY REDUCING THE INFLUENCE OF CORRELATED ERRORS 

A.V. Brykov 

The article  Is devoted to the problem of using statistical methods 
for processing  correlated measurements to determine the actual  orbits 
of space vehicles. 

The basic  relationships  characterizing the effectiveness with 
which these methods  can be applied are ascertained on the simplest ex- 
ample,   in which two correlated measurements are reduced. 

The possibility,   in principle,   of making effective  use  of statis- 
tical methods  for the evaluation of correlated measurements  to deter- 
mine the orbits  of space vehicles  is  indicated not  only in the case in 
which the probability  characteristics  of the measurements are exactly 
known,   but also  in the  case that  is  of greatest  interest  from the prac- 
tical  standpoint - that  in which they are not known with sufficient 
certainty. 

In  conclusion,   a quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of 
these methods  is set  forth with reference to an example  closely similar 
to that  of determining the orbits of space vehicles. 

In launching space vehicles to conduct assigned scientific-research 

programs,   it  is  necessary,  as a rule,  to know not only the  calculated 

orbits,   but also those actually realized.   The elements  of the true or- 

bits  of space vehicles are required in coordinating the measured data, 
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predicting motions In the course of the flight, end In solving e num- 

ber of other problems. Here, the demands made as to the accuracy of 

the orbital determination may be very high in some cases. Among the 

problems requiring high-precis ion determination of the orbits we may 

encounter, for example, the following: 

determination of the density of the atmospheric upper layers from 

the results of 1SZ observations, with the object of constructing a dy- 

namic model of the atmosphere [1, 2]; 

determining the impact point of a lunar rocket on the surface of 

the moon from orbital-measurement data [3]; 

refining the dimensions and figures of celestial bodies in the 

solar system from the results of observations of space-vehicle flights 

m. 
It should be noted that the possibility of exact orbit determina- 

tion from the results of measurements made on short segments of the or- 

bits will considerably expand the range of scientific problems that 

can be solved with the aid of space vehicles. The accuracy of orbit de- 

termination is limited basically by the following three factors: 

errors of the measuring systems, 

uncertain knowledge of the forces acting on the space vehicle dur- 

ing its flight, 

the imperfect state of methods for evaluating the measured infor- 

mation. 

In the present paper,  these factors will be considered in an anal- 

ysis of ways to improve the accuracy of orbit determinations only in 

connection with improvement of the data-reduction methods. 

The use of radio-electronic systems as the basic measuring devices 

for orbital measurements insures the possibility of acquiring a large 

volume of measurement data,  and when the most highly perfected statis- 
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tlcal evaluation methods are applied to this, the result may be an or- 

bital determination of rather high accuracy. However, the extensive 

Implementation of such processing methods for determining the orbits 
t 

of space vehicles encounters a number of difficulties. Foremost among 

these Is that associated with the nature of the errors burdening the 

measured Information. The measurement errors Include both weakly cor- 

related, practically Independent errors as well as strongly correlated 

errors. 

If the probability characteristics of these errors are known, then 

the influence of errors of both the first and second types can be re- 

duced significantly by the use of appropriate processing methods under 

certain conditions, and the very strongly correlated, practically con- 

stant errors can be excluded altogether. 

Usually, however, the probability characteristics of the measured 

information, and particularly those of its correlated components, are 

not known with sufficient certainty. In determining orbits, therefore, 

we apply techniques based on the classical method of least squares and, 

consequently, designed for reduction of independent measurements. As a 

result, strongly correlated meacurement-error components determine the 

accuracy to which the actual orbit is calculated [1]. 

A second difficulty sterns from the presence of error in our knowl- 

edge of the forces under which the motion is taking place. Errors in 

our knowledge of the planetary figures and the astronomical constants, 

aerodynamic forces, etc. may, for certain types of space vehicles, 

prove to be decisive for the accuracy with which the actual orbit is 

calculated. Here, of course, it is not possible to improve the accuracy 

of the orbit determinaticn substantially by virtue of more perfect eval- 

uation of the measurement data alone. In consequence of this, preference 

must be given to the classical method of least squares for such types 
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of orbits. 

Finally, the application of orbit-determining techniques based on 

more highly perfected statistical methods of processing the measured 

information requires the use of a complex mathematical algorithm and 

increases the amount of time required for the calculations. We note 

that these difficulties - apart from the factors related to our ignor- 

ance of the probability characteristics — are not of fundamental signi- 

ficance for the problem under consideration and can be surmounted easi- 

ly. Among other things, moat  of the quantities whose errors are deter- 

mined by our inexact knowledge of the forces can be included among the 

parameters to be determined as a result of the data reduction, or 

among the parameters to be measured. In the latter case, as will be 

shown below, they are converted Into correlated measurements and their 

influence on the errors of orbit determination can be partially or to- 

tally excluded. As for the complexity and laborlousness of the calcula- 

tions, this problem is quite solvable at the present advanced state of 

development of electronic computers. Thus, In view of this last remark, 

we may consider that the basic obstacle on the path of Improving the 

accuracy of space-vehicle orbit determinations Is the presence of 

strongly correlated errors In the measured Information, errors whose 

probability characteristics are not known with sufficient accuracy. 

The task of the present paper consists In Indicating the possibil- 

ity, in principle, of raising the accuracy of space-vehicle orbit deter- 

minations by reducing the influence of strongly correlated components 

of the measurement errors, even when our knowledge of their probability 

characteristics Is limited. 

The equations of motion of a space vehicle connect the Initial con- 

ditions of the motion 

9,(/-l. 2 N) (1) 
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i 

1 

with the measured parameters 

M'-1.2 n) (2) 

by a differential relationship of the form 

Mnu 7« 'i** wt. »4..• •, »m) — n, '3) 

whero I0«(VH 1, 2, ..., m) are certain parameters characterizing the forces 

In operation. 

Suppose that as a result of observations, we have obtained values 

of the measured parameters distorted 1y correlated errors: 

M'= 1. 2 »). (4) 

Then,  as we know [1],  the determination of the motion's Initial 

conditions can be reduced to solution of a linear system of condition- 

ed equations — a system that.   In matrix form.   Is written as 

AA«| = Är. (5) 

Here, Aq = Aq.vi, Ar = \r,(, and A = A,.» denote, respectively, matrices 

with elements that are the differences {&qi*= Qi — q*)  between the values 

of the Initial conditions of the motion (l) and certain approximate 

values q.# of these conditions; differences (Arj = r< —ri») between the 

parameters (4) and their values as calculated from (5) for 7/= 7>* ; 

and the values of the derivadves of the measured parameters with re- 

spect to the Initial conditions of the motion («*, = <>r,/(fy, — d/i/dft). 

The linear system of conditioned equations (5), which Is a rela- 

tionship between the sought Initial conditions of the motion and the 

correlated measurements that cannot be solved for Aq for n > N, can be 

solved by statistical methods. One of these methods may be that of pro- 

cessing the dependent measurements, as set forth Jn [5] — a method de- 

veloped on the basis of Fisher's maximum plausibility method. 

In this case, regardless of the error distribution law, unbiased 

effective estimates determined by the following matrix relationship 

apply for the unknown initial conditions: 
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6% - (A'K-»A)-«ArK-«Ar . QA'K-«Af, (6) 

where 

Q - (A'K-'A)-«. 

and the accuracy of determination of their linear function 

9»fAq, (7) 

where f — fiw is a matrix with elements (p., is characterized by the 

root-mean-square deviation 

a,-W^r. (8) 

Here K —Km« is the correlation matrix of the measurements being 

reduced (4). 

Use of this method to reduce correlated measurements may not al- 

ways improve the accuracy as compared with the classical method of 

least squares. For example, in an analysis of the effect of measure- 

ment dependence as reflected in the accuracy of the reduction results 

[5], a case considered as an example produced the same result with 

either method over a rather broad range of variation of the strength 

of the dependence. It is found that to obtain the desired effect of 

improving the accuracy, it is necessary to satisfy certain conditions 

imposed on the elements of matrix A. To ascertain these conditions and 

indicate clearly the effectiveness of the correlated-measurement reduc- 

tion, let us consider the simplest case of reducing excess Information: 

determination of a single quantity (A^0») from two measurements (Aft and 

Ah). 

For such a problem, we shall have 

df » Aqw «- Aqii » ty«, 

Ar ■■ Arni « Arn — 1 ÄM 
Aft 

A « A„JV « AJI » 1 ai 1 "I' 
K ■» Kun mi Ka ■■ DrKf 

KrDf 
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Pig. 1 

(it Is assumed for simplicity that the meas- 

urements are equally accurate)« Then the sys- 

tem of conditioned equations takes the form 

a.AflW-f,. oA^-M* (9) 

and the solution may, on the basis of (6), 

be written as follows: 

W - -TTn—TTTI-rVT-n -T.. ■ (10) 

Here the accuracy with which L<v  '  Is determined will be charac- 

terized by the root-mean-square deviation 

-f Of-t* 
(11) ^ _ ^   {axDt - atKr)ai + {atD, - atK,)at 

Transforming relationships (10) and (11)  In such a way that A^* 

and   OA,   are expressed In terms of the correlation coefficient 

kwmKrlPf  and the parameters  a^a,/«,   and   ß*-ft I Mt,  we obtain for 

a, ^k ü and M *t o 
A?.    M-. a^\ 4.7a —/r\ A A». 

(12) 

(13) 

^a-.*)+.(.-*jj.   g. 
^        «.       (l + o«)-2a*      ~ ,, X*0-*• '''• 

For a fixed value of a,, the errors In the determination of A^ 

may be characterized with an accuracy to within a constant cofactor by 

the function ♦(o,A). Figure 1 presents a diagram of the variation of 

this function with the parameter a and the correlation coefficient k. 

As will be seen from the diagram, the accuracy with which bf*   Is found 

depends to a high degree on the magnitude of the parameter a. As a var- 

ies from 0 to 3, ^{a,k)  diminishes from 1 to 0.28 for k = 0, to 0.13 

for k = 0.9 and to 0,06 for k - 0.995. The maximum of the error, which 

corresponds, as will be seen from (13)» to a = k, shifts from values of 

a = 0 to values of ot = 1 and becomes more distinct, without changing In 
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magnitude, as the correlation coefficient increases. Consequently, the 

higher the degree of measurement correlation and the greater the dif- 

ference between the parameter o and that value of it which corresponds 

to fgutg« the more accurately will A*/"» be determined. For linearly de- 

pendent, systematic errors, when k = 1 or k = - 1, it follows from Rela- 

tionship (13) that there is no error at all in the determination of 

A^ if 04*1 or a^fc—1 , respectively, and that the error reaches its 

maximum for a = i or o«—l. It is this that gives rise to the condition 

insuring the possibility of reducing or eliminating the correlated-er- 

ror effect. 

Generalizing the results obtained to the case of reducing depend- 

ent measurements, in which A'>1 and n>N+l,  we arrive at the conclu- 

sion that to ensure a possibility of reducing or eliminating the in- 

fluence of correlated errors, it is necessary that the elements of the 

columns of matrix Abe different. This condition is satisfied at once 

in problems of determining space-vehicle orbits. As follows from the 

physical essense of the matrix A column elements themselves — elements 

that are, in this problem, derivatives of the parameters to be measur- 

ed with respect to the initial conditions of the motion, they will vary 

essentially along the trajectory [1]. Moreover, it is possible, by ap- 

propriate selection of the measurement-point positions relative to the 

orbit [6], to provide a relationship for them that will be closest to 

the optimum. Consequently, it may Ye  stated that application of reduc- 

tion techniques that take measurement dependence into account for deter- 

mination of space-vehicle orbits may Insure an Increase in accuracy by 

reducing or eliminating the influence of correlated measurement errors. 

For final disposal of the question ad to the use of these methods for 

the case in which errors in our knowledge of the forces are decisive, 

let us show how these errors can produce errors of measurement. Then, 
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in accordance with the conclusions derived above« their influence on 

the accuracy of the orbit determination may be reduced essentially or 

eliminated altogether. 

Let the exact values of the parameters »» (v—1, 2,.... m) in Relation- 

ship (3) be unknown, and assume that we know only their approximate 

values u>A so that the error in our knowledge of each parameter 

Aiiv M I*« — vv* is small as compared with the magnitude of the parameter 

itself. Then on linearization of Relationship (3), the result obtained 

may be written in the form 

i^i + S-i""-^-^ c-*.2 »o (W 
j—1^      vat0W* 

or,  taking the symbols introduced above into account: 

SMfc-^-Ss?:**»  ('-1.2 n).        (15) 

It is obvious that the right member of System (13) is a system of 

n random quantities, each of which carries the same errors 

6i0v (v —J. 2 m), whose correlation matrix* we denote by Kw. Then the 

correlation matrix of the new system of random quantities — let us de- 

note it by K* — Is readily expressed in terms of the assigned matrix 

Kr and Kw. Obviously, the following relationship will apply for the 

elements of the matrix K#: 

AV-ZCV + iS^^JL/:^  (<t ^-lt2 „).     (16) 

Now if in Expression (13) we replace the random quantities 

6r< (i » l. 2 n)  and 610« (v = 1, 2 m) with the particular realizations 

A?« = Fi - r.» {i — 1. 2, .... ») and Äff» — »v — i0v* — 10»* - «0v* — 0 (v — I. 2 m). 

obtained as a a result of measurement,  then System (13)  becomes the 

syntem (5) that we examined earlier,  but subject to the additional con- 
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dltlon that the correlation mtrlx of the meas- 
urements Is equal to the matrix K# with ele- 
ments defined by Relationship (16), I.e., the 
problem reduces to the case of correlated- 
measurement reduction examined above. 

Up to this point, we have been considering 
the question as to the possibility of reducing or eliminating the In- 
fluence of correlated measurement errors In the proMc.n of determining 
the orbits of space vehicles for the condition that the probability 

characteristics of the errors are exactly known. But the greatest 

practical Interest attaches to solution of this problem for the case 

In which our knowledge of the probability characteristics of the meas- 

urement errors Is limited. To Indicate the possibility of solving this 

problem, let us turn to the elementary example of correlated-measure- 

ment reduction examined above. The value of the unknown A'/0'In the 

presence of measurements Ar, and ^> Is determined by Relationship (10) 

or (12). Here, If the correlation coefficient k, which Is the funda- 

mental probability characteristic of the measurement errors,* is known 

with an error ok, then on the basis of (12) the dependence of -Von 

the error Ok can be represented by the following expression: 

A«*(6*) rirz*   '•> 7,L    A/TV— " T"x (a' *• *•bk)'    ^17 ^ «i   1 -h a- — iu(k — ok) «i 

To construct the relationship A7<0'(6A). on the basis of this expres- 

sion. It Is necessary to know the parameter p = M/Ar,.which does not 

depend on a, but is a function of the correlation coefficient. It is 

easy to obtain the relationship ß(k) using the particular realizations 

given in [3] for the stationary random variable Ar(t), which has a ze- 

ro mathematical expectation, unit dispersion and a normalized correla- 

tion function i^(T)««-,",. It is obvious that if for a given particular 
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realization of the random variable its value has been fixed at 

AF(ii)» Aft *h 0, the ratio of any other value Af(it) isolated from the 

first interval *iMfc~ti. to the first will give the unknown parameter 

P(TI) corresponding to the correlation coefficient *(ii) ■■«'"•• 

Figure 2 shows the relationship ß(k) for three particular realiza- 

tions of the random variable Ar(t), selected from among the ten parti- 

cular realizations of [3] in such a way that one of them would assume 

the largest values (variant ß ■ ß,)f another average values (variant 

ß ■ ß2) and a third the smallest values (variant ß ■ ß»). Since the 

original random variable Ar(t) has a zero mathematical expectation, it 

follows from (10) that the exact value of the unknown quantity Aq must 

be equal to zero. Consequently, the value of A^w calculated from For- 

mula (12) or (17)* is the error of determination of the quantity Aq in 

a given particular realization of the measurements A/V and ^t. But 

since our interest in this problem lies not in the absolute error val- 

ues, but only in the Influence exerted on them by the parameters a, ß, 

k and Ok, then it is obvious that it will be sufficient for analysis to 

consider the variation of the function x*(<».*.M*)- 

Figure 3 presents curves of the variation of this function with 

the correlation coefficient for the three variants of the parameter ß 

and three values of a. Here, the curves are given for four values of 

the errors ok: curves 1 correspond to an error Ök ■ 0, curves 2 to 

6* »0,33*, curves 3 to 6*»O.DTA and curves k to  M ~ k.   This last case 

(curve 4) corresponds to reduction of the correlated measurements by 

the classical method of least squares. Analysis of the curve shown 

here indicates that for a = 1 the results of processing the correlated 

measurements do not depend on the errors In our knowledge of the corre- 

lation coefficient, but are determined entirely by the results of the 

measurements. In this case, as follows from (12) and (17)» 
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Xs-i* *■*0.5(1+ 0)- As a diminishes, the difference between the reduction 

of the measurements with full (ök = 0) or partial (//> 6/; i* 0) account 

of the dependence and the reduction without consideration of It (5k = k) 

becomes increasingly significant. Thus, for a = 0.7, this difference 

becomes essential even for k > 0.3 for the first ß variant, at k > 0.6 

for the second ß variant and at k > 0.9 for the third. As a diminishes 

further, these limits broaden. For a = 0.25, the first ß variant gives 

an essential difference In the results of reduction for k > 0.25, the 

second for k > 0.5 and the third for k > 0.75. For values of k smaller 

than those indicated above, the curves Indicate that the reduction re- 
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suits practically coincide Irrespective of the errors ok. The only ex- 

ception Is a short segment of variation of k (from O.65 to O.85) for 

the third ß variant, where taking the dependence Into account Increas- 

es the error to 25£. Finally, It Is necessary to note the most Impor- 

tant peculiarity of reduction of correlated measurements — one that Is 

26   *o a  to $99 to * H tt m 
9m % 

Pig. h 

of fundamental importance for the problem under consideration: this con- 

sists In the fact that with diminishing a, the tendency toward reduc- 

tion of the error as a result of full (ök = 0) or partial (A-> öA-# 0) 

account of the dependence of the measurements In their reduction mani- 

fests with Increasing clarity. Thus, for example, for curve 2 (ök - 

= 0.33k), passage from a = 0.7 to a = 0.25 results for all three ß var- 

iants, In a diminution of the error by almost half. This tendency Is 

clearly evident from Pig. 4, where the variation of the relative error 

hQ{Kk\ - ^"W - AgW^A - 0) 
(18) 

Is shown for the first ß variant as a function of the error 6k. As will 

be seen from Relationship (18), 67(0/.) Is the ratio of the variation of 

the error In AT«' due to the presence of the error Ok to Its maximum var- 

iation, which occurs at the maximum value of the error Ok = k, I.e., 

for reduction of the Information by the classical method of least 

squares. For small a, as will be seen from the diagram shown, even 
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large errors in the correlation coefficient provide an opportunity for 

a substantial Increase in accuracy, while for large a this possibility 

is sharply reduced, particularly for values of the correlation coeffi- 

cient near unity. A qualitatively similar picture also emerges for 

values  of a in excess of unity. If a > 1,  then the optimum conditions 

for reduction correspond to large values of a,  and the poorest to val- 

ues of a close to unity. Thus,  the results obtained indicate a possi- 

bility of improving reduction accuracy even in the presence of errors 

in our knowledge of the probability characteristics of the measurement 

errors. Here,  this increase    will be the greater the more the parameter 

a aeparts from unity and the higher the degree of correlation charac- 

terizing the measurements. 

Generalizing the above result,  we arrive at the conclusion that 

the basic condition for solving the problem posed reduces to the re- 

quirement that the  column elements  of the matrix A be different.   I.e., 

to the  same condition as  in the case In which correlated measurements 

with known probability characteristic are being reduced,   since this 

condition admits of full  satisfaction In problems of determlng space- 

vehicle orbits,  we may definitely conclude that  It  is possible  to Im- 

prove the accuracy of determination of these orbits by reducing the  In- 

fluence of correlated errors  even In cases  where their probability 

characteristics are known only with errors. 

Prom the standpoint   of determining space-vehicle orbits,   the sim- 

ple example of correlated-measurement reduction that we have considered 

above gives only a qualitative characterization of the influence exert- 

ed by various factors on the reduction results.  To provide some impress- 

ion of the quantitative side  of the problem,   let us  conclude with some 

results  of reducing correlated measurements for the case in which a 

single parameter  A^" is determined from n correlated measurements 
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Af< (< ■■ 1, 2..... n). 7hls problem resembles those In which orbits are de- 

termlned and may be encountered in practice, for example, in determing 

the speed of a space vehicle if the direction of that speed and the 

coordinates of the point at which it is necessary to determine it are 

known. Particular realizations of a stationary random variable [5] are 

taken in this problem as the measurement information: 

ftr(0 - ltf> / * 2 y«rc tg Wfc / e - ore lg Wk-i / e (q)kco8 &)»( + A* »in utht] (19) 

with a zero mathematical expectation and a correlation function 

A:4f(T) -Z>e-"i. (20) 

where a) is the frequency spectrum into which the random variable re- 

solves, D is the dispersion of the random variable, 9 and X are normal- 

ized (O.l), mutually independent random numbers, T = /J —/, is the dif- 

ference between two specified points of time within the limits of var- 

iation of the random variable being examined and e i^ a parameter char- 

acterizing the degree of the correlation among the measurements. 

Selection of this method for obtaining the measurement Information 

war: prompted by the fact that It enables us to obtain Information with 

assigned probability characteristics, and also to obtain, for each par- 

ticular realization of the random quantities »(»./.».(/.•= 1.2.....m) informa- 

tion characterized by various degrees of dependence, so that we are 

able to make a comparative analysis of the processing results. In the 

present problem, we have used the correlation measurements presented 

In the article [5]* measurements that were calculated as follows. Prom 

tables of random, normalized (O.l) numbers, ten variants of the numbers 

<fih,'u were selected at random (from among fifty pairs In each variant), 

and Formula (19) used with D = 1 to calculate particular realizations 

of the random function 6r(t). The particular realizations Af(0 In each 

variant were calculated for three e values: e-i ■ 0,001 sec , ep = 
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=  0.01  sec"    and  e-^  =  0.1  sec"   .  The  information was  evaluated  by Re- 

latlonshlp  (6).  Here  the  following matrices  were u.;ed:  Aq = Aq.v, = Aq,,— 

Aq<0', Ar = Ar,,,, = Arnl, A = AnN = An,   and  K = Knn.   Moreover,   an additional ma- 

trix   S = 5>„i = K-'A  with elements St(i = \,2 n) was  Introduced,   and the 

solution was written  In the  form 

n In 

«-J 
(21) 

i-i 

To permit varying the relationship between the elements of the ma- 

trix A over a broad range using the minimum number of parameters. It 

was assumed that the matrix elements are terms of a geometric progres- 
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sion with a denominator a and, consequently, that  o<«i//lu'-«  If we 

adopt a constant interval between measurements (At = const), then the 

elements of matrix s are defined by the following finite relationships: 

5,= [(Xa-1)/(X»~1)K 

6. = [a'-'/(^-l)J|X(a-a-«)- (l+X»)Ja. (» = 2.3  „-I)/22) 

Sn = [o-V(X«-i)J(Xo-«~l)fl,, 

where /. = e-^\ 

For the case in which the given information is reduced by the clas- 

sical method of least squares, the solution will, as IF regularly seen 

from (21), assume the form 
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A<7N .W V «.Ar, f S   a>\ 
i-i / 1-1 

(23) 

The results of the calculation are shown In Figs. 5-7 for all ten 

variants of particular realization of the randoir function 6r(t) and 

for the three values of e. Here It has been assumed that Lt  = 20 sec, 

a, - 1, n « 90 and that a varies from 0.1 to 1. The solid line Indi- 

cates A//", and the broken line Av'0' Here, correlation-coefficient val- 

ues of two neighboring measurements equal to k, = 0.9ö; k2 = 0.r2; k^ = 

= 0,135* and correlation coefficient values of the first and la.?t meas- 

urements equal to k, ~ 0,165; kp ~ 0; k^ = 0 correspond to the values 

-1 -1 
t1 «= 0.001 sec  , C2 - 0.01 sec' and 63 = 0.1 
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As In the preceding case, the true value of the unknown parameter Is 

equal to zero here, so that A^f" and A^H«
0
» actually represent the error 

of the determination of Aq for the given group of measurements. It Is 

seen from the diagrams shown (see Pigs. 5 and 6) that, as a rule, the 

error of determination of Aq is considerably smaller If the dependence 

Is taken Into account In the reduction. Here, the error difference in- 

creases with diminishing a. For the third variant of e(see Fig, 7), 

when the functional relationship between measurements is very weak, 

taking it into account has no substantial effect even for small a. Com- 

parison of the results shown in Figs. 5-7 shows that the errors them- 
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•fives, considered over the entire range of variation of a under consi- 

deration, are smallest In absolute magnitude In the case of weakly de- 

pendent measurements (Pig. 7), and largest for moderate degrees of de- 

pendence of the measurements (Fig. 6). In the most strongly correlated 

measurements (Fig, 3)1 the errors are somewhat smaller than in the 

preceding case. This result confirms wnat we said earlier to the effect 

that statistical processing methods exclude measurements errors the 

more completely the more closely their dependence approaches the ab- 

solutely correlated dependence (linear dependence of errors) or the ab- 

solutely noncorrelated dependence (Independent errors). Figure 3 pre- 

sents curves characterizing the variation of the error ratio 

H ™ A^IIM/ A'/w as a function of the parameter a. Curves of T|(a) are given 

for n ■ 90 and for n ■ 11. Here it was assumed that these ele^ en meas- 

urements were uniformly distributed beginning with the first point at 

Intervals At ■ 160 sec, i.e., measurements were made at the same time 

Interval as In the case n = 90. The data presented Indicate that, as 

a rule, the coefficient T) Increases with diminishing a. This means that 

as a diminishes, processing taking the dependence of the measurements 

Into account becoir s more and more advantageous. Here, when a larger 

number of measurements are utilized (n ■ 90) and when they are more 

strongly correlated (c * 0.001 sec' ), this effect becomes more stable. 

In conclusion, we note that the present article has shown only the 

possibility In principle of Improving the accuracy of space-vehicle or- 

bit determination by reducing the Influence of correlated measurement 

errors. It Is a first step In an Investigation of ways to elevate the 

accuracy of orbit determination by Improving techniques for reducing 

the measurements. In the next stage of his researches, the author hopes 

to obtain quantitative evaluations and specific recommendations for var- 

ious classes of space-vehicle orbits, with consideration of the fact 
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that various types of orbital measurements whose weights are known only 

with errors are used as the measurement Information. 
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53     The first subscript designates the number of rows of the ma- 
trix, and the second the number of columns. 

57     We note that the correlation matrix of the errors 6w Is de- 
termined quite dependably In most cases. 

53     In the present case, the error In the dispersion Is of no 
significance. 
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OPTIMUM REGIMES OF MOTION FOR A POINT OF VARIABLE MASS WITH LIMITED 

POWER IN UNIFORM CENTRAL FIELD 

V.K.  Isayev, V.V.  Sonln,  B.Xh. Davidson 

This article examines regimes of optimum motion for a point of 
variable mass with limited power in a uniform central field of gravi- 
tation, as proposed in Reference  [1]. The investigation is based on the 
maximum principle  [2]. 

There is a discussion of the fundamentals of the qualitative 
theory of optimum programming cf exhaust velocity with consideration of 
the limits of the range for changes in exhaust velocity, as well as a 
solution of the problem of synthesizing the optimum control in the ab- 
sence of influence by limitations on the magnitude of the exhaust vel- 
ocity. 

In References  [3-18] an investigation was conducted of the quali- 

tative features of the laws governing the optimum programming of magni- 

tude and direction of the reactive force for a point of variable mass 

moving in a    plane-parallel field;  in [3-11] there is a discussion of 

the case of a constant exhaust velocity, while in  [12-18] there is a 

consideration of the case of limited power. 

Let us consider the motion of a point of variable mass in a uni- 

form central gravitational field  [1]. 

The projections of gravitational acceleration onto the Ox- and Ox- 

axes of a Cartesian coordinate system whose origin 0 is located at the 

gravitational center may, for a uniform central field, be written as 
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follows: 

f, — -V«*, g, mm -vty, (0.1) 

where 

f(r) 
V* - j—--COMt > 0. 

On the basis of Assumption (0.1) a detailed analysis has been car- 

ried out  in  [1]  of the structure of optimum control In the motion of a 

point of variable mass at a constant exhaust velocity. 

The present article Is a continuation of the Investigation into 

the properties of the optimum motion of the point of variable masc  In 

a uniform central gravitational field. 

In the 2nd part there is a discussion of the fundamentals of the 

qualitative theory of optimum power and exhaust programming for the 

case of a limited region of changes in the two control parameters;  In 

the 3rd section a solution for the problem of synthesizing the opti- 

mum control is presented on the assumption that there are no limita- 

tions Imposed on the exhaust velocity. 

1.  STATEMENT OF PROBLEM,  SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Let us consider the plane motion of a point of variable mass m(t) = 

■ M(t)/M(0) under the action of a  Jet with a regulated exhaust  velocity 

c and limited power N~—Mc*/2:0<N <N{e)m**. Let u and v be projections 

of the velocity vector onto the Ox- and Oy-axes of a Cartesian coordin- 

ate system whose origin 0 is  located at the gravitational center,  and 

let the region of changes  in the control Inputs   (N,   c) be given by In- 

equalities of the following form: 

0<N<Nmn, (1.1) 
0 < Cat. < e < CMt. 

Let us introduce the following denotations: 
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,(t) is the angle of inclination for the vector of the reactive force 
~ ·~ P =-Me to the Ox-axis. 

Let us introduce the phase vector .s- (a, u, "'• z, r) - (za. z1, z., ~ z.) and 

the control vector ~- ( ... e, t): 
The equations of motion for a point of variable mass have the fol

lowing form [18): 

(1. 2) 

Ru,sinq~ 
i- + 1-.(z, J, C), 

me 
(1. 3) 

R~~t 
m---cJ' 

i- u, 1i- v, (1.4-1.6) 

where 

R = 2N ..... I lifo, 

gx, gy are projections of the acceleration of gravitational forces on

t o the Ox, Oy axes. -We ~re interested in the problem of determining control u, trans-

lat ing System (1. 2 )-(1. 6 ) from the given initial position ~(0) =~to -some region G(x) whose dimensions are smaller than n within an inte rval 

of time* t = T(n = 5 is the number of phase coordinates for the plane 
!I 

case), s o that a certain functional S = ~.c1z1 (T) assumes the max~·...un val-,_, 
ue of those possible with Limitations (1.1) or, what is the ~arne, with 

limitations 

0 E;;; Ut .;;;; f, 0 < CIDID ~ C ~ Caau, (1. 7) -imposed on u. 

The equations of the ~ax- optimum motion of System (1.2)-(1. 6 ) 

were derived for the stat ed problem in [18): 
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19     Pn 
me««« p 

(1.^) 

*-f.+ 
ftp. 

m — 

2m»pm ' 

^     p. 
"ICM!  p 

0. 

W m«* 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

*   -u;   y — v; (1. 11). -(1.12) 

^M " —p«;   p» «= —p»; (1. 13)- •(1.1^) 
0. 

>•- ^p« 

2mV-., 

^P    . 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

Pv" —P*- dy     P*  dy 
(1.17) 

The  conditions for attainment of each of the four possible reglir.es 

are Indicated In the tablej  the numbers In the table correspond to the 

sequence of formulas  In the right-hand parts of Eqs.   (1.8)-(1.10)  and 

(1.15). 
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1)  Regime number;  2)  condition for attainment of re- 
gime;  3)  optimum values of control. 

Here we denote: 

kmJ^t    2--^=.    p-iJJTJ?. (1.18) 

Having substituted  (0.1)  Into Eqs.   (1.16),   (1.17),  and having In- 

tegrated   (1.1:0»   (1.1^0,   (1.16),   (1.17), we will obtain 
PM' P» - p^cotvl - -^-iin W» v 
Pw* 

According to (1.19), the Integral curve p. 

(1.19) 

PV(PU)  Is the so- 

called p-trajectory and represents an ellipse   (in the particular case. 

It represents a circle or segments of two merging straight lines 

passing through the  coordinate  origin p    = p    = 0).   Each of the  Indica- 

ted three types of p-trajectories,  as demonstrated lr   [1],  corresponds 

to a completely determinant fom of an optimum program of change In 

the orientation of the reactIon-force vector. 

The optimum program of change  In the Inclination of the thrust 

vector Is  determined by the relationships   [10,   18] 

P» p« -— —,     cos»--—, 
p p 

sin 9 - — — ,     cos » - - —. (1. 20) 
P P 

We can recommend the following simple method of calculating the 

trajectories that are close to the optimum. Substituting (1.19) Into 

Eqs. (1.8)-(1.12) and (1.15), we will obtain a system which describes 

the motion In a Newtonian field of a point of variable mass with con- 

trol close to optimum. In this case In Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) g and g x y 
should be replaced by their exact expressions: 
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jur jty 
^ * («• + y»)''»' f,r" (*• + y«),'•, (1.21) 

2 
where p. - g^I^ Is the gravitational constant. 

A further simplification may be achieved when the approximate ex- 

pressions from (0.1) for g and g are substituted Into Eqs. (1.8) and x    y 
(1.9). In this case System (1.8)-(1.17) will describe the optimum mo- 

tion of a point In a uniform central gravitational field. 

2. OPTIMUM REQIMES OF MOTION FOR A POINT OF VARIABLE MASS WITH LIMITED 
POWER AND A LIMITED RANGE OF CHANGE IN EXHAUST VELOCITY IN A UNI- 
FORM CENTRAL FIELD 

Below there Is a discussion of the results obtained In an analysis 

of the case of a typical characteristic (u,, c) of the fom (1.1). In 

order to Investigate the structure of the optimum control o±  power and 

exhaust velocity we employ the method proposed in [10]. According to 

the table the type of regime» for optimum control u*  ■ (u,, c) Is a 

function of the relative places of four curves p(t), kp(t), Z(t), and 

2Z(t). 

In view of (1.15) P = p(P > T) Is a periodic function of the dl- 

menslonless time T = vt with period TT [Ij. Function Z(p , T) Is a nono- 

tonlcally Increasing function In the powered phase where u1 = 1, and It 

Is constant In the coasting phase (u, =0). In other words, Z Is a non- 

dlmlnlshlng function of T. In actual fact, let us examine In regimes 1 

and 3 (where c ■ c-, 1 Is mln, max) the expression for the derivative 

M" i    /-- x«.*> N(9±mPm/ci)      Ntjei) (2.1) 

For regime 2 we find analogously that 

Bearing In mind that In regime 2 the optimum value of the exhaust 

velocity c* satisfies the relationship c* — —2mpiw/p> o, let ue rewrite 

(2.2) In the form:«« 
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Having taken Into consideration the relationship determining the 

switching function In this regime 

«•-♦(0-P + ^--|.. (2.4) 

on the basis of (2.1)-(2.4) we will obtain the final relationship which 

Is valid for all four regimes: 

Z' ^—d(c)u,. (2.5) 

Since N/\mentnc>0  and in the active phases («i ■■ 1) ^(c) >0, dZ/dx > 

> 0, with the equals sign pertaining only to the segments of passive mo- 

tion (Z > kp). 

Having made use of the discussed properties of the functions >), p, 

and Z, as well as the table. It is easy to derive the following state- 

ments relative to the optimum programming of power u, and the exhaust 

velocity c.  The latter are formulated as functions of the type of jg- 

trajectory. 

Elliptical p-TraJectorleg 

The optimum control of power u,(T) is extremal in nature (i.e., the 

power can assume only a maximum or minimum value [1, 18]). 

In the general case the entire interval of motion can be divided 

irto two sections, depending on the fonn of power control: 

the acceleration segment with continuous control [0, TI] (to the 

instant x-i of the first shutting down of power); 

the segpnent of impulsive control Ti<T<r. 

Each se^nent separately may be of as large an extent as we please. 

The optimum control of exhaust velocity for each of these segments 

exiblts an essentially different character. 

The acceleration segnent O<"T<TI. In the general ca^o three qual- 
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Itatlvely different zones of optlmnn programming for the exhaust velo- 

city C(T) can be observed on the acceleration segment: In the first 

of these three Intervals - the Interval A - the exhaust velocity Is 

maintained at the lower boundary C(T) - cmln; In Interval B the magni- 

tude of the exhaust velocity Is regulated; the origin of the Interval 

C can be defined as the point at which the upper limit of the exhaust 

velocity c - c   (Pig. 1) Is first attained. Interval A, generally 
max 

speaking, may be as large as we please. Let T01(1 - - M, ..., 0, 1,..., 

N) be a periodic sequence of point»?., with period TT [1], for the mini- 

mum convergence of jg-trajectories having the coordinate origin pu = 

■ p «0 and moreover let T01 be the first point by count of this se- 

quence after the first Intersection of the curves P(T) and 2Z(T) (see 

Pigs. 1-5), and let T0B be the first point of this sequence after the 

first Intersection of the curves kpCx) and 2Z(T). 

rv — i, 

Pig. 1. A - A; B - B;B - C. 

In this case, starting from some Instant t »ti* — t« —tr, 0< fcr < 

<ii/a,the optimum magnitude of the exhaust velocity leaves the lower 

boundary (TI* IS the boundary between Intervals A and B of the accel- 
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eratlon segment). 

In Interval 3 the optimum program C(T) In the general case Is not 

monotonlc. The points at which the exhaust velocity attains a local ex- 

tremum (c. - c t ^)  fonn a quaslperlodlc sequence t/'• t* •♦••«,*> 0 (I — 1, 

...,•—1) with a period TT (Pigs. 2-3). Thus In each Interval between 

two Intersections of the represented point and the line of apsides of 

the p-trajectory there Is situated only a single peak of the optimum 

program C(T). The sequence of locally extremal values of the exhaust 

velocity Increases monotonlcally In the second region: 

e{xw)>c(vh   (<-l »~i). (2-6) 

I.e. , 

Cnt**    >Ci
ni        0-1 «-!). 

This follows directly from the formula   etnt^2Z{xi)cmmff>{ti) (<— 

»1 # — i)f which Is valid for the point at which,  by definition,   re- 

gime 2 Is attained In addition to the above-noted properties  of the 

functions Z(T)  and  P(T). 

Each peak c    t  Is  situated after the passage of the describing 

point through  the    peri center    jQ.  of the p-trajectory,  when 

P
/
(T<)>0.  This follows from the relationship 

Cnt ■■ —r—r 77—r > K** 1 ) 
vm(T,) f>'(Xi) 

which is satisfied only when p}
(T*)  > 0, whence 

««>0 (i-l ,_!). (2.8) 

Thus with an increase in T the magnitude of the peak c'nttO increas- 

es, as does the region <t*« — Jr, tw-♦-1«+) of its existence (the region in 

which regime 2 is attained). 

It is clear in this case that 

l'<h*. (2.9) 

It is easy to see that with sufficiently large values for the par- 
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Flg. 2 

—ft 

\ 
J-*. 4 I ttr* 

Flg. 3 

ameter k the Interval B Is closed solely by regime 2 Ur*"+ l«+r>«) In 

this case for the local maxlmums all of the above-said with regard to 

c . is valid, and the points of the local minimums c = c . are situ- 

ated (in view of Formula (2.7) which is also valid here) in front of 

the apocenters of the p-trajectory. Each local minimum is smaller in 

magnitude than the following (Fig. 4). 

<+t 
rmia < CBM (2.10) 

With a great energy-liberation value N the optimum program in in- 

terval B of the acceleration segpnent is monotonic with respect to T 

(Fig. 1). 

Let us now consider the concluding stage of the acceleration seg- 

ment - Interval C. This interval may include segments with regime 2 
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(Flg. 2), in which case for the local mlnlmums and the points of their 

distribution all of the above with respect to local mlnlmums in Inter- 

val B Is valid. 

The appropriate selection of the parameters N and k will malce it 

possible to achieve the monotonicity of the program C(T) in this stage 

as well (Pig. 1). 

Fig. h 

Fig. 5 

The segnent of continuous control ti<T<T. After the instant T-, of 

the first shutting down of power an "impulsive" power control regime is 

established.* In this case regimes with exhaust velocity variable as a 

function of N and k, or with constant exhaust velocity c - cmax, or 

alternations between the two may be set up on the powered segments. 
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Thus the segment of Impulsive control in the general case contains 

two qualitatively different intervals: A. and B1, respectively. By con- 

vention let us adopt the instant T1* of the intersection of functions 

Z and kp as the origin of the Interval B1, with Z(t) > P(T), t > V (in B^ 

the combination of regimes 3 and 0 only takes place). The situations 

which arise in the first somewhat more complex eise are considered in 

the section on "Singular £-trajectories." 

For the interval B, the results pertaining to the optimum program- 

ing of thrust at constant exhaust velocity [1] are valid: the active 

segments of diminishing length form a sequence with period TT. The 

boundaries of the passive segments Tr<t<t4* are symmetric with re- 

spect to the periodic (with period TT) sequence of points Toi (l = s, 

..., N), corresponding to the perlcenters of the p-trajectory: 

V »Toi — ii(, Ti* = Xoi + r\i, 12   ii \ 

Singular p-trajectorles 

The optimum control of power u. Is limited. 

The optimum programming of the exhaust velocity Is characterized 

in general by the same features as In the case of elliptical p-trajec- 

tories. 

The basic difference involves the fact that the exhaust velocity 

along the acceleration segment — the nondecreaslng function T IS the 

total duration of intervals B and C - Is no more than 7T/2 (Fig. 5)- 

With sufficiently low values of N the segpnent of .Impulsive con- 

trol (the concluding stage of optimum motion) opens with the Interval 

A^ in which the optimum function C(T) IS a nonmonotonic function of T 

(Pig. 5)« Any segment of length TT from interval A1 In the general case 

contains all four types of regimes which follow in the sequence: 

0-»3-*.2-*l-*2-*3-*0-*'3 etc. With increasing T the regions occupied by 
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regime 1 diminish and subsequently disappear entirely. 

The sequence of local mlnlmums cjj".    in the concluding phase of In- 

terval A*   (attained In regime 2) Increases monotonlcally. 

Circular p-trajectorlc 

The optimum control of power may either be extremal or singular 

[1,  18). 

For the first  case the program C(T)  IS a monotonlc piecewlse-lin- 

ear function of time consisting In the general case of three segments 

corresponding to regimes 1 "♦ 2 ^ 3  (I.e.,  the segments  of passive mo- 

tion are absent). 

3.   SYNTHESIS  OF OPTIMUM CONTROL FOR THE CASE IN WHICH THERE ARE NO 
LIMITATIONS  ON THE MAGNITUDE OF THE EXHAUST VELOCITY 

Let us  consider the max-optlmum motion of a point  of variable 

mass under the action of a reaction stream of limited power 0 ^ N < 

< N and with no  Influence exerted by the  limitations  Imposed on the -* max r 

exhaust velocity. 

In the case of a uniform central gravitational field it is possi- 

ble not only to analyze the qualitative pattern of the optimum regime, 

but also to derive an exact analytical solution and to carry the syn- 

thesis problem pertaining to optimum control to a conclusion. 

For this special case let us write a system of equations of opti- 

mum motion: 

m — — 
fUpJ + p.1) 

4m«pm,  ' 

Pu  ■■ —P«,  #9  » —P,, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4). -(3.5) 
(3.6). -(3.7) 
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*.-£<*i±*l (3.8) 
f.-W.ri'-*,.        (3.9)-(3.10) 

As was shown In [18], System (3.1)- (3.10) decays Into systems of 

tquttlons of motion and equations of mass consumption which are inte- 

grated independently of one another. As a matter of fact, for a subsys- 

tem consisting of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.8), we can write 

m*pm~fil2y, :3.11) 
i 

»(OPmC)-"»(<«>*.(*•)--H (PJ + P.1)^. (3-12) 

where 7 is some arbitrary constant. The following serves as a solution 

for Eqs. (3.6), (3.7), (3.9), and (3-10): 

pu - pJeoav(t - <•) - — »inv(< - I»), 

n.. v (1.15) 
pv« p,«eMv(t - M - -i^8inv(/ - It). 

where pf {1 mm u, v, x, y) represents  the values of the  variable p.   at the 

initial instant of time t » t0. 

Equations   (3.1),   (3*2),   (3.6),  and   (3.7) after simple transforma- 

tions yield 
* -I- v1* — 2v[£>4cos v(/ - h) - Dtsin v(( — Ml. 

|/ + v8y-2v[£4cosv(t-M ~Bt»inv{t~k)], (3-13) 

where 
2vDa — (v / v) p,0.    2vZ)4 — YP-9. 

2v£, - (Y/V)P/.      2V£4 - YP«*. (3-1^) 

The general solution of System  (3.13) has the following fom: 

x - [Di + Dtit - t,)] cos v(t - <,) + [Dt + D^t - Ml sin v(< - M. 

(3.15) 
y - [£, + Et(t - Ml cos v(« - M + [Et + Ei{t - <o)l sin v« - M. 

where E1, DAl  = 1, ..., ^) are constants subject to definition on the 

basis of the boundary conditions. 

Let us make use of the derived general relationships for the solu- 
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tlon of the problem pertaining to an overflight of given time T with 

minimum consumption of mass between two points In space for which the 

coordinates and velocities have been given. In this case the solution 

of System (3.1)-(3«10) must satisfy the following boundary conditions 

(everywhere further on t0 = 0): 

u(0) - u0, v{0) - ifi, 

x(r)=x'. yiT)~y\ 
u(r) - u1, v(T) — v\ 
m(0) = 1, P~{T) - -1 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The second of Conditions (3.17) follows from the fact that the 

maximizing functional S(T) = m(T). 

For the detennlnatlon of the constants E. and D. in Relationships 

(3.15)» we have the conditions: 

u0 = £>, + vD,, 

x« = Dt co» \T -I- TDi cos vT + (Oj + TDJiin vT, 
m* —\Di sin vf 4- (co» vT — vT sin vT)Dt -f vDj cos vf + 

-f (»in vT + vf cos vT)Di. 

(3.18) 

Analogous  relationships  exist for E1: 

y0 = £., 
1^ = F, -I- v^,, 
yl = (£, + TEt) cos vf + (E, + TEJ sin vT, 

—v£i sin vf + (cos vf — vf sin vT)Et + v£j cos vf -h 
■f (sin vf + vT" cos vT^Ei. 

(3.19) 

The determinants of System (3.18) and (3.19) are equal to 

i 0 0 0 
0 1 V 0 

cosvf f cosvf sinvf f sinvf 
vsinvf cosvf-vf sin vf v cosvf sin\ f + vf cosvf 

— sin1 vf -(vf)«. (3.20) 
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A vanlshes only If vT - 0. In this case It Is clear that T - 0 1B 

mttnlnglttt and the case v - 0 slgnlfiee a qualitative change in the 

syBtem of differential equations and correepondB to the motion for the 

otst in which there is no field, as was consideredi for example, in 

[12], and in [14] for an overflight optimal from the point of view of 

rtpld effect. As a result, the boundary-value problem of (3-13) and 

(3>l6) has the unique solution 

Dt - x0, 

Ä — "J-Nita vf cMvf + vr)^ +u^ln vf-v(8mvr + 
-♦- \T cos vT")*' + vfu« Hin vT] 

1 
^•■"^(-(■invrcosvr+vr^-vru'-f (8invr-|. 

(3.21) 

£i —-—[v iia vf co« vj-j-\ 7") / — sin» vTV0 — v (»in vf+ 

•f vfcoivTV - TV sin vr], 

A - y [v«« iin« vf-f-(vf + tin vf coa vf) u» - v«rx'sin vf+ 

•f (sin vf — vf cos \T)u'J; 

^i - y0; 

4- vf cos vf) yl ■+■ vfv1 sin vfj, 

B$*m —-(— (sin vf cos vf -f vf) y0 — vTv* + (sin vJ -)- 

+ v7 cos vDy' — Tvx sin vf], 

£* ■• — (v/sin* vf -f (vf — sin vf cos \T)vP — v'Ty1 sin vf + 
+ (»m vf — vf cos vf)!;']. 

After the determination from (3.21), (3.22) of the Integration 

constants D^ ai*d £^(1 ■ 1, ..., 4), from Formulas (1.19) we find 

^-—(^cosvt-^asmvO, p« - Y^*008 vl " £a8iüW)•   (3-23) 

r 
Having denoted /'-/(D-W (P«1 "♦•P»2)^ we w111 obtain: 
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*{'-*%L)"- 
From  (3.12) on the basis of (3.11) It follows that 

m«(ti)p,(t|) 

m 

I.e. , 

m 

Using the boundary conditions (3.17) and Relationships (3.24), 

(3.25), we will obtain 

MT) JT' (3.26) 

^-"TITW        
(3,27) 

This Is actually the conclusion of the solution for the boundary 

problem (3-1)-(3.10), (3.16), (3.17), since the functions Pm(t) and 

m(t) are uniquely defined by the familiar constants Pm(0), 7 from Rela- 

tionships (3.11), (3.12). 

The derived analytical solution makes it possible In the boundary 

problem under consideration, to synthesize optimum control. As a matter 

of fact, the optimum program of thrust-vector orientation Is uniquely 

defined by Relations (1.20) In which In the place of p and p their 

values from (3.23) should be substituted. The optimum program for ex- 

haust-velocity regulation Is given by the following relationship: 
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MO)+ .1/(0 (3f29) 
e . 

In the work by Irving and Blum [13] the problem of selecting the 

parameter N ■ N# was considered from the standpoint of maximizing the 

payload In the case of fixed boundary conditions. 

Following [13]# let us make the following assumptions: 

1) The terminal mass m. Is composed of the payload m , the mass 

mb of the empty fuel tanks and their structures, as well as the mass 

m of the powerplant. 

2) The mass of the fuel tanks and their structures Is a function 

exclusively of the fuel reserve (It Is assumed that the fuel In 

consumed completely). 

3) The mass of the pov/erplant depends exclusively on the magnl- 

tude of the power N. 

With the above assumptions (boundary conditions (3-16)-(3.17) 

fixed and assumptions l)-3) satisfied for each N we can write: 

m,-■ m, + mcO - m,,} \-mc(S), (3-30) 

whence 

mn = mn —mü{\ — mu) —mc(S). (3.31) 

If the following natural condition Is now satisfied 

dm<>ldmn<Q, (3.32) 

then with an Increase In terminal mass there will be a rise In pay- 

load for each fixed N. 

Thus the problem of maximizing m In the case of fixed boundary 

conditions breaks down Into two problems: 

the problem of seeking out the maximum terminal mass for a given 

N, with mk - mk(T, N); 

the selection from among all N of an N# that imparts the maximum 

value to iiu. 
P 
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Consequently, from the solution of (1.8)-(1.17) for fixed bound- 

ary conditions In the maximization of m(T) It Is necessary to derive 
mm 

the relationship m.   - ^(T,  N),  to substitute It  Into Relationship 

(3.31)»  and from this to find N = N#, yielding the maximum for in  .   If p 
mir(f>  N)  ls dlfferentiable with respect to N,   the extremum should be 

sought among the roots of the  equation* 

dmn     dmH     dniH dT     dma/dm^ dT     dm,,}     dmc /o   QON 

MM 

Since  for certain N the boundary problem may have no solution.   In 

addition to the roots of   (3.33)   It  Is also necessary to check whether 

or not  a maximum Is attained at a limit point  from which the boundary 

problem becomes  solvable.   In  Reference   [13]  there  Is  discussed the 

case  In which 

m8-A'(1-mH).        mc-^, (3.3^) 

where 

A' =ss const,     t = const, 

and the  entire trajectory  consists  of a segment  having a regime  of 

type 2.   As was proved In   [13 ]»   for a problem with a fixed overflight 

time T  It  follows  from Condition  (3.33)  that 

*.-y/T;-/. 
Having Introduced the notations  £J = C,  we will obtain 

whence 

("»„)„.„ - [1 -C)»- A'J / (1 - A). (3. 35) 

Received 
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[Footnotes) 

The generalization of the problem to the case In which the 
total motion time Is not given In advance but Is ratner ta- 
ken from optimum considerations presents no difficulties 
[2]. 

Problems of optimum control that Is singular In the sense of 
the maximum principle are not considered In the present ar- 
ticle. 

The prime denotes differentiation with respect to  T. 

The sections  In which power Is  shut off are shown condition- 
ally In corresponding figures as  sections with zero exhaust 
velocity. 

In problems with fixed  TöT/M — O. 

Manu- 
script 
Page 

No. 
[Transliterated Symbols] 

88 

88 

88 

K  = k = konechnaya = temlnal 

6  = b = bak = tank 

c  = s = sllovoy = powerplant 
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UDK 533.6 
FASTEST DECELERATION OF THE ROTATION OF AN AXISYMMETRIC SATELLITE 

I.V.   loslovlch 

In a number of cases the rotation of a satellite about a center 
of mass Is undesirable and may be  curtailed by means of a control sys- 
tem.  The problem of optimizing this process In tems  of rapidity of 
effect and the synthesizing of a corresponding optimizer was posed  In 
article  [1].   It was brought  out that for an axlsymmetrlc satellite 
there arise a number of features associated with the nonunlqueness  of 
the solutions  of the variation problem.   In this note  It   Is demonstra- 
ted that the  equations of the variation problem can be Integrated for 
the sections  of control constancy and  certain facts are presented to 
characterize the flberlng of the phase space by surfaces  composed of 
trajectories. 

1.  The motion of an axlsymmetrlc satellite under the action of a 

control system Is described In a movable system of coordinates connected 

with the principal axes of the central ellipsoid of inertia by equa- 

tions 

i = biUu      |ui| < !• 

y = Bxz + btitz,     i = 1, 2. 3, (1.1) 

f — —Bxy + bias, 

Nomenclature 

x» Z'  1    projections of Instantaneous angular velocity onto principal 

axes of Inertia; 

B   a constant defined by the principal moments of inertia; 

positive ccnstants characterizing the control system; 

control Inputs with respect to x, ^, z axes; 

conjugate coordinates of the L.S. Pontryagin maximum 

principle; 
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H   the Hamiltonian function of the maximum principle for the prob- 

lem of rapidity of effect; 

Ai-V + V. »-v + k, 
w-^-MX«, M^-V + ä.'. 
b — bitfnXy + ^t^gnX.; 

if the time t changes fron 0 to T,   T - T - t. 

The point with the phase coordinates x0, y0,  zQ should be trans- 

ferred to position 0,  0,  0 within the shortest possible period of time 

T. 

In Reference   [1]  there la presented a derivation of the following 

Integral by means of the L.S.  Pontryagin maximum principle 

£-)U*iHBl. + MAM + *»ifBXt)+M-Axy + *>«i>M-C     (1.2) 

and the system of equations for the conjugate coordinate 

it-.-Bs^ + ByK (1-3) 

l,~BxK (1.4) 

X.--ÄCX,, (1.5) 

which has the integral X    + X    » K^. 
y       * 

The  controls have the form 

u, = sgn X„   m tm sgn X^,    u, — sp» X,. (1.6) 

If X^^ ■ 0, the corresponding control u. is not defined and is 

known as unique. 

It turns out that there exists an entire region in the phase 

space for whose points X = X » 0, X = 1 when x < 0 and X » - 1 

when x > 0. This region 1L situated within a certain surface surround- 

ing the x-axis and passing through the coordinate origin. This surface, 

conventionally referred to as a "cone" in [1], is a switching surface 

for the control u, and is fomed by trajectories which have no switch- 

ing points with respect to u,. The remaining trajectories approach the 

"cone" from without and then proceed to the coordinate origin without 
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sign change with respect to u*. Within the "cone" there exists a re- 

gion in which controls IU and IU are not defined and the variation 

problem exhibits a nonunlque solution. This Is explained by the fact 

that when x0 Is large In comparison with y-Q and ZQ, the time required 

to reduce the YQ and zQ  coordinates to zero values may prove to be 

less than Ix^/b,. For the points lying on the "cone," this time Is 

equal to Ix^J/b,. Unfortunately, the Interesting question as to whether 

or not there exist switching surfaces with respect to u,, other than 

the "cone," at the present time has not been subjected to Investiga- 

tion and the general nature of the behavior of the trajectories is not 

clear. 

In addition, there exists a unique control on the rays |y|/|z| = 

■ bg/b^, x » 0, where ^x ■■ 0» u, ■ 0, and the sign changes with respect 

to Up and u- does not occur. I.e. , u2 = ~ sßn Y*  u7 ' _ sSn ^ The ex" 

Istence of this case of a unique control In Reference [1] 1«; negated 

as a result of an Incorrect analy&ls. 

2. Equations (1.1), (1.4), (1.5) can be written In complex form. 

Introducing the variables w = X + IX and v = y + Iz. Moreover, having y    z 

denoted b - b0 sgn X + lb- sgn X , we will obtain equations 
&    y   j    z 

U- mm —iDxw (2.1) 

i) « —iDzv -f 6. (2  2} 

These equations are easily Integrated on those segments on which 

there Is no switching. Having Integrated In the opposite direction 

from the coordinate origin and glueing up the derived solutions. It Is 

possible to construct phase trajectories, solving the synthesis prob- 

lem. It Is thus possible to obtain Information about the sign change 

with respect to u,, bypassing the Integration of Eq. (1.3). For this 

Integral (1.2) should be written In the fom 
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\K\-Clbt~ iBxlhüiiki-vK) ~ ih%lht)M- (kthJlKU        (2.3) 

and this will make it possible,  after integration of Eqs.   (2.1) and 

(2.2), to show the u1 switching points. 

For the trajectories of the "cone," where by definition there la 

no u,  switching,  Eqs.   (2.1),   (2.2)  can be Ijnmediately integrated.  The 

integration is  carried out with respect to the "reciprocal" of the 

time T in the halfspace x > 0.   We have 

y = —Bzz — bi sgn X, 

i = Bxy — 6j sgn X, /g ,.} 

X, = -Bxk, 

X, «= BzXy 

w *= wkei'">'*'* (2.6) 

y ■ - €<»».t*/l J   6(T)e-««''.»,/»dT. /g   -7) 

We can see from Fomula  (2.6)  that the frequency of sign changes 

with respect to u2,  u~ Increases without limit with increasing T»  and 

consequently,   with Increasing x.  Separating Fomula  (2.7)  into real 

and imaginary parts.   It Is possible to derive an expression for ^ and 

z  In terros of Fresnel  Integrals and sines and cosines of the argument 

Bb^Vs. 

3.  Having solved the synthesis problem,  one usually assumes fln- 
k        k        k ite values for the conjugate coordinates X    ,  X    ,   X      and integration x y z " 

is then carried out In the opposite direction from the point 0,  0,   0. 

Let us trace the behavior of the trajectories  in the upper half- 

space x > 0.   The trajectories emanate from point 0,  0,  0 and move up- 

ward along the "cone," rotating about the x-axis.   Then the last sign 

change with respect to u^ occurs,  and the trajectories descend from the 

cone.   It Is easy to establish that with the last switching X    < 0, 

while for the next-to-last X    > 0. 
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Let us rewrite Expression  (1.2) In the form 

-A,-C -MM-'ilM-MM- (3.1) 

The quantity bglX I + b3lxzl ranges from Kniln(b2, b3) to K(b^ + 
o l/< 

+ b-) 2. Since Integral (3-1) pemlts of normlng, we will hold that 

X ■ - 1. Then at the coordinate origin we will have 

C=ht + h:\>.v*\+bi\K
k\. (3.2) 

k k 
For all X     ,  X      satisfying the condition y        z 

OAW+W*. (3.3) 

there can be no fulfillment  of the Inequality 

„xX.-C-^p.wl-MX.I <0. (3.4) 

which must occur with the next-to-last sign change with respect  tc u,. 

Consequently,  with fulfillment  of   (3.3) and X k = -  1 the trajectories 
Ai 

arrive at the  coordinate  origin  from the x  - 0 plane,   exhibiting no 

more than a single sign change with respect  to u,. 

It  Is easy to establish that  the trajectory for which X      = + 1 

and for which Condition   '3-3)  Is  satisfied,   also exhibits no more than 

a single  sign  change with respect  to u,  along the  segment from x = 0 

to the  coordinate  origin. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION  OF A LAMINAR MULTICOMPONENT 

BOUNDARY LAYER ON THE SURFACES   OF BURNING  PLASTICS 

O.A.   Tlrskly 

An analysis   is given of a possible  chemical  composition of gases 
in a boundary layer on the surfaces  of structural phenol-formaldehyde- 
res in-based  synthetic materials burning  In a dissociated air flow.   For 
typical mixtures,   which consist of no fewer than 15-20 components,  a 
calculation is made to determine the effective diffusion coefficients 
and the corresponding mass-transfer coefficients  in the multicomponent 

gas mixture.   For all self-modeling motions  in a multicomponent  frozen 
boundary layer,   a  closeness   (equality)  theorem is shown to be  valid 
for the effective diffusion coefficients  over the entire thickness  of 

the boundary layer for all components possessing close   (equal) molecu- 

lar weights and gas-kinetic parameters and satisfying the boundary con- 
ditions  c.(w)  = 0 or c.(O) = 0.   It  is shown that for plastics based on 
phenol-formaldehyde-res ins,   It  is  generally necessary to  introduce at 

least  five essentially different  effective diffusion  coefficients,  and 
that  their introduction enables us to describe the diffusion processes, 
rate  of mass ablation and the temperature anj composition on the combus- 
tion surface with practical accuracy. 

The methods described in the literature for calculating the combus- 

tion rates of streamlined surfaces are based on substitution of the mul- 

ticomponent gas mixture by an effective binary mixture of atoms and 
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molecules with a single coefficient of binary diffusion of atoms Into 

molecules [1-4], This model of a binary boundary layer cannot be used 

In calculating the rate of destruction of structural plastics, when, 

together w'th the 0 and N atoms of the air, the boundary layer may si- 

multaneously contain components with low molecular weight (H2), com- 

ponents with high molecular weight (S10, COp and components with medi- 

um molecular weight (Op, Np, CO, ON, HON, S1H, C-), all diffusing coun- 

ter to the 0 and N atoms. Even for pure dissociated air, when three 

essentially different binary diffusion coefficients make their appear- 

ance, the validity of the binary-boundary-layer model Is not obvious. 

On the basis of an analysis of the boundary layer's chemical com- 

position when It forms on the surfaces of burning plastics made from 

phenol-formaldehyde resin and streamlined by dissociated air, It Is 

shown In the present paper that the number of components may run as 

high as 30-35. If we do not count components whose contents are below 

1%,   the number of components In the boundary layer will not exceed 15- 

20. We present for such a mixture a detailed calculation of the effect- 

ive diffusion coefficients In a frozen boundary layer in the neighbor- 

hood of the critical point (line), as defined In [5]. In the process, 

we prove a theorem of the closeness (equality) of the effective diffu- 

sion coefficient ever the entire thickness of the boundary layer for 

all components having molecular weights and gas-klnetlc parameters that 

are closely similar (equal) ana satisfying the boundary conditions 

0.(00) - 0 or ci(0)»0.Thls theorem remains valid for all self-n.odellng 

solutions for the multlcomponent boundary layer. Application of this 

theorem to specific mixtures substantially reduces the number of unknown 

mass-transfer coefficients, since components with equal effective diffu- 

sion coefficients have Identical profiles with respect to the concentra- 

tions and, consequently, equal mass-tranfer coefficients. 
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Using the generalized analogies between ♦'he mass-transfer coeffi- 

cients as derived In [5], we shall compute all effective diffusion co- 

efficients at the wall and the ratios of all mass-transfer coefficients. 

It Is shown that the mass-transf3r coefficients depend essentially on 

the boundary conditions, and, In particular, on the degree of dissocia- 

tion of the air at the outer boundary of the boundary layer. It follows 

from this that there lo not. In the general case, a single binary dif- 

fusion coefficient whose Introduction might describe with cufflclent 

accuracy the rate of mass ablation, the temperature, and the composi- 

tion on the combustion front. It Is necessary to Introduce at least 

five esssentlally different effective diffusion coefJIclents: DM(M) = 

- CO, CN, HCN, S10, C2, Cj, DA(A = 0, N), DH , Dco , DQ - the Intro- 

duction of which enables us to describe with an accuracy sufficient for 

practical purposes the processes of diffusion, the rate of mass deple- 

tion, the temperature and the composition on the combustion front of 

a structural plastic. 

A formula will be derived for determining the composition of the 

air on an Ideally catalytic nondecomposlng wall as a function of the 

degree of dissociation of the air on the outer boundary of the boundary 

layer. A comparison of the results obtained by this formula with numer- 

ical solutions gives excellent agreement. For a certain range of varia- 

tion of the external parameters of the problem we derive a formula for 

the combustion rate of a structural plastic that decomposes without for- 

mation of a liquid film, as a function of the degree of dissociation of 

the air and the composition of the chemical elements In the original 

plastic. It Is shown that graphite possesses the lowest combustion rate 

as compared with other plastics for Identical external streamlining con- 

ditions and the same shape of the body. 
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Using the concept of effective diffusion coefficients, a similar 

analysis can be carried out for other types of plastics, such as teflon, 

nylon, organic glass, and others. 

1. ANALYSIS OF THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE GASES THAT APPEAR ON 
COMBUSTION OF PLASTICS IN A DISSOCIATED STREAM OF AIR 

Structural plastics based on phenol-formaldehyde resins have come 

into widest application as heat-protective coatings for very high 

stream temprratures [6-9], The fillers used to reinforce the resin in- 

clude cotton cloth (textollte [10]), woven glass or glass fiber (glass 

textolite [6-10], asbestos (asbotextollte [6-10]), silicon, nylon, ter- 

ylene, rayon [8] and even magnesium oxide [6], 

The percentage content of the phenol-formaldehyde resin (CyH^O) 

in the impregnated filler Is established in accordance with the intend- 

ed purpose of the plastic. 

On aerodynamic heating of plastics, the "chains" of the resin de- 

cay in the solid phase without access of air at 1200-l400oK (pyrolysis), 

with the result that gaseous products with high and low molecular 

weights are formed; these include Hp, carbon monoxide CO, carbon diox- 

ide COp, water vapor H^O, methyne CH, methylene CH«, methyl CH^, meth- 

ane CH^, acetylene CpH^, ethylene C^^ and numerous othei hydrocarbons 

and radicals. 

Apart from the gaseous products, pyrolysis results in formation of 

a solid coke residue in the form of a rigid, amorphous carbon structure 

with a high coke content (0.53) [11). 

The coke burns in the oxygen and nitrogen of the air and forms 

other products: cyanide CN, cyanogen CgNg. Coke evaporation products: 

C| C«* 0- may form on the surface at high temperatures. 

In addition, the following components may be formed as a result of 

combustion of the coke in the presence of hydrogen: formyl HCO, formal- 
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dehyde HpCO, and hydrocyanic acid vapcr HCN. 

Combination of hydrogen with air yields as products Imlno NH, am- 

Ino NHp, ammonia NH^, hydrazlne N^H^,Isonltroso HNO and certain others. 

Simultaneously with pyrolysls of the resin, a physlcochemlcal 

transformation also takes place In the filler. Let us consider a case 

In which the filler Is asbestos. Asbestos Is completely dehydrated on 

heating to 900-1000oK [12]. On heating to temperatures above l800oK, 

this asbestos residue may enter flow as a result of softening of the 

asbestos and entrain particles of the coke residue and gasec formed on 

decomposition of the plastic. This is attended by evaporation of silica 

SlOp on the surface, together with Its dissociation: 2810:^2SiO + Or Sil- 

icon carbide SIC and silicon dicarbide SICp may form as a result of re- 

action between silicon and silicon oxide on the one hand, and carbon on 

the otner. Silicon monohydride SiH and silicon mononltrlde SIN also ap- 

pear. 

Dissociation processes of thf» air and the combustion products from 

the plastics also add components to the boundary layer as we move away 

from the surface: 0, N, NO, C, H. SI. 

Thus, in the absence of ionization, a boundary layer consisting ^f 

no fewer than 30-35 components may. In the general case, form from the 

five elements 0, N, C, H, Si(Mg). In the decomposition of a specific 

resin under specified flight conditions, however, not all of the gases 

listed above are present simultaneously In comparable quantities. For 

example, at surface temperatures higher than IkOO  K and pressures below 

100 bars, there will be practically no COp or hydrocarbons at the sur- 

face and in the boundary layer. At temperatures below 25000K and pres- 

sures higher than 10 J bar, there will be practically no CN or CpNp, 

etc. In the destruction of textollte, as is Indicated by thermochemlcal 

analysis, sixteen basic components form: 0, N, NO, 0o, N0t C. C~ c 
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CO, COg, CN, HCN, HgO, OH, H, Hg; 11 components form In combustion of 

graphite,18-19 components In the combustion of tsbotextolite, and eo 

forth. 

In etch specific ctse, the composition of the gases can be estab- 

lished by consideration of all possible reactions. Without making it 

our task in this paper to give a detailed analysis of gas composition 

for the destruction of each specific plastic, we present a calculation 

of the effective diffusion coefficients for a mixture of gases composed 

of the five elements 0, N, C, K, Si(Mg), using the method of our study 

[5], in which all binary diffusion coefficients could be broken down 

into eight groups with equal or nearly binary diffusion coefficients 

(see Chapter 2). This case covers most mixtures that appear during 

the destruction of reinforced plastics based on phenol-formaldehyde 

resins In a dissociated air flow. It will follow from the derivation of 

these formulas that similar expressions for the effective diffusion co- 

efficients can also be obtained without great effort for more complex 

gas mixtures. 

2. DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE MOLAR AND 
MASS DESCRIPTIONS OF DIFFUSION 

For a mixture of Ideal gases, the kinetic theory of gases and the 

thermodynamics of irreversible processes [13] give the following expres- 

sions for the diffusion vectors T, (we disregard the effect of thermal 

diffusion as an effect of the second order [14, 15], and the barodlffu- 

sion effect drops out by virtue of the approximations of boundary-layer 

theory): 

K-p.v.-pV Äir<;vX; (<.j .V). ir„.o.  (2.1) 
)-i m 

where the multicomponent diffusion coefficients Df. on the basis of the 

kinetic theory of ideal gases are expressed in first approximation in 
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terms of the  ^N(N - l)   binary    diffusion coefficients D^j of the var- 

ious pairs of components In the mixture, V.   Is the mass diffusion rate 

vector of the 1th component,  p.,  nu,  x.  are the density,  molecular 

weight and molar (numerical)  concentration of the 1th component re- 

spectively,  p Is the density of the mixture,  m Is the average molecular 

weight  of the mixture,   and N Is the number of components  In the mixture. 

Since the  coefficients Df. are expressed  In terms of D. -  In the form of 

Nth-order determinants.   Expressions  (2.1)  are not  suitable for practi- 

cal use.  Moreover,   after substituting Expressions   (2.1)   In the  compon- 

ent diffusion equations,  we obtain a system of partial differential 

equations  (in the approximation of boundary-layer theory)  that  Is  not 

solvable for the higher-order derivatives and therefore difficult  even 

for solution on computers. 

For these reasons,   we  shall proceed further from N — 1  Independent 

Stefan-Maxwell relationships  [13] 

.V 

^-i;^(V,-V()       (i-t /V), (2.2) 

which  can be  obtained from  (2.1)  by use of expressions  linking the Df. 
.V • 

through D. . and the identity Vlfc«iO. The advantage of using Expres- 

slons (2.2) consists In the fact they contain only binary diffusion co- 

efficients, which are well known for many component pairs. In the case 

of a binary mixture (1, J) there exists a unique diffusion coefficient 

D.. In the molar and mass description of diffusion: 

V ». -1/ = -nDuV Ji, !< - - *) — -pDi, V c.        (2.3) 

I«* - n.(ir4 - ▼•) - n.VA I, - *(*< - *) - P«V,. 

v'-^XdV».  v - J c»v».  *<-—*<.  x1---t       (2.4) 

n - 2 '»•• 
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Here, T,* Is the molar diffus Ion-flux vector, !.   1:; the ma.-s dlf- 

fuslon-flux vector, n. Is the number of moles of the Ith^ componert per 

unit of volume, v. Is the average statistical velocity of component !_ 

and v.* and v are, respectively, the averaged molar and averaged mass 

velocities of the mixture. 

In determining the effective diffusion coefficient;: In a multlcom- 

ponent mixture, we shall presently see that we muct distinguish the ef- 

fective diffusion coefficients for the molar description of diffusion 

from the effective diffusion coefficients in the mass description. 

Since only the projections of the diffusion vectors onto the nor- 

mal to the surface, i.e., onto the y-axls, are required in the approx- 

imation of boundary-layer theory, we shall henceforth operate only //ith 

tne projections, denoting them by the same letters, but in lightface 

type. Then Relationships (2.2) may be presented In the form 

// nDSp     (,-1 /V). (2.5) 

where the effective diffusion coefficients Df  for the molar description 

of diffusion will be defined from one of the following three formulas: 

7Ä7   -/ri    r^1   -/> r-r»   -7rrj    •/•/■   (2-c) 

Hence the defined diffusion coefficient for an ith component in a 

multjcomponent mixture depends not only on the composition and the bi- 

nary diffusion coefficients, but also on the ratios of all other flows 

IJj(k /  1) to the flow I*. 

For certain particular cases of diffusion, the dependence of DJ on 

the flows can be dispensed with. Lt  us consider some of these. 

1. All binary diffusion coefficients are equal (or nearly equal): 

D.. = D. Then It follows from (2.6) that 
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Dt*~Du-D        (I-1,..„AT). (2.7) 

2. Let us consider a mixture In which the components 2,  3,  ,,.,  N 

move at the same speed (or are at rest): ft 9* <*« i* »...■■ p,. Then It 

follows fron (2.6) that 

N 
1-«»    V *> T--2-^.  ^I'-AI  «-2....;*) (2.8) 

The corresponding molar flows may be written In the fonn 

^--"^Jf (2.9) 

/^-n^-x^S^r^ (^1). (2.10) 

The expression for Dt In this case was obtained earlier by Wllke 

[16]. 

3.   In the  case  In which one of the mixture components moves at a 

velocity much higher than those of the remaining components,  then Ponn- 

ula   (2.9) applies  for this component,  while Fonnulas   (2.10)  remain val- 

id for the other components. 

Let us now pass to detennlnatlon of the effective diffusion coef- 

ficients D^^ for the mass description of diffusion. Using the relation- 

ships 

((»(flK/m)*        (<-l /V) 

It  Is easy to derive the Stefan-Maxwell analogue for the mass-concen- 

tration gradients  from  (2.2): 

Vc.-i^^-V.l-ir.V^L^-V.)      0-1 A) (2.11) 

Instead of the vector relationships (2.11), we shall henceforth 

operate with their projections onto the y-axls and denote the vector 

projections by the same symbols, but In llghtface type. Then Relation- 

ships may be presented in the fonn 
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/<--0£M*</ty)  0-1 Af), (2.12) 

where the effective diffusion coefficients Bi in the mass diffusion 

description will be determined fron one of the following three formu- 

Itsi 

-y^j^' + icÜZ-^*-- (2.13) 

Let us again consider particular cases in which the coefficients 

D^ do not depend on the flows. 

1. All binary diffusion coefficients are equal  (or nearly equal): 

Du»/)    Then we obtain at once from (2.13) 

Di-Du-D   (i-1 JV). (2.14) 

2. The components 2, 3, ...« N move at the same average speed 

(or are at rest): yi # t* «/•., = ... —y*. Then it follows from (2.13) that 

-BT- 1—-57,— -2 ^ .    (2.15) 

i» *i 

Prom comparison of Fomulas (2.8) with the corresponding Fonnulas 

(2.15) and (2.16), it follows that in this case the effective diffu- 

sion coefficients in the molar and mass descriptions of diffusion gen- 

erally differ from one another. It is easily proven, that, for example, 

in the boundary layer around the critical point (line) in the absence 

of homogeneous chemical reactions, the Wilke condition: 

»t + Vi~v»mm...wmvM   necessarily results in equality of all binary dlf- 
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fualon coefficients, BO that then Ponnulaa (2.8) will coincide with 

Pommlas (2.15) and (2.16), giving: Dj^» - D1 - DJJ • D for all componente. 

Hence the uee of Formulas (2.8) or (2.15) and (2.16) for the effective 

diffusion coefficients together with (2.5) or (2.12) and the corres- 

ponding diffusion equations for solution of problems of convectlve mass 

transfer will result, In the general case of diffusion, in a violation 

of the law of mass conversation In the basic equations of motion. 

3. If for a component 1 in some region of the flow ^-»-O, but 

/< ffc 0, then we obtain from the third fonnula of (2.13) in this region 

UDi-'ZxilDii. (2.17) 

4. Finally,  we might Indicate mixtures such that the effective 

diffusion coefficients for some components are calculated ejcpllcltly 

without restrictions  on the diffusion velocities.  Suppose that all bi- 

nary diffusion coefficients can be broken down into two groups,  for 

example, 

^«(ll-O^N^CO.CN.HCN) and E^ (2.18) 

or ^1M and ^MH^'  where ln each group the binary diffusion coefficients 

are   close   (equal) to one another.   From the second definition (2.13) 

for this case,  applyiTiO; 

mu ' ~ fcOi 

we obtain 

1 ^l — xco.     ^co.  . /I | \ j»_ gco.^co.c (2.19) 

Doot~Dmoo,. (2.20) 

I.e.,   in this  case the effective diffusion coefficient for COp(Hp)  is 

equal to its own binary diffusion coefficient for the pair cOi, M(Mi, M) 
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1 

It follows from the definitions (2.13) (see also Formula (2.19)) that 

in the general case, the effective diffusion coefficients D1 can be 

calculated only after solution of the diffusion equations, when we 

have found the diffusion flows /«(^v,). I.e., the coefficients D^ will 

depend, generally speaking, on the determining parameters of the spe- 

cific problem. If a generalized analogy between the mass-transfer co- 

efficients tt'iO) ■■ 1 / (*<• - ««a) {act l äy)*  •. where ctt - c« is the concentration gra- 

dient across the boundary layer, has been established for the specific 

problem, then we can calculate the effective diffusion coefficients 

at the wall from (2.13). This generalized analogy can be obtained read- 

ily for a frozen flow, when the correspouding problem for the boundary 

layer can be reduced to ordinary differential equations. For example, 

we have [5] for a boundary layer in the neighborhood of the critical 

point (line) 

(±K)m*tZS*lD*)",      0.2S<5..<5. 5.-U/PI),    (2.21) 

on an impermeable wall, 

(ii^L) -£l!Z-^^L (2.22) 

on a permeable wall for a moderate Influx of mass (-/t?(0) — 

— 0.2-0.8. 0,3 < 5* < 3) and 

vw .7^^) (2-23) 

for an intense air blast approaching the flow-detachment regime 

(-«f(0)* 1, 0JB<5W< 1.4). 

Here 9(0) is the value of the stream function at the wall and 

5Ma(ii/p0i)« i£ the generalized Schmidt number also at the wall. For- 

mulas (2.21)-(2.23) were obtained both analytically [5], using asympt- 

otic integration of the diffusion equations for S^ ^00, and by numeri- 
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cal Integration of the equations of the binary boundary layer with 

variable properties In the neighborhood of the critical point (line) 

and on a plate (at a Nach number smaller than two) being blasted by 

six different gases (hydrogen, helium, argon, carbon dioxide, air and 

mercury vapor). Formula (2.22) can be presented In the form 

(2.24) 

TABLE 1 

■■ CO, 1 CO. 

•»•> Au tiff)        *II V(0) *.. r«o»         A*i 

-0.2 
-0.3 

0.884 
0.989 

-0.28 
-0.5 

0.97 
1.02 

—0.4 
-0.5 

I.D67 
1  117 

-0.75 1.08 

Table 1 presents the value of A^ for blasting with helium and 

the value of A**  for blasting with carbon dioxide In air for the case 

of a critical-line neighborhood with a temperature factor 

r0/r, = o..r) (.<?, = i. 5.« v/pDi,).   it follows from this table that Ponnula 

(2.22) or (2.24) Is satisfied for a moderate Influx to within + 10%. 

The analogy (2.21) Is conflnned nicely In the theory of heat exchange 

on an Impemeable wall [1?]. 

The generalized analogies between the mass-transfer coefficients 

(2.21)-(2.23) remain valid with the same accuracy also for a boundary 

layer with arbitrary longitudinal pressure gradient [l8j. 

3. CALCULATION OP EFFECTIVE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE MASS DESCRIP- 
TION OF DIFFUSION FOR CERTAIN 0AS MIXTURES 

Using the generalized analogies (2.21)-(2.23), the effective diffu- 

sion coefficients at the wall can be computed explicitly for a given 

specific gas mixture. Let us perform these calculations in application 

to mixtures that appear on heterogeneous combustion of plastics in a 

dissociated air stream (see Chapter 1). As follows from Tables 2 and 3, 

which were compiled on the basis of data on the interact ion-force par- 
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ametcre for the Lennard-Jones potential [19], the binary diffusion co- 

efficients for the gas mixtures examined in Chapter I can be broken 

down into eight groups: 

DnmiH - Oi. Ni. NO. CO. CN. IICN. UNO. HCO. 11,00. NiH*. Sill. Cj. 
c^cyi^cyuetc.) 
0A«(A-O,N). Dw  (orDuco.). Ouu., Du*>, 0*,,., Dn.M, DKA,   (3.1) 

where the binary diffusion coefficients in each group differ from one 

another by no more than 2-55S,  with the exception of the coefficients 

DL.-    and DL.« , which differ from one another by 12-12^.  Since the gas- 

kinetic parameters are at present known very approximately for the 

molecules C« and C^ and these molecules can appear in noteworthy quan- 

tities only under conditions approaching those at which graphite bolls 

and,  furthermore,  it follows  from the equilibrium condition  [20] that 

cct^O.lfc,,  we shall not Introduce the supplementary group Il^p    of bi- 

nary diffusion coefficients,   even though It would not be particularly 

difficult to calculate the effective diffusion coefficient.; In this 

case as well.  Moreover,  the boiling state of graphite  (of coke) will 

not be reached in practice when plastics are destroyed,  and the  Cp and 

C~ vapors will be present In negligible quantities at the wall and in 

the boundary  layer.   It follows  fron the equilibrium condition for the 

graphite vapor above the solid phase  [20] that ec<cc,.  I.e.,  carbon 

atoms are present in small quantities.   For example,  with p    « 10 bars 
.0, 

and T0 - 4590
UK, cc - 0.0391, cc = 0.1576, cc = 0.7633; with p 

?0 - 3390
oK cc = 0.055, cc = 0.115, cc 10'2 bar and Tn = 3390
oK cp = 0.055, cp = 0.115, cp = O.83O, etc. 

3 

Thus, Case (3.1) will cover a mixture consisting of no fewer than 

25 components. In practice, this case will cover the majority of mix- 

tures that appear during the destruction, in a dissociated stream of 

air, of the structural plastics most commonly used as heat-protective 
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.M* 
MM 

.MH«^1 
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♦The Table gives values of "^**•%'—<«.♦, m«»»««— for two temperature 

values (upper number T - 20000K and lower number for T - 40000K). 
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values (upper figure for T - 8000°% and lower for T - U.OOO0*).   1) Air 
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coatings.  Then omitting the cumbersome intermediate displays,  we ob- 

tain from the definition  (2.13)  the following expressions for the 

ciprocal effective diffusion coefficients in the boundary layer for 

Case  (3.1): 

7^2^+{(^-'")*W^r<'.-'«>-.+ 

tjn fM/_j * yi      r/jü ULV— 1 \_ 
\ mm      muJ^Dmu       DAM 'J L v mn       mx ^ Dun       Dtmo' 

- f_ÜL -    m   ] (_S 1    \11 CpKo-i-cwVi« 
V ITIM      mgio '  V Omu      OAU -■ '' ^M 

+ (I-^-(fo + CH) - (Xo + xN) 1 StK) + (— - CH. - xu,) Bujuo + 

/I         l\/w         mN              ./l            INfm +   77--77- («O + CHJ + IT; T^—  

/ m m XT /I 1    \ / m m \ 
\mu       mA/J       *'\Duu    Umg»   \rnn      m^J 

\Dm*     DUHJ K n*      muo''      V* 

+ (| — (Co + en) - (xo + xu) JAM, + i—cuo - x«») Bnjua + 
Urn«, J vmn, / 

^(^;-^)(^r~£:)(co+f,,)+(^-5^:)[^r" 
/ m mN /I l^/m m\ 
\ mu      mA / \Duu    flmi,' \ "»M      mtio/ 

ßim     Aico.Amu      m«,/^    Vi, 

(M - 0«. St, NO. CO. CN. HCN*. C^ C.) 
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JL-JÜ.)] + 
mit     wm' J 

x ( « _ ^_) f J!L _ (C0 + c, (J!L _ Jl) _ c«. ( 
\Vtm     Omu.'l inm '\ mM      mA I V 

-Ml et» - *i«o )/'»io + [ — Cm, - -tu. - —]Uu. -»-( r- 77—) X 

[m             / m         /n \          / w«         /« \"| 
 c*o -cu.l      -(l-ciOX 

/_! 1   W m        m  \ l   1 1   \/ w w n 

CQVQ -h CIIVW      1/ w Hl 
| Ä« i»o + 1 — 

"«SlO 
(co + CN) - 

-(XO + XH) |äIK> + (; )(— M NJ     ii      .HJ> 
J .   vim     i-^AM 'AM '   "  "»M "'SlU ' 

/l IWm m\/l l\rm       /TO m\ 

\ÜUM     /VHH   ' \ mM      m.Mo/      W^MM     ^M&to'l'r'M      V TOM        «A ' 

X (CO + CK)-CH.(- 7—Jl/ -.'-- 
\ TOM TOH   'J»        * H, 

11 / TO m   \(   \ {   \ 

Do      DAH "IH ' mu   \ÜUH     ÜAH' 

^UAK        l'AU' W/ASK)        /'AM Ni^AH,      L/AU' 

+ (cgto^o ■   tt>rs»ü)^sio + («uyo — co*u )llut + 

/TO "»    \/      ' ,    Nl /      l *      l/    "* "M.L +coCiwl TO.: "^7JUM -^J+CoCi1' \üUU ~üUH}\^ "^rr 

+      //A + I ^H. J"M . I^M. + (  tSiO J»»0 ) ÄsjO + 
L TOA \     * IHA ' /      •     ^ /MA ' 

/   1 1    \/   m      PTO   \ /   i 1   V   m        m \ 

\ D^"" ÖMK) 'V ^»M       mir'em    \I>uu     OUHJ\ mu      mA*** 

/  1 1   w TO m TO NICKKK 

VDMII     ÖA*/ V '     mu TOM      *      "»A 'J   ^0 

-f (I (co + CM - 1) — - (Jfo + xw)   BH, + I cco,— XCOJÄH^O + 

*( >  __L)(J!L__^)(C0 + t,-,)+( '  - J-)[ TO 

TOM 
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where 

v ;MII     IWA    • \iJmm   Om»Ht'\'n*     «•«,/ 

*> hum     MHU A/MM      iHtio''     V{J 

•••([(,,+c"-,)^-^+'-)]*"+(t"'™li-i«0/'"*e+ 

+(» . «)(^-jL)(eo+ei(_1)+(« _ ' )rj«L- 

1 V »III     »»A /J       "' V^MM   AIM, Mm*    mt» / 

H'\I)nn    Dnn'Kmu     mnji      V0     ' 

1           1       0.285     U/ilX)          1          1        U.723 
Z>MM      "AM      DM*      DAH '      "MM     "MII.      "MM 

2.61 
Dun', 

1           1            0.173         0.117          1           1        0.108 
"MM      "MSIO         "MM          "MSIO       "ASIO     "AM      "ASIO 

0.124 
"AM 

1           1            0.215         0.170           1           1              4.10 
"AM,      "MM,         "AM,          "MII         "AII.      "MHIO          "AM, 

0.804 
"MHO 

1         1           0.355        0,262 
"AA     "AM          "AA           "AM 

1          1   4     1            1            0.088         0.123 
^""MM      "AM     "AüIO     "M»IO          "MM           "AM 

0.10<l          0.07'i5 
a«   —                     ra   —      -   —- — 

"ASIO            "MSIO 

1111         0.2.%     1.035     0.331 
"•■"MM4* "AH,     "AM     "MII,      "MM      "AH.      "AM 

0.853 
"TTM,; 

I            1              1             1        O.inO          0.552 
"MM      "H «to       "M».O       "MH,      "MM           "H.SIO 

0.136 m _ 0.:>77 
"MHO            "MII . 

1.1          1          1            0,008         0.137 
//«    ■■   'mmmmmm,   af»                ,        mm   .    .    .,      •_    i                       ^     —                     -   ■■     —   —                   ■■ 

"AM      "AM      "AA      "MM           "MM           "AM 

_ 0.186 
'D'AA' 

(3.3) 

(3 M 
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1 

since, according to Tables 2 and 3 

of temperature 

.«ave,  in virtual independence 

Dmu 
0N.N 

- 0.715. 
DAM 

Dun 
DAM, 

■ 0,228. 

^AMt 

/»Mil. 
- U15. 

Dun 
Duuo Dnjuo 

- 1.173. 

Pusio 
- 5.10. 

Duu 
DAMO 

^ DN.CO 
Dmto 

-0.800, 

DAM» Ünuo -1.466. 

Duu 
OMH. " 

Dsf.Q 

DH,U, 
-OOT. 

^All. ^ 

DAH 
AMI, = 3.135. 

ÜAM 

HUH, ~ 

Ds,s 
DH*. 

- 0.3875, 

DAS*} 

DAM 

Ds%lO 

Dnn 
- 0.892. 

DAA 

DAM 

Dno 
Dn.n 

- 1.355. 

DAM 

DMSIO 

Dtt.s 
DittHO 

- 1.645. 

DUM Osjco -0290. 

(3.5) 

DmMto       Dti,sto DH,HO       Dutm 

In deriving Formulas (3.2), it was assumed that 

mA = mo = ms. (3« 6) 

In the last analysis, however, the assumption (3.6) will not be 

reflected in the calculation of the effective diffusion coefficients 

at the wall, since the concentration of atoms at the wall is equal to 

zero (see Ponnulas (3.21) below). Further, we have taken advantage of 

the fact that the molecular weights of all components with the sub- 

script M are nearly equal (equal). 

An expression for I/DM is obtained from the last formula for 1/D0 

by replacing therein x0 and c0 by x^ and cN, respectively. In deriving 

Formulas (3« 2), the notation has been shortened in the atom group 

(Symbol A) , with only the 0 and N left. If It is necessary to 

account for other components with diffusion properties similar to those 

of atoms, such as CHt, HO, HA NH and others (see Tables 2 and 3), then 

formulas for the l/ß*. i/ß*«, and VDT, of such a mixture will be obtain- 
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ed tram Pormu1ae (3.2) it c0 + eN in these formulas 1s replaced by 

c0 +ON+ OCH; + CHO + ,,,, x0 +~by x0 +~+X~+ XHO + ,,, and 

00VO + 0NVN by 00VO + 0NVN + cCH VCH + cHOVHO + '''' 
2 2 

In the formula tor 1/.D0, ~ should be replaced by ~ + xCH + 
2 

+ ~0 + ,,,, CO+ eN by CO+ CN + CCH + CHO + ,,,, XO +~by XO + 
2 

+ ; + x~ + l1!o + .. , and cNVN by cNVN + cOR VCH + cHOVRO + •••• 

1Xpreee1one tor 1/DN, 1/.DCH, liDHo• ... will be obtained tram th~ 

formula tor 1/.Do by cyc11cal replacement or the subscripts o, N, CH, 

HO ••• 

Pram 7ormulas (3.2), we can obtain expressions for the effective 

dittueion coe!' .r1c1enta of a number ot important particular cases. For 

example, tor the case ot combustion or graphite in dissociated air at 

temperatures 1n the boundary layer above 1400°K and pressures Pe < 100 

bare, 1.e., when the presence or co2 may be disregarded, we obta1n 

t 1 ( 1 1 ) To • D;; + (~• +~c) D~t,~o - JJ.- + 

+ ~ (_L_ __ 1_) cMVM +coVe. 
m,. Du /)AA Vo 

_!_._!_+(~c+zo)(-D1 __ D1 )+ 
0. D,.. ..,. ,.,. 

+ _!!_ (__!_ _ _!_ ) cc V c + co Vo • . 
m,. Du JJAA v. 

-J- • Dt + (.Jo + ZN) (-D1 - _Di ) + uo ... .... • .. . 
+ ~ (_!_ __ !__) coVo + c,eV., . 

m4 0,.14 D.,. Vo 

t t - ~ - ~, - ~c .Jo + ~, + -'c + . • -+-~----11; Du D,.,. 
(3.7) 

+ ~ (-1-_ __!_) coVo +c.,!::',.+ coVe, 
""• Dn D ... , v .. 

(M • 0.. Na, NO, CO, CN, Ca. C,). 
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m ·· t-zo-ZJif-%c -- . "'• 1 - co - CM - Co 
(3.8) 

Before calculating the effective diffusion coefficients at the 

wall, let us demonstrate that the following theorem applies. All com

ponents with nearly equal (equal) molecular weights and gas-kinetic 

parameters a,*QcM>• (i,J) satisfying the boundary conditions 

(cll)e = 0 (3.9) 

(for example, M = CO, CN, HCN, HNO, HCO, H2CO, N2H4, S1H, C2, C3, C2H2, 

c~4 and so forth), or 

(c,)o = 0 (3.10) 

(for example, i = o2, NO or i = 0, N) have nearly equal (equal) effec

tive diff"u~ion coefficients through the entire thickness of the bound-

ary layer. 

For the proof, let us introduce the dimensionless diffusion mass 

flow Xi and the concentration ratio zM for the Mth component from the 

formulas 

(3.11) 

where ~0p0 is the product of the coefficient of viscosity by the den

sity under the conditions at the wall, ~ is the velocity gradient of 

the inviscid flow at the critical point (line) and ~ is a dimensionless 

variable related to the normal coordinate z, which is reckoned with re

ference to the moving front (if des truction is taking place) by the 

relationship [21] 

In these variables, the equations for the effective Schmidt num~ 

bers 511 -tJ./pD .. will be, according to the first formula of (3.2) for 
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It 

s.,x., •ll'.,- X., ~ ;J + -~- { ... } (Xo +X.,) (1- JM) + 
J-1 MJ p 

+-P~{ ... }%110(1-a.,)+ I"P { ... }Xa,(t-a.,), l•~. 
J'o(Jo 

(3.12) 

where the subscript M runs through all components indicated in the con

dition of the theorem, the curly brackets { ... } in (3.12) signify the 

corresponding expressions appearing in curly brackets in the first fo~ 

mula of (3.2) for 1/DM and 

Xo- (co).Xo, Xu,- (cu,)oXH,· 

The corresponding diffusion equations in these variables will be 

[21) 

(3.13) 

where n ~ 1 is the twc-dtmensional case, n = 2 is the axisymmetric 

case and zZcp(T\) is a function proportional to the stream function. It is 

nec~ssary to solve the system (3.12) and (3.13) for the sought func

tions zM and ~ for the boundary conditions 

Z~r (ll} = !J, :. ~ , ( oo) = 1. (3.14) 

To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that the boundary

value problem (3.12)-(3.14) does not depend on the subscript M. The 

sum in (3.12) may be represented in the form 

N 1 - Zo- ZH- Xcu - .. . Zo + Zr; + Zca, 
~ ZJ . 
~ - - - + ----:::----
J-1 n .. J n .. M n All 

(3. 15) 

from which it follows that the sum (3.15) does not depend on the sub

scripmM, since~ and D~~ for any Mare nearly equal (equal) by the 

condition of the theorem. For the same reason, the expressions in cur y 

brackets do not depend on the subscripts M. The boundary conditions 

(3.14) are also the same for all M. Hence all fUT'.ctions zM a!'ld Xr.1 will 

satisfy the same equations and boundary conditions, i.e., they coincide 

identically. But then the effective Schmidt numbers 
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(3.16) 

will also be independent of the subscript M. Q.E.D. If the components 

satisfy the boundary conditions (3.10), then instead of the system 

(3.12) we shall have 

Equations (3.13) and the boundary conditions (3.14) remain un

changed. From this it again follows that the effective diffusion coef

ficients for components with nearly equal (equal) d1ffusion properties 

that satisfy the boundary conditions (3.10) are equal through the en

tire thickness of the boundary layer. 

Similarly, we might prove the theorem that for 0 and N atoms, 

which satisfy the b Undary conditions (cA)o = 0, the effective diffusion 

coefficients are nearly equal (equal) over the entire thickness of the 

boundary layer. 

It is readily seen that the theorem proven above also remains val-

id for all self-modeling solutions to the equations of a multicamponent 

boundary layer. It follows at once from these results that the mass-

transfer coefficients :'dO) = c',(O) I (c;e - c;o) are equal for all components 

satisfying the conditions of the theorem, i.e., 

c/(0) 
c;' (0) 

... (3.17) 
c.;. - CJO 

This fact s H.bstantially reduces the number of mass-transfer coef

ficients that we seek. For example, f or the mixture considered in Chap

ter 1, it is necessary to find, instead of 30-35 mass-transfer coeffi

cients, only six mass-transfer coefficients: 7. 'M(O) (M = CO, CN, HCN 1, 

HNO, HCO, H2co, N2H4, SiH, c2, c
3

, c2H2 , c2H4 etc.), zA(O) (A • CH, 

CH2 , CH4, HO, ~0, NH etc.), and s'110 (0) ; :'R,(O) •. ~o. (0) = ,'No(O), :'o(O)- t'~t(O). 
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The mass-transfer coefficient f or molecular nitrogen need not be 

found, since this coefficient and t he concentration c~ can be found 
.~2 

from the identity c,.- 1 - ~cN,, . To find the remaining unknown quant ities 
k+ • 

.:'i (U) , '"c calculate the effective diffusion coefficient::. at the wall. 

Here we shall assume that complete recombination of the atomc of the 

air and complete consumption of the oxygen take place at thE: wall. 

Then Formulas (3.2) at the wall, using the boundary conditions 

(co)o- (cN)o- (co,)o- (cxo)o- 0, I Co Vo lo, I CN VN lo, I co, Vo,j 0, 

I CNo l'No jo < oo 

and the relationship 

( m ) ( 1 - xu - Xs10 ) 
--;;;- 0 - 1 - cu.' - csao 0 

will assume the simpler form 

t 1 ( lJlJ)I ) ( Dw~t )l 
-- - -- l. 1 + zsao ·--·- - 1 + xa, - ·- - - 1 + 
D,. LJ,.,. lJwsw Dxu, 

+ {(-~ csao- xsao ) Bsao + (..!!!.__ ru, - XH, )nu, + ~(-1-- -
1
- ) + 

mA liLA mM v~m D All 

+ ca [( ~- ..!!!._ )(-1 - _ ·I - ) - ( _.!!!_- _!!t_) (-1 --' _1 l + 
' InN InA 1 D.,.. !,\ nr : m" mn, D)l)l DA~l J 

m ( 1 1 ) [( m m )( 1 1 
._ m; bm,- DMsao + cH, mM - ms1o D~lll- Dlm: 
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(M - 0,, Na, NO, 00, CN, .HCN, Ca, <4); (3.20) 

- 1- - - 1- [ 1 + zs1o ( D.,,._ - 1 'J + za ( D,..,. - D.,.. )] + 
Ds1o D.,.,. D,.s1o ' Ds10u, JJ,.sao 

+ (za10ca,- cs,oZu,)Bu,a•o + (-1-- -
1
-) (~- -~ l cs,ocu,-D.,_., D.,.a, m,. ms10 , . 

- ( 1 - caao) (-
1 

- -
1 

) r~- Cu, (~ - ~)] + 
D.,.,. D.,siO m11 m.. mu, 

+ '(~cs10- zs•o)Bslo + (~ cu,- zu, ) Ba, + ~- (-1
-- -

1
-) + 

mA m" m,. D .. ,. DAM 

+ cs, [ ( m: ~ =A) (0:11 ~ D~u,)- c: .. - :::H, )( D~11 - ~A,.)] + 

+ ca10 [ ( :.. - m: ) ( D~ - D~,J - ( :.,. - m:o ) ( D:11 - D ~ ) ] + 

m ( 1 1 ) m ( 1 1 )} co V o + CN V N + -- -- - - ·- -- - Csao + 
mA DAM D ASIO mw o.... o,.SIO Csao v sao . 

{
.( m • ) m ( 1 1 ) + -- cs1o - Zs10 Ba,s1o + -- - - - - - + 

ma, m,. D..,. D11a, 

+cs1o[(~-~) (- !__ __ 1_ ) - {..!!!._ _ _!!!_)(-1 __ 1 )] + 
m11 ma, D.,.,. DMsao \ m11 ms1o DMw Duu, 

1 1 ( 1 1 ) (1 1 ) -- - -- + zsao - -- + ( 1 - za ) -- - -- + 
Da. DKH, Da,s1o Dwu, ' D.,... Dwa, 

' . 
+ (Zs,CsJO - ca ,zs,o)Ba,SIO + (-1----

1
-) ( ~-~) cs,oca,-D.,.,. D,.sao m11 mu, 

- (1- Ca,) (-
1 

- -
1 

) [_!!!_- CSIO (_!!!_-~)] + 
D.,,. D.,.u , m,. m,. ms,o 

+ { (_!!!_ cs1o - zsao ·) Bs1o + ( ~ en , - za,-~) Bu , + 
m" mA mA 

+ {-1 
- -

1 )[~-ca.o ·(~-~) -cs, (~-~)J -
D.,. D All mx m.,_ ms1o m11 " a, 

( t t )( m m ) · '( t · t ) - (1 - e..) ----- ---- + caao ----- X 
D.,. Ow.. mx mA D.,. D11sao . 
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( m m )}coVo+cNVN {( m m) X --- cu, + --cu, - Z11,- -- llu,&IO-
m• m• cu,Va, mato ma1o 

( 1 1 )( m m) ( 1 1 ) -(1-ca) ---- ----- + ---- X 
I n.,., n,H I m.,. maiO n,)l. nMSIO 

X [ 
m ( 11& m ) J } CSIO V SIO --cu --- cu 
lllJI. ' mw mH, Cu 1Vu, '' 

1 1 1 1 [ ( v • .,. ) ( n,,... )] .... - •-•- 1 + Z&IO - - - - 1 + Zu , --- 1 , 
u, D" v. n.w. . D~os1o v~~.u, . 

4 1 1 r ( D.,.,. ) ( DMM ) ] - • - - - 1 + ZSIO -- - 1 + Zn · - - 1 
Do, DNo D.,..,. DMs1o ' JJ~u• . 

That is to say, for those components whose concentrations at the wall 

are zero, while their mass diffusion flows are other than zero , the ef-

fective diffusion coefficients at the wall are calculated explicit ly 

in terms of binary diffusion coeff icients and composition. The exprPs-

sions for the remaining diffusion coefficients include the r atios of 

the corresponding diffusion flows at th wall, which can be expressed 

by means of the generalized analogies (2.21)-(2.23). Then we obtain an 

algebraic system of equations for determination of the coeff1cients Di 

at the wall. Let us solve this sys t em for the case of moderate blas ting 

(analogy (2.22)) and in 1ts absence (2.21). We note at the outset tha t 

it follows from comparison of For mulas (3.2) for 1/DM with the formula 

for l/D810 that the effect1ve coeff1cients DM(M = CO, CN, HC N, etc.) 

differ from the d1ffusion coeff1cient n810 by no more than 10%. Hence 

for the sake of simplicity in the d1splays, we shall incl ude DS i O in 

the coefficients ~· Then, applying (3. 22 ) and (3. 5 ), we obta1n f r om 

(3.20) the following final expressions for the effective dif fusion co

efficients at the wall: 
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DAM 
D~o-Do-DN- -· 1-0,681ra,' 

D,.,. 
JJo, -= D,.o - --...--0,724.-ra,' 

D [ 
m c~.,., ] Da,- ,.., t + m;(0,747 + 0,201 Ca,) 1 _ O.G81za, ; 

I 
m 

1- 2,62-cn 
m.. • 

Da - Daa. 1 - 0 724 + I , zn, 

m cAl 
(0,400 + 0,185ca,- 0,141zs,- 0,039.rs,cs,) -~---::--::-::-:--

m .. 1 - 0,681.rn, 
+---------------~~~~-----------~-~ t- 0,724zs, 

~- 1 - XH, (M- CO, CN, HCN, SiO, HNO, HCO, HaCO, N,H,, 
InN 1- CR 1 

(3.21) 

It foll ows from analysis of these formulas that during burnout of 

plastics with a 50% (or smaller) content of phenol-formaldehyde resin, 

when the hydrogen concentration in the condensed phase amounts t o 

en~< 0,03-0,05, and iS even smaller in the boundary layer c11, < U,Ul 

(zs, < 0,13-0.15) , the effective d~i'fusion coefficients for the pyrolysis 

and combustion products of the plastic will depend .chiefly on the de

gree of dissociation ( c A)e of the air at the outer boundary of the 

boundar y layer. Here, if we disregard the influence of the small quan

tity of hydrogen in Formulas (3.21), then we shall have in approxima

tion (to within 3%) 

Du - D,.u (1 + 0,747c.u); 

Du = Du ( 1 + 0,399 c.u), 

i.e., the effective coefficients for the combustion products (c vle--

cules) vary in the i terval 

(3. 22 ) 

For the mixture under consideration, therefore , f our essentially 

different effect1.ve diffusion coefficients appear: DA(A = 0, N), ~(M = 

= CO, CN, HCN, SiO, ID~O, HCO, H2co, N~4 , SiH, c2 , c
3

, c2H2, c
2

H
4 

et . h 
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Do • ~0' 0H ' 2 2 
If we take into account the presence of a small quantity of hydro-

carbons, CH, CH2 and HO, H2o, NH, etc, then still anot her effective dif

fusion oefficient mak~s its appearance. For the case (3.7), t~e ef

fective diffusion coefficients at the wall, taking into consideration 

the boundary (!Onditions (3.18) and (ceo),= (ccN)c = (cc), = (cc,), = (cc, )~ = U, 

and (3.5) will be 

Du 
De----- ----

·. In CAc 
1 + 0,262 - 1 0 2{!2 

mA - , v Xc 

1- zc 
-= 

1- cc ' 
m 

(3 .23) 

· m ( .DA De ) t+0,285- CAe--Cc-

D D 
mlt DM~t D)tM .. - .... -1-0,285xc 

It follows from t hese formulas that if the group of components pos

sess es only approximately equal (equal) molecular weights an gas- kin-

etic parameters, but these components satisfy different boundary condi

tions: (c0 )0 = (cN)O = 0, (cC) e = 0, then the effective diffus i on coef

ficients for them will differ. 

Let us now present an example in the which the effective diffusion 

coefficients at the wall are calculated by appli cation of the anal ogy 

(2.21) for the case of a diss ociated f ive- component air: 0 , N, NO, 02 , 

N2• We obtain from (3.7) and the boundary conditions (3.18 ), less the 

condition for 02, 

Do_ Do [i +(1 _Do.N,) coVo_2-_:NVNco,J . 
Do, Do,N, Doo, c0 , V0 , 

(3. 24) 

(3 . 25) 

Using the analogy (2. 21 ), where we denote the expo ent 0 . 6 by~' 

we obtain instead of (3.25) an equation f or determining the effective 

diffusion coefficient for o2 : 
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_Do:_ DAM_ DAM [r + ( 1_~0e!!t) (cA),(co,)o (DAM )]• 
Do, Do, Do,.JC, oo, (co,).- (coJo Do, · (3.26) 

TABLE 4 

o 1 Q.23t 0,5 0.75 1 

(~)o 
lc - 0.& 1,399 I 1,291 1,179 1,086 I 
k- 0,8 1,399 1,286 1,173 1,082 I 
k -1.& 1.399 1,261 1,167 1,078 I 
k- 1,5 1,399 1,268 I, 152 1,070 I 
k- 2-,0 1,399 1,254 1.139 1,063 I 

We shall assume that all of the oxygen at the outer boundary of 

the boundary layer is dissociated; then we get from (3.26) 

( 
.. DAM = Doo, _ 1399 see Tables 2 and 3 
Do,N, Do,N, ' ' 

Do [ (Do)•] D- 1,399 1- 0,285(cA)c D , C.u;;;?!: 0,231. 
o, 0 

(3.27) 

For complete dissociation of the air at the outer bounda~y of the 

boundary layer, we shall have from (3.26) and (3.27) D0 = D0 =DAM. 
2 

In the abse ce of dissociation, D0 = D0 N . For the intermediate cases, 
2 2 2 

it follows from Table 4, which has been drawn up on the basis of the 

solution to Equation (3.27), that 

1 Do DAM 
~ - - ~-- = 1,399 

Do, Do,N, 

for any exponent k > 0 and, moreover, that variation of k in the inte~ 

val from 0.6 t o 2 has practically no effect on the a ccuracy with which 

the effective diffusion coefficient is determined (variation of k 

through a factor of 3.5 affects the s olution by no more than 3% for all 

values of (cA)e). This circumstance enables us to use Analogy (2. 22 ) in 

determining the effective diffusion coefficients at the wall when the 

latter is being destroyed, and to do so for a broad range of variat ion 

of the blasting parameter -ncp(O) > 0. The approximate value of t he blast

ing pararne:ter ·ncp(O) can always be f ound before solving the problem (see 
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Chapter 4). 

It the errective ditfusion coefficients have already been dete~ 

mined, then we can use the generalized analogies (2.21)-(2.23) to find 

the ratios of all mass-transfer coefficients to one another. To find 

the last mass-transfer coefficient, it is necessary to solve any of the 

N diffusion equations 

[(l/Sc):/)' + ncp('l):/ == 0, :c(O) = 0, :c(oo) = 1. (3.28) 

This equation was solved numerically for variable 1 and Si for the 

case of a binary boundary layer with various gases being blown in over 

a wide range of variation of the external parameters, jointly with the 

impulse and heat-inflow equations; it was also solved with the parame

ter 1 variable and the number Si constant. Approximation of these nu

merical solutions gives [21] 

s'c(O)S,
0
-t == 0,570(1 +.0,34b)l,0•44-0•0411Sio-O.e + 0,67a(1 + 0,2u}, 

b-= n -1, a= ncp(O) < 0, 0,3 < S,o < 3. 
(3.29) 

For- a< 0.5, the deviation of Formula (3.29) from the numerical 

solutions does not exceed 3-4%. For -a ~ 1, the error may reach 10%. 

Actual calculation of the generalized Schmidt numbers SiO shows that 

they are of the order of ordinary Schmidt numbers as calculated from 

the binary diffusion coeffi cient [22). Hence Formula (3.29) can also 

be used for a multicomponent boundary layer with substitution therein 

of the corresponding generalized Schmidt number SiO' Application of the 

integral method of solution to the problem (3.28), using the linear 

profiles for concentration and velocity, gives 

lc'(O)Sco_.- (s/(O)S,o-1]o + (t- 1/aS,o-l(t-•l)o, (3.30) 

where [:,'(O)S,o-•]o is the value of the mass-transfer coefficient for a ~l 

• 0 a~d k is the exponent in the generalized analogies (2.21)-(2.23). 

For the analogy (2.22), si0-~(l-k) • 1 and the additive term in (3.30) 
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will coincide with the additive term governed by forcing the Inflow In 

Formula (3.29), If we disregard the small linear term of the order of 

a • 

The method of asymptotic Integration [3] also gives a value for 

the mass-transfer coefficient z£(0) closely similar to that from Formu- 

la (3.29). 

For mixtures In which the heat capacities of the components are 

closely similar, or If components with sharply divergent capacities ap- 

pear, but do so In small concentrations (for example H2 and c« < 0.01), 

then application of Formulas (2.21)-(2.23) to the heat-transfer coeffi- 

cient gives a generalized analogy between heat and mass transfer. In 

this case, therefore, the problem of finding the heat- and mass coeffi- 

cients In a multlccmponent boundary layer In the neighborhood of the 

critical point (line) will be solved. Utilization of these results will 

enable us to reduce any problem of heterogeneous combustion (with a 

finite or Infinite rate of reaction advance) to the solution of the 

corresponding system of finite transcendental equations for the concen- 

trations, temperature at the combustion front and the blasting parame- 

ter a (combustion rate) [22]. 

h.  EXAMPLES 

1. As our example, let us consider the problem of determining the 

composition of the air on an Impemeable Ideally catalytic wall In the 

neighborhood of the critical point (line) when the wall temperature Is 

held rather low, so as to satisfy the boundary conditions 

(co). - (em»). - (<*)• - 0. IcoVok |CMK„U I^MOFHOU < 00.  (4.1) 

In the boundary layer, however, the flow will be regarded as frozen. 

The law of conservation of the element 0 on the Impermeable wall Is 

written in the form 

15 
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The law of conservation of the element N 1B a corollary of (4.2) 

and the Identities 

ir       jr 

Using the analogies (2.21) and Conditions (4.1), we can transform 

Relationship (4.2) as follows: 

(•)*-(*).+(S:):[w.^(*.).(S)r] ' ^-3) 
where, in accordance with the boundary conditions (4.1) and Formulas 

(2.17)» we have, virtually irrespective of wall temperature (see Tab- 

les 2,  3): 

For tnc ratio of the effective diffusion coefficients DQ/DQ , we 

find, applying (4.1) and (2.21) to Formula (3.25): 

(Do\      goo. F, . (j    go.w.\ (CAUCO).    (*h>\%*] ,t      , 

(CA). - (co), + (c*),. 

We note that for complete dissociation of the air at the outer 

boundary of the boundary layer, when (C.) ■ 1, (c0 ) ■ 0, it follows 

from (4.5) that D0 ■ DQ - DQ0 . Then, according to (4.3), we get 

^c0 ^O " ^c0 ^e* ^•e'» there are no changes in chemical composition at 

the wall. For(cA)f<lwe get from Equations (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) 

/ Do \    A>o. "4 1.     Do,*, \ (eKUcob "   (u  gN 
(i,r.).-^_1-(1-^.)(C0).+,,,Ciro)^^_    (k-6) 

where the concentration of molecular oxygen at the wall (c0 )0 must be 

found from the transcendenta"1. equation 
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x[w. + V.(*.).(^)t"] («.7) 

The solution of this last equation may be presented with suffi- 

cient accuracy In the form 

(''■)^(^)r[M^'/..(^(fe«')r]    tä ^ 
(«tt^- »p nTTTn vM gMl f* (*••) 

1+M(<-%|)(fe)   <-'• 

Pron this It follows that for (cQ)e - 0, (c0 ) - (c0 )t and no 

changes In the concentration of the element 0 take place at the wall. 

The maximum value of the 02 concentration at the wall will occur at 

(c0)e - 0.231 and will be equal to (c0 )0 - 0.280. As 0.231 < c^ •* 1, 

the separating effect will be weakened and It will tend to sero as 

(c.) •♦ 1. This Is a consequence of the obvious fact that for (c.)# > 

> 0.231 at the outer boundary of the boundary layer, atomic nitrogen, 

which has the same elevated dlffuelvlty as oxygen atoms, begins to make 

its appearance. 

The comparison given in [3] between Formulas (4.6) and (4.8) and 

the numerical solutions shows a difference no greater than 2% in the 

concentration of ccmponents and the effective diffusion coefficients at 

the wall. 

2. Using the results of Chapters 2 and 3« the task of finding the 

concentrations of the components at the wall and the combustion rate of 

the plastic can be reduced to solution of a finite system of transcerw 

dental equations If we know the temperature of the wall. Indeed, if, 

for example, the components 0, 02, NO, N, Ng, CO, CN, HCN, H, R*, 0, 
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c'2>  c3' S10' C02 •re P1*0891* ln the boundary layer and the componento 

Na, Hg, CM, HCN, CO, S10, COg, C, C2, C^ are preoent at the conbuötlon 

unvCaue, then the laws of conservation of the elemento C, 0, H and CIO 

(310 nay be regarded as an «'Iruent If It Is ascumod that CIO docn not 

xnact with other ocnponentH ot the cumbuotlon J "»ont) at the front, 

taklnß Analogy (2.P2) and thi boundary condltlona 

(••)• - («H)« - («lio)t - (Co.). - (««)• - 0. 

I«•Volk ImViiU lepoKiwU |co.Ko.|.<«». (4.9) 

(*•)• ■ («OH)« " (^OOi). - («MOW)» - 

- («0). - (•«,). - («fl.). - («».)• - («»o)- - 0 

Into account, can be written In the form 

Vncoo t+
k/iCeo - coH> * 

.    gig  /^fco \       tm vi       4 
(4.10) 

In Equations  (4.10), the quantities c^  ' denote the concentra- 

tions of the corresponding chemical elements in the condensed phase, 

and the auxiliary parameter- i - n9(O)(SM)o[z^(0)r3  la connected vrlth 

the dlmenalonless stream function at zero 119(0) - a by the relationship 

(ace Formula (3.29)) 

•     gflSÜ ±0Mb) I (4.11) 
"C* " J3KIJ?yPiBÄa* 1 + 0,«7(1 + 0^o)l' 

The ratios of the effective diffusion coefficients at the wall 

nhould be taken from Formulas  (3.21).   If to Equations  (4.10) we add oon- 

buotion-equilibrium conditions  (or any other conditions that corres- 

pond to a finite rate of the heterogeneous reactions) 
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O^ni-^-.iOM-Hww), ^«4LiOMMn»wiimt   (4.12) 

cc~h(T),    cc,~h1Mif    «o.-Mf). 

where functions f,, fg» and f^ are ^own [20], then this battery of 

equations may be regarded as a system of eleven equations for determin- 

ation of the ten concentrations cco , cc0, cHCN, c^, cc, cc , cc cH 

cgl0, and cN at the wall and the parameter ^, which depends on three 

parameters: the temperature TQ at the combustion front, the pressure p 

at the critical point (line) and the degree of dissociation of the air 

(c.) at the outer boundary of the boundary layer. To detennlne the 

temperature TQ at the combustion front, It Is necessary to Invoke the 

condition of energy conservation on the combustion front [22]. Then the 

mass rate of combustion will be defined from the fonnula 

-p.D-yßM^-r. P-(^) •      (4.13) 

We present here a particular solution of this system. 

For wall temperatures 1400 < T ^ 300OoK and p_ > 10"^ bar at the 

combustion front, there will be practically none of the components C, 

Cp» C-, CO, CN, HON. Then we obtain for this region of temperatures and 

pressures, using (4.10), 

ik. - (Do/DuMeo), + (DoJDuMco,)* (4.15) 

Prom this. 

Cco " »A*.-•-VTCC"'- VKO'« ' l" Vice*« - co«»>' 

**• ' * {DmJDu), + l' 
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If in PormulaB  (3*21) we disregard the weak Influence of the 

■nail hydrogen concentration on the effective diffusion coefficients, 

«• obtain 

.  ^ 0.281 ♦(DWftm-l) (co). tDm IIK.  m .'     !■»• 0.747(gA)> 

Finally* using (4.11) and (4.13), we obtain a finite formula for 

the mass rate of combustion: 

where 

p«D _ 0.570(1 ^0,346)      j 

A)--m^7r^. I-  *• H-O^^Ke^'  * ~ W» - CQW 

Prom this it is evident that the combustion rate depends essen- 

tially on the degree of dissociation (CA)e of the air at the outer 

boundary of the boundary layer: 

(*l>)fOAV-W" " U99(piD),cA)t-«. 

It also follows from Fomula  (4.16) that the mass rate of combus- 

tion of a plastic not containing oxygen (I.e.,  graphite) will be lowest, 

given Identical external streamlining conditions and Identical body 

shapes.  On the other hand, given the condition of equilibrium combus- 

tion, maximum ablation will occur on a material whose elementary compo- 

sition approaches the condition  ccm —'W,   If we consider that no C02 

is formed.  On plastics based on phenol-formaldehyde resins, as a rule, 

eo0*>V^n0» ,   i.e.,  it Is necessary to have an additional Influx of oxy- 

gen from the air for complete combustion of the coke  (graphiwe). 
Received 
8 May 1964 
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UDK 538. 

HYDROMAQNETIC AND THERMODYNAMIC PATTERN OF A MAONETIC STORM 

V.P.  Shabanskly 

This article deals with the pattern of a magnetic storm. The shock 
wave that Is propagated fron the sun through the Interplanetary gas 
(or by means of a solar corpuscular stream) Intensively heats the In- 
terplanetary gas In the vicinity of the terrestrial magnetosphere.   In 
this event the magnet osphe re,  subjected to the pressure of the corpus- 
cular stream,  heats up with considerably less Intensity as a result of 
the existence within the sphere of a strong magnetic field.  The virtual 
adlabatlc compression of the magnetosphere    during this period coin- 
cides with the first phase of the stonn. 

With passage of time the magnetosphere Is heated up by noncolll- 
dlng magnetohydrodynamlc waves which form at the boundary of the magne- 
tosphere. 

As the effective temperatures are evened out in the magnetosphere 
and the stream,   the magnetosphere experiences an expansion despite the 
fact that the pressure  In the stream may not diminish.   In this case the 
relative expansion of the magnetosphere considerably exceeds the Ini- 
tial  compression. 

The quantity of energy transferred by the hydromagnetlc waves dur- 
ing the period of the expansion process Is adequate for the establish- 
ment   (or reinforcing)  of the ring current which Is responsible for the 
main phase of the storm. 

1.   MODEL OP STOflM 

A magnetic stonn begins on the earth with the arrival of a solar 

corpuscular stream.  This Is Intended to refer to the augmentation of 

the solar wind.   A pronounced augmentation of the solar wind causes a 

storm exhibiting a sudden onset.   It  is possible to evaluate the rat« 

of propagation for the perturbation from the sun to the earth by compar- 
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Ing the instant of the sudden onset with a solar flare preceding the 
T        ft 1 

magnetic storm. This rate is of the order 3» 10-10    cm« sec    .  The "Ex- 

plorer X"  launched in March of 1961 beyond the limits of the terres- 

trial magnetosphere disclosed a directed stream of protons with an en- 

ergy of 500 ev [1].  This corresponds exactly with a rate of 3.10' 

cm« sec    .  The stream of protons fluctuated about a mean value of 
ftp \ 3» 10    cm .sec"    which for the density of the plasma yields  10 protons 

and electrons per cm^.   Certain da^a indicated that the temperature of 
c     5 

the stream was of the order 10-^-10 0K.  Toward the end of the flight a 

magnetic storm was recorded,  and during this period the "Explorer X" 

detected both an Increase in density and an increase in proton energy. 

Similar results were obtained with other rockets and satellites,  laun- 

ched beyond the limits of the magnetosphere:  the "Mariner 11"   [2] and 

"Lunikr.2"  and "Lunik-3"   [3]»  the rocket  sent  to Venus  [4],   and "Exploit- 

er XII." 

The most natural assumption would be that the sudden onset of the 

storm should be ascribed to the arrival  of a shock wave propagated 

from the sun through the  interplanetary plasma   (or ascribed to an un- 

perturbed supersonic corpuscular stream — a solar wind).   Despite the 

fact that the mean-free path of individual particles in interplanetary 

plasma is greater than the distance from the sun to the earth,  because 

of the presence of a magnetic field the width of the front  in the solar 

wind in such noncolliding plasma may be  considerbly less than the mean 

free path and is defined by the Larmor proton radius.  With B - 10"-^ 

gauss protons with an energy of 500 ev exhibit a Larmor radius of the 
Q 

order of 10    cm.  The duration of the increase  in the horizontal compon- 

ent  of the magnetic field at the surface  of the earth - a period of 

time of the order of a single minute - indicates the slope of the per- 

turbation front producing the sudden onset.  This time coincides exactly 
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with the ttme required for the paae~ge of a stream moving at a velocity 

of 108 cm·sec-1 through the region occupied by the terrestrial magneto

sphe re, this region exhibi+.ing linear dimensions of the order of 

1010 em. Therefore the width of the stream front should not exceed 

1010 em. It is difficult to conceive a plasma cloud moving fram the sun 

to have such a sharp front in each case of a storm with a sudden onset. 

At the same time, the hypothesis of a shock wave with a sharp front 

corresponds to the observed pattern. 

Having attained the region occupied by the terrestrial magneto

sphere, the shock wave is partly reflected from it and in part it pass

es through the magnetosphere. Prior to the arrival of the shock wave 

responsible for the sudden onset, the magnetosphPre was surrounded by 

a region of eleva ted density on the daylight side behind the shock-wave 

front (fixed relative to the earth) formed by the unperturbed ::;uperson

ic solar wind flowing into this region. The arriving perturbation will 

experience partial reflection at the boundary of this region, increas-

ing in the region the jump i n density, pressure, temperature, and in 

the interplanetary magnetic fielj frozen into the solar plasma. As a 

result, the stream behind the surface of the reflected wave, directly 

interacting with the magnetosp. ere, becomes more dense, hotter, and 

l ess supersonic. 

The first phase of a magnetic storm associa ted with an increase 

in the horizontal component of the magnet i c field at the surface of the 

earth may be explained by a reduction i n the volume of the magneto

sphere as a result of additional compression brought about by an in-

crease in pressure in the gas surrounding the magnetosphere; it is 

throu~h this gas that the shock wave from the sun passed. In this cas~ 

it is tacitly assumed that the shock wave, having passed through the 

magnetosphere, will not heat up the plasma of the magnetosphere. Only 
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in this case will the magnetosphere be compressed by the action of the 

pressure In the gas surrounding the magnetosphere, this pressure having 

been elevated by' the shock wave. Such a situation Indeed follows from 

the theory of magnetohydrodynamic shock waves. In the transition to a 

medium exhibiting a larger magnetic field (I.e., of lower compressibil- 

ity) the jump In pressure and density at the shock-wave front diminish- 

es. Since on the average the magnetic field of the magnetosphere Is 

considerably greater In magnitude than the magnetic fields of Inter- 

planetary space, the magnetosphere (with the exception, perhaps, of 

Its outermost parts) Is heated considerably less by the shock wave 

than the ambient Interplanetary gas. The compression of the magneto- 

sphere under the action of the external pressure may be regarded as an 

adlabatlc process. 

The first phase of a magnetic stozm with a sudden onset on the 

average lasts from 2 to 8 hours, after which the main phase of the 

stoiro begins, during which period a reduction In the horizontal compon- 

ent of the magnetic field at the surface of the earth In the middle and 

lower latitudes Is observed. In this case the effect of the reduction 

of the field during the period of the main phase proves to be several 

fold more Intense than the effect of the Increase In the field during 

the first phase of the storm. This fact cannot be comprehended within 

the framework of the simple hypothesis of a reduction in the external 

pressure In the solar wind, as a result of which the expansion of the 

magnetosphere and, consequently, the reduction of the horizontal com- 

ponent of the field at the surface of the earth should not exceed the 

effect of the Initial compression. Moreover, a great many phenomena con- 

tradict the hypothesis of an attenuation of the solar stream during the 

2-3 days after the onset of a storm, and particularly the great dura- 

tion (up to 10 days) of the Forbush decay In cosmic radiation, produced 
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by this stream. Therefore the model of a etom must make It poeelble 

to have the main phase occur under conditions of even more elevated 

external pressure. 

It is possible to Imagine that during the first phase and during 

the first half of the main phase of a stoxm there occurs an evening out 

of temperatures between the comparatively cold magnetosphere and the 

interplanetary gas surrounding the magnet osphe re,  heated by the shock 

wave.  In this case the reference to the temperature of the interplane- 

tary gas should be understood to refer to a certain effective tempera- 

ture of the turbulent nonunlformities in the space between the fixed 

front of the reflected wave and the boundary of the magnetosphere - a 

» region with a regular magnetic field.   It would be most natural to as- 

sume that the mergy carriers are the hydrcmagnetic waves generated at 

the boundary of the magnetosphere by the nonunlformities of the stream. 

The magnetosphere as a whole  (or at least Its internal region,  If the 

pressure of the solar wind continues to increase) begins to expand dur- 

ing the process of temperature leveling.   In order for this expansion in 

the case cf a nondlminlshing external pressure to result in a significant 

reduction in the horizontal component it is necessary for the relative 

expansion In the internal regions of the magnetosphere to be greater 

than In the external regions.  The existence of a region of elevated 

plasma density around the earth (the geocorona) with a sharp drop in 

density at a distance of 3.5 earth radii  [5] should result in the par- 

tial reflection of the hydrcmagnetic waves propagating from the surface 

of the magnetosphere at the boundary of the region exhibiting the ele- 

vated density,  and consequently,  it should result in more intense heat- 

ing and expansion of the plasma at this boundary. 

Thus it is possible to Imagine the following pattern for the course 

of a stoxm.  A shock wave from the sun intensely heats up the interplane- 
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tary plasma and weakly heats the C&B of the magnctosphcrc. The pasüage 

of the wave through the magnetosphere corresponds to tht sudden onaet of 

a stonn. The elevated pressure of the Interplanetary plasma behind the 

front of the Shockwave loads to virtually adiabatlc compreLclon of the 

comparatively cold magnetosphere. Then there occiurs a slower process of 

temperature leveling between the magnetosphere and Interplanetary ^an. 

This process is accompanied by an expansion of the entire magnetosphere 

or of Its Internal region. In this case there is a reduction In the hor- 

iiiv.ntal component of the magnetic field at the earth in the middle and 

lower latitudes. An estimate of the time required to transfer the ener- 

gy from the magnetosphere stream by hydromagnetic waves, this energy 

adequate for the reduction of the horizontal component of the field at 

the equator, is presented in Section 2. The heated magne;osphere ever. 

prlur to the complete leveling out of the temperatures expands at con- 

stant external pressure to dimensions exceeding the dimensions of the 

magnetosphere in an unperturbed state. As will be demonstrated in Section 

3, this occurs because the density of the gas of the magnetosphere on 

the average is considerably greater than the density of the strean plas- 

ma. 

2. HEATING OP MAGNETOSPHERE BY HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES 

Let us consider a case of perpendicular shock waves, i.e., vaves 

propagated in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. For rare- 

fiec plasma 

v/here h  Is the field strength and P - nkT is the gas pressure; the per- 

pendicular shock waves dissipate with the condition [6] 

M>i + »U(9itP/m)*, (2) 

where M = UT/E
a 

ls ^e MäCJI magnetic number, u, is the velocity of the 
1/2 

wave front, sa ■ B/hnp) '     Is the Alfven velocity, and p is the density 
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of the frozen-In plasma. This condition Is equivalent to the condition 

v > v., where vt Is the thermal velocity of the electrons, and v Is 

the electron velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field In the plane 

of the wave front. The beam Instability which arises In this case de- 

velops along the  length 

2    1/2 
where c Is the speed of light, and au - {kite  n/fo ) / Is the plasma 

electron frequency. The quantity 1  defines the width of the front of 
•a  «^ 

the noncollldlng perpendicular shock wave. With a density n ~ 10-' cm -' 
h p *■» 

the ratio c/cuu ~  5« 10 cm, and B /OTTP at a distance of about 3.5 earth 

radii from the center of the earth Is of the order of 10J for cold 

(e ~ W - 1 ev) and of the order of one for heated (e ~ 10^ ev) magne- 

7    h tospheric plasma. Therefore 1 ranges from 5*10 -5*10 cm, indicating 

that noncollldlng shock waves can exist in a magnetosphere exhibiting 

Q  10 characteristic dimensions of 10-10  cm. The heating of the plasma 
-a 

from an energy of 1 ev to 10J ev per particle of a distance of about 

3.5 earth radii from the earth's center, where the density n - 10^ Is 

adequate for the creation of the ring current of westerly direction 

that is responsible for the reduction in the horizontal component of 

the field during the main phase of the magnetic storm by 100-200 y. 

Prom the conditions of continuity at the front of the shock wave 

the expression for the velocity of the front relative to the nonmovlng 

medium in front of the wave front may be written in the following fonn: 

»i1 - leVj) /P.1 • ((a -f 1) /aj • [1-f a(a-|- 2)«.       CO 

where 

T,- (Pt-Pi)IPu     o- (p«--p,)/p,= iBt-Bt)/Bt 

are the relative Jumps in pressure and density at the front of the 
2 JT, shock wave, ß - EJ/OTTP^, with the subscript 1 pertaining to the medium 
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before the front and 2 pertaining to the medium behind the front of 

the wave. 

For a weak shock wave (a « 1) and a rarefied plasma (3 » 1) we 

will have 

ir.ii,/i. - i-i-3/4u. (5) 

Therefore Condition (2) reduces to the condition Impoced on the 

amplitude of the magnetic field In the wave 

a~bBIB> {&nPIB*)\ (6) 

we can see from (6) that for dissipation the amplitude of the 

wave should not be too small. 

In order to evaluate the heating time let us use the formula for 

the Irreversible changes occurlng In the weak shock wave [7] 

6r/--(6x)»/12 (*»/>•/dx«)«. (7) 

where ÖU Is the energy liberated at the front of a weak wave per 1 g 

of mass, S Is the entropy, and x = 1/p Is the specific volume, 

P•-P + B*/Sn-P + A*/*nx,, (8) 

and A » B/p ■ const (the condition of being frozen on both sides of 

the front). Since 6U Is a quantity having the third order of smallness 

with respect to the Jump In density, the relationship between P and x 

on both sides of the front may be taken Into consideration In zero or- 

der, I.e., we hold S ■ const. Then the adlabatlc curve Px^ - const, 

where y  Is the specif1c-heats ratio c /c , together with (8) defines 

the equation of state Ibr the "gas-magnetic field" system in the varia- 

bles P*, x. Having substituted P - const x"^ Into (7), we will have 

öCZ/^-öf/r- ((Y-l)uV12)-{(Y-M)Y + 0(Ä«/8;i/>)).    (9) 

For a rarefied plasma the change In energy per single heavy parti- 

ble v/lth mass m Is equal to 
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where It has been taken Into consideration that U - ?/p(y - !)• 

Given an oscillation frequency of v the velocity and characteris- 

tic heating time will, respectively, be equal to 

dt/dt mm V^f.HiV t ~ At/m*.«o*v. (ll) 

If we assume n ~ 10° cm"J, e - lO^ ev, sa — 2»10 
3 cm »sec" for 

a distance L - 3*5 earth radii, we will have 

'~2/oV (12) 

The time calculated from the sudden onset to the arrival of the 

maximum of the main phase (to the end of heating) may cover a wide 

range. I.e., from several hours to days (4« 10^ sec < 6 < 10-5 sec). This 

yields the limits within which the perturbation parameters are corfln- 

ed: 2*10"^ sec < orv < 4«10" sec. For example, with a -  10" it is 

necessary to have field oscillations with a period of a minute, and 

with a ~ 3*10" half-hourly oscillations are required. At the moment it 

Is not known whether or not such oscillations exist in the magneto- 

sphere. 

It should be pointed out that the given mechanism is effective 

for the cold component of a plasma. With regard to the particles In the 
■a 

belts, since their energy considerably exceeds 10-' ev, their heating is 

a considerably slower process. In particular this pertains to the pro- 

tonosphere detected during the observations conducted by the "Explorer 

XII" and consisting of protons exhibiting energies in excess of 10 lev 

[8]. If the density recorded by "Explorer XII" of protons with ener- 

gies from 150 kev to 4.5 Mev is actually that great, as maintained in 

[8] (n ~ 0.5 cm"^ at the maximum of the proton belt at L ~ 3.5)* the 

main energy must be contained precisely by that component of the plasma 

of the magnetosphere. However, the mass of the gas is detennined by the 

cold component (n - 10^ cnr). Although this specific medium, strictly 

speaking, requires a special approach to clarify the behavior of shock 
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waves, the above-cited formulas are approximately valid if it ie 

maintained that the Alfven velocity in [11] is governed by the cold 

component (n * 10^ cm"^), while the energy and pre »eure are defined by 

protons exhibiting energies in hundreds of kev. As calculated in [91» 

the ring current of the protonosphere reduces the horizontal component 

of the magnetic field at the equator at the equator by ^0 7. Cones» 

auently, in order to explain the main phase the protonosphere must be 

heated 2-3 times. As can be seen from (11), the time needed to heat the 

protonosphere is greater by more thar two orders of magnitude than the 

time required to heat the cold component to 10^ ev. The same can be 

said about the storm-attenuation phase,which for the protonosphere will 

be considerably more prolonged. Moreover, Condition (6) makes possible 

the dissipation of the waves in the norcolliding plasma and calls for 

the existence of amplitudes somewhat too large, since for the protono- 

sphere B /STTP - 6 [8]. Thus from the standpoint of the considered mech- 

anism, the cold plasma particles of the magnetosphere, heated by hydro» 

magnetic waves, are responsible for the reduction of the field during 

the main phase of the stem. However, this does not preclude the possi- 

bility of the protonosphere serving as a constant external force for 

the reduction of the horizontal component at the surface of the earth 

by an order of magnitude of 40 7. 

3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE AMPLITUDES OP THE FIICT AND MAIN STOFM 
PHASES 

Let us now examine another aspect of the problem: is it possible 

as a result of heating, for the cold magnet osphe re, initially compres- 

sed by a shock wave, to expand under conditions of constant external 

pressure to dimensions greater than the nonperturbed value? For a rough 

qualitative consideration of the processes of magnetosphere compression 

and expansion during the course of a storm we need not take into oonsi- 
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deration the fact that In the nonperturbed state there already exists 

within the magneto sphere a constant ring current stretching the lines 

' of force In the direction from the surface of the earth and reducing 

the horizontal component of the field. I.e., It Is possible to assume 

that prior to the onset of the storm the pressure of the plasma within 

and without the magnetosphere Is Identical. In this case the pressure 

on the plasma from the side of the magnetic field In nonperturbed 

state will be equal to zero. The relative compression of the magneto- 

sphere results in the first phase of the stoiro, whereas the extension 

of the magnetosphere produces the main phase. In this case. In terms 

of the approach to the problem, the magnetosphere should here be under- 

stood to refer to the region that Is most active In causing the changes 

in the field at the surface of the earth. I.e., the region bounded by 

magnetic shells with L ~ 3-5. The volume and, consequently, the magni- 

tude of the field at the surface of the earth, thus defined as the 

magnetosphere, is defined in the various phases of the storm by the re- 

latlonshlp of the gas pressures on the two sides of the conventional 

boundary of the magnetosphere and the magnetic pressure. Let us assume 

the pressure directed into the magnetosphere as the positive pressure 

from the side of the magnetic field, i.e., the pressure which appears 

with an increase in the volume of the magnetosphere. For a magnetic 

pressure PB we can assume the simplest linear relationship with respect 

to the volume V, and namely 

| PB = K(V-VO)/V,, (13) 

where VQ is the unperturbed volume and K is a positive coefficient of 

proportionality, expressed in the units of pressure. 

During the first phase (the compressed state) volume V1 and the 
; 

gas pressure P, for the magnetosphere are defined by equations 
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r.-P^ + ATiV.-V«)/^ (15) 

where P0 Is the preasure of magnetosphere prior to perturbation and Pc 

1B the pressure during the perturbation In the corpuscular stream be- 

hind the front of a fixed reflected wave.  These equations describe the 

quaslsteady state of the magnetosphere directly after the sudden onset 

and reflect the rapid process of the leveling out  of pressures  (Eq. 

(15)) and the transfer of energy  (the adlabatlc curve  (14)), delayed In 

comparison with the aforementioned process.   Prior to perturbation the 

pressure In the corpuscular stream In our assumptions was obviously 

P0c " V 
Let us assume that P Is comparable with P0, and K » P , P0. The 

last condition Indicates the greater elasticity of the lines of force 

and the limited relative change In the volume of the magnetosphere. 

With these assumptions the solution for System (14)-(15) yields 

AV./V,- (V,-V«)/ro=-(/>,-/M/*.       (16) 

AP,/P# - (P. - Po) /P. = y(Pr/K)(Pf-P0) /Po.      (17) 

The change In temperature (from the equation of state for an Ideal 

gas) 
Ar/r,- (r._r0) /7-0 = K^-POHYPC-JMI/ATV (18) 

Let us now consider the main phase of the storm. From the Instant 

of the onset of the main phase, there occurs a slow Isothermal expan- 

sion of the magnetosphere during the process of the leveling out of 

temperatures between the cold magnetosphere and the Interplanetary gas 

heated by a shock wave, this leveling out being accomplished by means 

of transferring energy from the corpuscular stream of the magnetosphere 

by means of hydromagnetlc waves. The expansion will continue until the 

temperature Tp of the magnetosphere becomes equal to the effective 

temperature of the ambient plasma (the regions behind the front of the 
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reflected wave). The final state of the magnetosphere (P^, V2, T) 1B 

described by equations 

PtV»/PtVt-TITu ^19j 

Pt~Pt + K[{Vt-V,)/V,]. (20) 

It may be held that V1 ~ VQ; T^ ~ TQ. In this case, assuming K » P , 

P0 we will have. In first approximation, 

AK,/ V, = (F2 - K.) / V, - (fP, - Pfr,) / {KT, - PJ) . 
-Pc/ÄCn/ne-l), (21) 

where n and n are the number of particles per unit volume In the mag- 

netosphere and the corpuscular stream, respectively. Having carried out 

a comparison with (16), we see that the ratio of volumes for the main 

and first phases will equal 

AK, / AK, = -Pr I (Pt ~ P0) (n/nt-i). (22) 

Since the average density of the gas in the magnetosphere exceeds 

the average density of the stream, this ratio in terms of absolute mag- 

nitude is greater than 1, I.e., the expansion of the magnetosphere dur- 

ing the main phase of the stom and, consequently, the proportional re- 

duction In the horizontal component of the field at the equator exceeds 

the effect of compression during the first phase. A similar qualitative 

relationship is always encountered. 

Thus a rough but essentially correct model confinns the thought 

expressed earlier to the effect that the expansion of the active re- 

gion of the magnetosphere and the main phase of the storm are not as- 

sociated with the exit of the earth from the corpuscular stream or a 

region of elevated pressure, but may occur within the body of the 

stream itself with a nonattenuating pressure P . Moreover, the exnan- 

sion of the active region may occur in the case of an increasing P . 

This is well illustrated by observations [10] with "Explorer XII" dur- 
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Ing the storm of 30 September 1961, when a shift in the outer boundary 

of the magnetosphere toward the earth from the daylight side frcoi a 

distance of 10 to 8 earth radii was observed during the main phase, and 

this indicated that there was an additional increase in the pressure 

in the stream. In this case, apparently, the ground stations failed to 

record any unique features at this instant on the magnetograms, e.g., 

a pronounced increase in the horizontal component, which might have 

been expected. It should be pointed out that the effect of the addi- 

tional coropression of the magnetosphere boundary during the period of 

the main phase should have appeared with the shift of the sharp bound- 

ary of the outer radiation belt of electrons with energies of 10-100 

kev to the higher latitudes; however, there are no data In [11] from 

"Injun I" for the indicated storm. 

We can see from (21) that for various storms exhibiting identical 

amplitudes of field increase at the equator during the period of the 

first phase (identical P. in the streams) the reduction of the field 

during the period of the main phase is all the greater, the lower the 

density n of the stream, i.e., the greater the density n in the cor- 

puscular stream, the more intense the first phase of the storm, the 

more rarefied and "hotter" the stream, and the more intense the main 

phase. The absence of a first phase in certain storms may also be in- 

terpreted as the passage of the earth from a more dense cold region to 

a less dense hotter region of the stream, given the equality of pres- 

sures in these regions. In this case, the temperature of the stream 

behind the front of a fixed sliock wave reflected from the magnetosphere 

should be understood to refer to a certain effective temperature for 

the motion of plasma and magnetic nonunlfonnitles. 

In conclusion let us deal with the problem of the energy balance 

of stream and storm. It is a widely held opinion that the energy of 
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the corpuscular stream is inadequate for maintenance of a storm. The 

maximum energy supplied by the stream during the time t of the storm 

may be evaluated as 

At — 2mFyt
,ncnL

,r,»l ^ 5 • 10" ergs (23 ) 

with a stream velocity of v0 "•  5» 10' cm»sec , a density n ~ 10 cm -, 
2  2 an effective cross section of the magnetosphere TTL r0 (where L * 10, 

r0 is the radius of the earth), and t - 10^ sec. The energy expended 

on the heating of the plasma of the magnetosphere in the development 

of the ring current during the main phase is of the order of 

A~niV ~ 10»«ergs (24) 

^  -^       ^ 27 with n * 10J cm , e ~ 10J ev, and an active-region volume of V - 10 ' 

cm . 

If we take into consideration that the main phase develops against 

a background (particularly In the high latitudes) of half-hourly oscil- 

lations with an amplitude larger than the regular component of magne- 

tic-field reduction, It perhaps becomes necessary to raise the estimate 

of energy A by an order or even two of magnitude. In this case the ra- 

tlo A /A remains of the order of 5*10 -5'10°. If we take into consider- 

atIon that prior to the flow past the magnetosphere the stream is heat- 

ed behind the front of the v.-ave reflected from the magnetosphere and 

that the region behind the front of the wave is turbulent, and that in 

actual fact interaction of the hot stream with the magnetosphere is 

not limited by section with L - 10, but that there occurs a section 

over the entire magnetosphere extended away from the sun which, accord- 

ing to data from "Explorer X," is considerably greater than L - 10, we 

can assume that the coefficient of energy transformation from the 
-2  -^ stream to the magnetosphere Is in no case less than 10 -10 , which 

Is fully adequate for energy balance. 
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Of the role of magnetic fields frozen Into the stream we can say 

the following In so far as this pertains to the transfomatlon of en- 

ergy from the stream to the magnetosphere. The greatest of the obser- 

ved field values of the order 10-50 7 show that the field energy may 

be greater than the thermal energy of a supersonic stream before the 

front of a reflected wave, but It Is smaller than the energy of direc- 

ted motion. It Is precisely for this reason that the magnetic fields 

which possibly extend over great distances are Incapable effectively 

of raising the coefficient of transformation, since even In the as- 

sumption of virtually laminar flow of a corpuscular stream past the 

magnetosphere the effective cross section of the magnetosphere should 

not experience a noticeable Increase, because the magnetic field with 

an energy smaller than the energy of the directed motion of the stream 

Is Incapable of Imparting to the magnetosphere the momentum of the 

stream particles moving relative to the disk L ~ 10 with great Impact 

parameters. 

Received 
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UDK 551.51 

ON THE FINE STRUCTURE OF THE THERMAL-EMISSION SPECTRUM OF THE 

EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE 

K.Ya. Kondrat'yev and Yu.M. Tlmofeyev 

The difficulties encountered In studying the composition and struc- 

ture of the earth's atmosphere from measured data on the spectral dis- 

tribution of the outgoing radiation obtained by means of satellites 

are discussed. Calculations are made to determine the contours of Iso- 

lated emission lines of various Intensities at various heights In r,he 

atmosphere. The variation In the line contours with altitude Is analy- 

zed under the conditions of standard atmospheric layering. Phenomena 

of line "inversion" and "splitting" are detected. The Importance of In- 

vestigating the fine structure of the atmosphere's emission spectrum 

to solve "Inverse" problems of atmospheric spectroscopy Is pointed out 

with reference to the samples considered. 

During recent years, study of the earth's atmosphere with the aid 

of rockets and satellites has been developing vigorously. Here It Is 

obvious that direct measurements of composition and structural parame- 

ters of the atmosphere can be made only at high altitude. The proper- 

ties of the atmosphere's lower layers can be studied by means of satel- 

lites only when Indirect techniques are employed (as regards the neces- 

sity of using satellites for such purposes, this Is dictated by the ef- 

fort to obtain Infomatlon on the properties of the atmosphere on the 

planetary scale). It Is most natural to use Information on the radia- 

tion field of the earth as a planet In elaborating such methods, since 

the quantitative characteristics of the radiation field that can be 

measured by apparatus aboard a satellite are determined to an essential 
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degree by the composition and structure of the atmosphere. This applies 

particularly to the thermal radiation of the atmosphere, which. In 

turn, Is determined by the distributions of temperature at the atmos- 

pheric components emitting the thermal radiation. 

This has been the occasion for the appearance. In recent times, 

of a considerable number of papers devoted to the problem of Interpre- 

ting spectral measurements of the thermal radiation of the earth as a 

planet with the object of obtaining data on the vertical distribution 

of temperature and the absorbing components of the atmosphere [1]. The 

same also applies to Investigations of the atmospheres of other plan- 

ets (and. In particular, to the problem of detecting life on other 

planets). 

One of the basic difficulties In determining the structural param- 

eters (including temperature) of the atmosphere from spectral thermal- 

measurement data consists In the fact that, on the one hand, the emis- 

sion srectrum of the atmosphere has an exceptionally complex structure 

characterized In many cases by the presence of line and absorption- 

band overlapping. On the other hand, contemporary measurement technique 

does not pemlt us to resolve the fine structure of the spectrum under 

the conditions of satellite measurements (the chief obstacle consists 

In inadequate sensitivity of existing infrared receivers). Qlven such 

a situation, the problem of Interpreting the measurement data Is com- 

plicated In the extreme. Let us Imagine, for example, that measure- 

ments of the spectral energy distribution have been obtained In the re- 

gion of a highly Intense absorption band (for example, the carbon-dlox- 

Ide band at 15 p.). 

In this case, a spectral Instrument of low resolving power Is cap- 

able of measuring no more than the distribution of energy In the radia- 

tion spectrum of an Ideal black body at a temperature equal to the 
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temperature of the gas»  so that even qualitative Interpretation of the 

meaaurement results - identification of the emitting gas - Is possible 

here.   In other,  simpler cases  (weak and nonoverlapplng absorption 

bands), the problem of Interpreting the measurement data becomes some- 

what easier.  Nevertheless,  considerable difficulties will be  Inevita- 

ble In attempts to Interpret the data of any measurements that "blur" 

the fine structure of the emission spectrum.   Only measurements made 

with Instruments  of high resolution.   Instruments  of capable  of resol- 

ving the fine structure of the spectrum,   can deliver data that admit 

of completely correct  Interpretation.   With this  in mind,   the authurc 

have calculated the  contours of Isolated spectral lines at various al- 

titudes  in the atmosphere with the object of ascertaining circumstan- 

ces of importance for the Interpretation of measurement data on the 

fine structure of the atmospheric emission spectrum. 

The intensity of ascending monochromatic atmospheric thermal ra- 

dial ion Iv(p) at a level z to which the pressure p corresponds can be 

calculated from tho following familiar formula  [2]: 

Mp)-  J EATiD) -—-<** + EAr(p9))P*iP*Ph d) 

p 

PI 

Here E (T) is the Intensity of monochromatic radiation from an 

Ideal black body at the frequency v and the tempterature T; Pv(p<,p) is 

the monochromatic transmission function; p0 is the pressure at the lev- 

el of the earth's surface; p^ Is the pressure at the level ^; >> Is the 

sighting direction angle reckoned from the nadir; £  is the acceleration 

of gravity; k is the mass absorption coefficient; cj is the relative 

concentration of the emitting gas (calculated per unit mass of air). 

Under the conditions prevailing In the earth's atmosphere of altl- 



tudes up to 30 km, the contours of the spectral lines may be regarded 

as Lorentz contours: 

j A.-2?-((v-'*)« + «*)-* (5-J M,).        (2) 

where S Is the total Intensity of the lines, v0 is the frequency cor- 

responding to the center of the line, and a is the line half-width, 

which depends on pressure: 

o — at(p//>•). (3) 

where QQ IS  the half-width of the line at p = PQ.   Although,   as we know, 

the half-width Is also a function of temperature,  this may be taken in- 

to account  in the present  case   (for nomal vertical temperature gra- 

dients   in the atmosphere) by substituting for (3) the relationship 

' o-Xr (4) 

Here A is a constant;  n varies in the  interval from 0.9 to 1.1. 

In the calculations whose results are to be presented below,  we have 

assumed an » 0.07155 cm"   . 
u 

Generally speaking,  the dependence on temperature should be taken 

Into account  for the line  intensities;   it  is defined by the formula 

s~sj{T) =Ä(r,/r)oxp([(£v-f ^/Arjd/r.^i/D).  (5) 

where S0 Is the Intensity of a line of the rotational/vibrational ab- 

sorptlon band at the temperature T = T0 and EL. and ER are, respective- 

ly the vlbratlonal and rotational energies of the molecule in the low- 

er state. 

In a number of cases, however, the temperature dependence of line 

intensity is found for all practical purposes to be negligible, since 

the factor l/T and the exponential factor in Pomula (5) compensate 

one another. It Is Just such cases that are considered below. We also 

note that we limited ourselves to consideration of spectral lines of 

carbon dioxide. This is essential, in particular, from the standpoint 
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of the fact that the relative volume concentration of carbon dioxide 

In the atmosphero may be resarded as constant at 0.03^. 

Taking the assumptions that we have made Into account, together 

with (2)  and   (3),   It Is not difficult  to derive a  formula for the 

transmleslon function: 

where p0 Is  the density of the atmosphere at the  level of the earth'c 

surface.  The following values  of r] were adopted for the specific calcu- 

lations:  T)1 . 1772,   T\2 = 177.2,   and r\    ■ 17-72.   The limiting values  of 

T^ correspond    to cases of weak and strong absorption lines.  The  calcu- 

lations were based on layering corresponding to the standard atmos- 

phere: ARDC - 59  [3].  The line contours were calculated up to an alti- 

tude of 50 km with an altitude step of 10 km,  and apply for radiation 

In the direction of the vertical to the earth's surface.   Not only the 

Lorentz,  but also the Doppler broadening of the spectral lines v.-as  ta- 

ken Into account  In the layer above 30 km  (calculations  showed that  the 

assumption of a purely Lorent"lan contour for the 30-km level results 

In errors of calculation of the  radiation Intensity not  exceeding 8^).' 

The data on the line  contours were taken from Reference   [4].   In this 

case,  the transmission function may be  calculated by the fonnula 

i*{p*P) ~ r*** (7) 

where a,  and a« correspond to the boundaries of the layer under consi- 

deration,  a.  Is the Doppler half-width of the lines,   C Is the volume 

concentration of carbon dioxide and H(a, a))  Is a known  (calculated) 

function. 
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It is not difficult to understand that  the shape transfomatlons 

undergone by the spectral lines at various levels in the atmosphere are 

due primarily to the following factors: the variation of temperature 

with altitude,  the line intensities and the dependence of the line 

half-widths on pressure.  The influence of these factors may be traced 

in Figs.   1-3,  which represent the intensity variations  of the ascending 

themal radiation within the limits of an isolated spectral line at 

various levels and at  various values  of the parameter y  (the  line In- 

tenr'ty).   As we see,   the  contours of the  spectral emission lines may 

be classified Into three categories  in the case under consideration. 

Pig.   1.   Intens 
the level z 

nslty of ascending radiation as a function of frequency 
= 20 km.   A)  I  ,   ergs/(sec-cm2-cm-cm~l); B)   v — v0,   cm"1. 

at 

i.5 v-y,.cm* 

Fig.   2.   Intensity of ascending radiation as a function of frequency at 
the  level z = 30 Ian.   A)  I  ,   erg8/(sec-cm2-cm-cm"l);  B)  v — v0 cm - 1 

1.  The intensity of the ascending radiation is minimal at the cen- 

ter of the line arid increases in the direction of the line skirts  (Pig. 
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1). A similar phenomenon of line "Inversion" Is observed In cases In 

which the underlying layers of the atmosphere are wanner, as 1c the 

case, for example, at the level z = 20 km. It Is natural that the most 

distinct "Inversion" effect should appear in the case of weak lines (7 = 

= U), when the layers of the atmosphere cltuated at great dlctancec 

from the level under consideration make a considerable contribution to 

the radiation in the region of the skirts of the line. 

2. The intensity of the ascending radiation is at i:,c maximum at 

the center of the line and diminishes toward the skirts (Fig. 3). In 

this case, the emission line is similar to an absorption line, a possl- 

bllity provided that the underlying layers of the atmosphere are cool- 

er (as we know, the temperature maximum is situated at the 50-kTr. level). 

3. The Intensity of the ascending radiation varies little as a 

function of frequency. Such a situation arises either in the case of 

highly intense lines (Fig. 1-3, curves for 7 = 1000), or in the pres- 

ence of a rather extensive isothermal layer below the level under con- 

sideration. Therefore it is obvious that in any case in which the radi- 

ation does not depend on frequency, we may Judge of the temperature of 

the corresponding isothermal layer from the intensity of the radiation 

(in a region of intense lines, this is a thin layer of the atmosphere 

adjacent to the level being examined). It is interesting to note in 

this connection that it was precisely this idea that was used to deter- 

mine the temperature of the lower stratisphere from measurements of 

the outgoing radiation at the center of the carbon dioxide absorption 

band (wavelength interval from 1A-16 p.) made with the American weather 

satellite "Tyros VII." 

The shape of the spectral-line contour at the 30^km level is quite 

peculiar (Fig. 2). In this case, we observe "fine structure" in the 

spectral line: with increasing distance from the center of the line, 
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Flg.   3.   Intensity of ascending radiation as a function of frequency at 
the  level z =  50 km.   A)  Iv,  ergs/(sec-cm2-cm-cm-1. 

I .       m v cmcircmar 

'T-6'5 'U-J'2 -I I   Z  3  V 5  S   7   uf 

Fig. 4. Contribution of various layers of the atmosphere to ascending 
radiation at the level z = 50 km; y  = 100. A) I , ergs/Csec-cm^-cm-cnT^; 
B) mb. 

the radiation intensity first diminishes slightly and then rises sharp- 

ly. The line appears to be split into two parts: a weak ("normal") line 

near v = v0 and a strong ("inverted") line at a certain distance from 

v - v0. Such a dependence of the radiation in the line on frequency is 
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20 JO 

'mcä' Tfcmuri 

Fig.   5.   Contribution to ascending radiation at altitude z = 20 ton ac a 
function of altitude  of the  layer  (7 =  1000).   v - v0:  l)   0.2362  cr."1; 
2)  0.7155 cm'1;  3)   1.431  cm"1;  4)  2.862  cm"1.   A)   P,  mb;  B)   I  ,   ergc/ 

2—1 (sec-cm -cm-cm"  ). 

determined  completely by the singularities of the vertical  temperature 

distribution  (temperature drop In the troposphere,   Isothemy In the 

lower stratosphere and  Inversion In the upper stratosphere). 

It was noted earlier that the dependence of the line half-width on 

pressure has a substantial Influence on the transformation of the spec- 

tral-line  contours.   This  Is manifested  In the fact that with Increasing 

altitude   (diminishing pressure),  the spectral  lines become  narrower.   It 

Is  found as a result  that,   at  sufficiently high altitudes,   where r.he 

lines are extremely narrow,  the chief  contribution to the  radiation In 

the  frequency regions remote from the center of the line  Is made by 

the  radiation of the  line  skirts,  which  Is generated at  lower levels, 

or even by  radiation from the  earth's  surface.   Obviously,   the profiles 

of the emission lines are  found to be highly  complex In such a  situa- 

tion. 

The  "mechanism"  by  which  the spectral-line contour Is  shaped In 

the atmosphere can be  followed  In Fig.   4,   which represents   the  results 
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of a calculation of the contributions made by various layers of the 

atmosphere situated in the altitude range from 20-50 km to the in

tensity of the ascending radiation at the 50-km level for a parameter 

~ • 100. Clearly discernible here ie the fac t that shaping of the 

emission-line skirts is determined by the r adiation of atmospheric 

layers r emote from the level under consideration. 

This conclusion is also represented in Fig. 5, wh~ ~h character!-

zes contribution to the intensity of the ascending radiation at the 

level z = 20 km as a fun ction of the altitude of the emitting layer 

(y = 1000). It is natural that in the f requency region c l ose to the 

center of the line, the ascending radiation is governed by radiation 

from layers of the atmosphere bow1ding the level being studied. As we 

move into the region of the line skirts, however, the contribution 

made by radiation from r emote layers increases steadil j and the neigh-

boring layers become less important. At great distar. ~es from the cen-

ter of the line, the fraction of radiation arriving from below increas-

es monotonically with incr ea sing depth of the layer. Under such condi

tions, the influence of the ea rth's surface al s o begins t o make itself 

f elt t o a considerable degree. 

The calculations examined above indicate that even in the simplest 

possible case, that of an i solated spe ctral line, its cont our expe~ 

iences a highly complex transformation in the a~iosphe e . This means 

that averaging, which smooths the fine structure of the emission spec

trum, may make it exceedingly difficult (or, strictly speaking, make 

it impossible) t o interpret the experimental data. It must be stressed 

once again that experimental investigations of the emission-spectrum 

fine structure offer the greatest promise for solution of "inverse" 

problems of the physics of planetary atmospheres. 
Re ceived 
2 January 1964 
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SCATTERINQ  OP UQHT IN A SPHERICAL ATMOSPHERE.   Ill 

I.N.  Mlnln, V. V.   Sobolev 

The present article, as was the case In the previous articles  [1, 
2],  contains a study of the bcatterlng of light In the atmosphere of a 
planet, with consideration of the curvature of the atmospheric layers. 
It Is assumed that the coefficient of absorption diminishes exponen- 
tially with altitude.   Expressions have been derived for the optical 
distances In the atmosphere.   An approximate solution has been found for 
the problem of the  scattering of light In an atmosphere bounded by a 

reflecting surface.   Hie found solution has been used to calculate: l) 
the brightness of a planet close to the terminator;  2) the brightness 
of the zenith when viewed from the surface of the earth for various 
zenith distances of the  sun. 

In the present article,  as In the previous articles   [1,  2],  the 

problem of the diffusion of radiation   In the atmospnore of a planet Il- 

luminated by solar rays Is considered.   The curvature of the atmospheric 

layers Is taken Into consideration In this case.   In [1]  the basic equa- 

tions for the problem were derived,  and In [2] their solution   for the 

case In which the  coefficient of absorption Is constant In the atmos- 

phere was found.  Below we Introduce the assumption that the coefficient 

of absorption diminishes exponentially with altitude.   For this case the 

problem will be solved In first approximation.  It Is the Intention In 

the  following to refine the derived solution. 

Basic equations.   As before, we will hold that a planet of radius 

R Is Illuminated by parallel solar rays producing an illumination of an 

area perpendicular to these rays that Is equal to TTS.   The distance of 
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any point In the atmosphere from the center cf the planet will be de- 

noted by £ and the angle between the radius vector and the direction to 

the sun is denoted by f. 

Let J(rf f)  be the mean Intensity of the diffuse emission at the 

point having coordinates r and if.  In [1] for purposes of determining 

the magnitude of J(r, t)  the following approximate equation has been 

derived: 

A/-Io'(r)/o(r)J/*//«r-a»(*«/-/).      (l) 

**-(8-U,)(l-X). (2) 

/-^/^S+d-X^Jf-r (3) 

where A Is the Laplace operator; x.  Is the first coefficient in the ex- 

pansion of the scattering indicatrix x{y) for the Legendre polynomial; 

X is the albedo of the scattering particle;  T is the optical distance 

from the sun to the given point in the atmosphere. 

Let us assume that the coefficient of absorption diminishes expon- 

entially with altitude, i.e., 

e(r)-o(i?)r*-«wr., (4) 

where H# is the altitude of a uniform atmosphere. In this case £q. (1) 

assumes the form 

f.o(r) Je».        d$. (6) 
* reoM 

Subsequently,  in the cited equations in the place of r we will use 

another variable - the optical depth T - equal to 

m 

t - J o^)*" - a(r)£r.. (7) 

The optical thickness of the atmosphere, denoted by T0, is equal 

to 
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»-$•(!•)*•-•(*)».. (8) 

Boundary conditions must also be associated with Eq. (3). As was 

shown in [2j, at the outer edge of the atmosphere (when T = 0) we have 

2 [di     KS 
'-3-^-.^-^—]• M 

while at  the Inner boundary  (with T = T0): 

<'i~^)/■T^,(1 + M)[""Ä + T•'r,^,JC|CO•t]"*'i45•"^<VWco,1'•   (10) 
Here A denotes the albedo of the planet surface. It Is clear that T(T0, 

if) = oo when if  > 7T/2. 

Definition of the functJon T(TJ jf).   For  the problem under consid- 

eration the quantity T(T, if)  Is of great significance, representing the 

optical path of the solar rays In the atmosphere to the point having 

coordinates x, if.   This magnitude Is defined by Formula (6). We will now 

simplify this formula, taking advantaga of the fact that the altitude 

of a uniform atmosphere Is considerably smaller than the radius of the 

planet. Initially we will hold that if  < 7T/2. In this case Formula (6) 

can be rewritten In the following form 

• r'-r 

Assuming here that r'  = r + H^x,  we will obtain 

r"(f)'-S ^iAJ,lulL*M (a2) 

Having used Formula (7) and having denoted T/T0 = u, we will find 

that 

r(t. t) - T*(«, <*), (13) 

where 
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1+^ 

•   y(i..iM^.)(t+lM+iu) 

y:"Ä:-,,iu- (15) 

When H# « r the function b(u, ^) can be expanded In series 

Kult)-6f(«».*) + M«. *)+•.. (16) 

where 

and 

(17) 

(18) 

Having Introduced the denotation 

a~rlH,(i~»ini), (19) 

In the place of (17) and (18) we find 

&•(».*) -/r(c)*ect. (20) 

M..t).[1+(^.1),(.)]Iii^lrM.t.    (21) 

where 

m 

tW-Zfiit^ e-"di. (22) 

Let us note that when a » 1 for the calculation of g(a) we can 

use the expansion 

f(o) -l-l/2a + 8/(2a)«-.... (23) 

Therefore with angles V not close to 7T/2 we obtain in approximate 

terms T - T sec if.   From  (20) and (21) It follows that 
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It la clear that the quantity 2T(T, TT/S) - 2tb(u, 7r/2) represente 

the complete optical path of a solar ray In the atmosphere, reaching 

the greatest optical depth T. 

If V' > 7r/2, for T(T, t)  we will have 

r(tt t) - 2f (t.t *i/2) -r(tv»c-1).        (25) 

where T. IS the greatest optical depth In the atmosphere for the solar 

ray under consideration. Having used Expression (13) for T(T, if)  and 

having denoted ^ = ^AQ* in the place of (25) we will obtain 

6(u,*) -2(u,/u)6(uln/2) -6(U.JI-^).        (26) 

For u,, taking Into consideration (15) and (19), we will find 

Inu,/u ~ <i » (1-«in*)(/?/#.-Inn). (27) 

Table 1 shows the values of the function b(u, if)  for various val- 

ues of u and if.   During the calculations It was assumed that R/H#= 800 

(this Is approximately the situation for the earth). Since the quantity 

HjR Is very small, only the first term was taken In Expansion (16), 

i.e., the function bo(u, if)  was actually calculated. Let us note that 

when y < 7T/2 at the upper edge of the atmosphere, the function b0(u, if) 

Is equal to bQ(0, if)  =  sec if. 

TABLE 1 

TTie Value of the Function b(u, if) 

v< 0 !•-• 10-« KM It-« i»-' I 

W 6.76 5,59 5.59 5.59 5,58 5.58 5.56 
82 7.18 6.81 6.81 6,81 6,80 6.80 6.80 
84 9,57 8,76 8.75 8,75 8,73 8.73 8.73 
86 14.3 12,0 12.0 12.0 12,0 12.0 12.0. 
87 19.1 14,7 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 
88 28,6 18,7 18.7 18,7 18.7 18.7 18.7 
89 57,3 25,0 24,9 24.9 24.9 24.9 24.9 
90 H 35,7 35.7 35,6 35.6 35.5 36.4 
91 oe 55,8 55.7 56,7 55.5 55.3 
92 oo 98.4 98.1 97,8 97.4 97.0 
93 oo 203 202 201 200 198 
94 «o 504 500 496 493 489 
96 oo 6060 5990 5910 5830 
98 oe 19300 18800 

The most Interesting conclusion which follows from Table 1 In- 

volves the fact that the function b(u, if)  for the given value of if  vlr- 
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tually does not change. Only in the uppermost layers of the atmosphere, 

in the case of extremely small values of u, does this function increase 

with altitude. The same conclusion may be drawn on the basis of Formula 

(27) from which we can see that the quantity ^ and u1/u for large R/H# 

and not excessively small u are virtually independent of u. 

Thus the function 1(1, V) with an accuracy adequate for many ap- 

plications may be represented in the form of the product of the optical 

depth T and the quantity b which is a function exclusively of V and 

plays the role of a "generalized secant." This markedly simplifies the 

theory of the scattering of light in a planetary atmosphere. 

It should be pointed out that the problem of the optical distances 

in the atmosphere has been considered earlier in a number of works. Of 

these particular attention should be given to the articles by V. Q. Fes- 

enkov [3] and Lencble and Sekera [4], in which the exponential law was 

adopted for the drop In the coefficient of absorption with altitude. In 

[4] the equation for the transfer of radiation in a spherical atmos- 

phere was also derived, and the authors propose to undertake a detailed 

examination of this equation. 

Solution of problem in first approximation. The sought function 

J(T, if)  is defined by Eq. (5) with boundary conditions (9) and (10). If 

the altitude of a uniform atmosphere Is considerably smaller than the 

radius of the planet, Eq. (5) may be rewritten in the form 

Having introduced the denotation Ra(R)dVr » dt, in the place of 

(26) we obtain 

«+(i)^.w., (29) 

In making the transition from (3) to (28) or (29) we essentially 
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make the assumption that the atmosphere consists of plane-parallel lay- 

ers, nils assumption Is usual In the theory of the scattering of light 

In atmospheres of planets. It Is clear that this assumption nay be ac- 

cepted In the given case, since Its validity Is a function only of the 

structure of the atmosphere, and not of the manner In which the atmos- 

phere Is Illuminated. 
I 

It Is usual In the theory of the scattering of light In planetary 

atmospheres also to hold that T = T sec it,  where if = const In the en- 

tire atmosphere as a result of which no derivative with respect to ^ Is 

Included In the equation to which the considered problem Is reduced. 

The Indicated additional assumptions may be regarded as acceptable only 

when the angles V  are far from 7r/2. In general, these assumptions may 

not be made, and in the derivation of Eqs. (28), (29) they are omitted. 

However, as the first approximation to the solution of the problem 

in Eq. (29) we have nevertheless eliminated the term containing the de- 

rivative with respect to t, leaving the expression for f without change, 

i.e., we will assume that the atmospheric layers are illuminated at 

each point by solar rays Just as in the case of a spherical case. In 

this case Eq. (29) assumes the form 

dV/dt« = W-/.  . (30) 

where f is given by Formula (3), while T is given by the formulas con- 

sidered in detail above. 

For the derivation of Solution (29) to the function defined by Eq. 

(30) it will subsequently be necessary to add a certain correction fac- 

tor. It is clear that for angles if  not close to 7T/2 this correction 

factor will be small. When, however, the angle if  is close to TT/
2
* the 

correction factor will apparently be significant. However, for the time 

being we will not find this correction factor and the function J(T, if) 

defined by Eq. (30), will be accepted as the first rough solution for 
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the problem. 

The solution of Eq. (30) has the form 

for X < 1 

/ - C#* + !)•-*' - ^J fWlt*-" - «-*<'-^lJT
/
,    (31) 

for X - 1 

/ - C + ZH - J /(t') (T - T/)ch/. (32 ) 

Here.C and D are constants defined by the boundary conditions (9) 

and (10). 

If the function W'(T, V) Is known, then the formulas cited In [1, 

2]  can be used to find the Intensity of radiation at any given point In 

theatmosphere. Below the Intensities of radiation are determined for 

two cases which are of particular Interest from the standpoint of prac- 

tical applications. 

Brightness of planet close to the terminator. Let us assume that a 

planet Is surrounded by an atmosphere of Infinitely great optical 

thickness. Proceeding from the fact that J does not Increase with 

T -♦ «, for the constant C Included In Formula (3l)> we find 

^-5j /(t)r"*df. (33) 

For the sake of simplicity let us hold that the scattering of 

light In the atmosphere Is Isotropie. Then, from the boundary condi- 

tion (9) (for x1 = 0) we obtain 

fl--l(3-2A)/(3-l-2*)]C  (A..y3<l-X|).   (34) 

Substituting  (33) and  (3^) Into  (31) leads to the  following ex- 

pression for J: 

7 "2TJ'[ e"*,t",', "l^lr^H W' (35) 

Let us find the distribution of the brlgntness of a planet along 
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the equator of Intensity. Let d be the angle between the radius vector 

and the direction to an observer. If the thickness of a uniform atmos- 

phere Is small In comparison with the radius of the planet. It may be 

held that along a beam passing through the atmosphere to the observer 

the angles 9  and if  do not change. In this case the Intensity of radia- 

tion from the atmosphere will be equal to 

7(8, ^-xj^x. t)+^«-T^]«-f-ft*eeA.    (36) 

Having substituted (35^ Into (36) and having used Formula (3) (for 

x1 a 0), we obtain 

ic • 
/(ft *) - __ f $-T^mc9mcQdj + 

i ^l-^^i^^l^^^^^)'   (37) 
If we hold tiiat the quantity T Is represented by Formula (13) and 

b Is a function only of V', then Instead of (37) we will have 

kS       1 
/(«. ♦) 4 1 + ftcosO 

.3    X«  (243c<»e  1    co^e  ^   ,~R. 
■p4  l-*«co9«eV 2*+ 3 6 + *  l + 6eM0 A   U ^ 

The following quantity In Formula (38) 

< /'(,'*,-TMTO (39) 

represents the Intensity of radiation governed by first-order scatter- 

ing. 

Let us note that the sum of the angles if and ö (or their differ- 

ence) Is equal to the phase angle, I.e., to the angle at the planet be- 

tween the directions to the sun and to the earth. 

Table 2 presents the values of the quantities I and I, defined by 

FV?rmular. (38) and (39) for a phase angle of 90° (in units of 10"^ s). 

The calculations have been carried out for the case of pure scattering 
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(X ■ l). For purposes of comparison the values of the quantity I# have 

also been given, this quantity having been defined by Formula (36) for 

b •> sec if. I.e.,  representing the Intensity of the radiation found from 

the conventional theory (without consideration of the cu:-vature of the 

atmospheric layers). 

It might be thought that Venus has an atmosphere of great optical 

thickness. Measurements of the brightness of Venus close to the termin- 

ator were carried out by N. P. Barabashev [5]. A comparison of his re- 

sults with those cited In Table 2 shows that the calculated brightness 

of the planet behind the terminator diminishes considerably more rapid- 

ly than the brightness that was measured. Probably this divergence can 

be explained by the imperfection of the theory. At the same tine it 

should be borne In mind that the observation data are not reliable, 

since cne phenomenon of photographic Irradiation affects the observed 

brightness of the planet [6J. 

TABLE 2 

Brightness of Planet Close to Terminator 

♦ !• / '. ♦ /. / /. 

so* 38.5 148 145 90 6.85 21,7 0 
82 32.2 120 IM 01 4.42 13.6 0 
84 25,8 92.6 82,9 92 2,52 7,71 0 
86 19.2 65.8 54,G 93 1.24 3,76 0 
87 15.9 52.7 40,7 94 0,505 1,52 0 
88 12.7 41,6 26.8 96 0.0425 0.127 0 
89 9.85 31.0 13,3 98 0.0133 0,0396 0 

Zenith brightness. Let us assume that the atmosphere is of fin- 

ite optical thickness T0 and touches a surface having albedo A. We will 

also hold that pure scattering of light takes place in the atmosphere 

(X « 1). In this case for the quantity J we must take Formula (32). 

In the determination of constants C and D from the boundary condi- 

tions (9) and (10) we assume that x1 - 0. In particular, this pertains 

to the Isotropie scattering and to the Raylelgh scattering indicatrix. 
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With the above-Indicated boundary conditions we find that C - 2D/ 

/3, and 

[A+(l-^)^]D-(l-il)J/(T)(t*-T)rfT^ 

The last term In Formula (40) Is equal to zero when y > 7r/2. 

Knowing the magnitude of J makes It possible to determine the In- 

tensity of radiation In the atmosphere. In particular. It Is possible 

to find the  zenith brightness In the case of observation from the 

surface of the planet. Having denoted the brightness by l(V') (the angle 

if  Is the solar zenith distance), we have 

/(♦)-J/(t. *)•-*♦**+ /,(*). (41) 

where l1(Vr) is the    zenith    brightness governed by the first-order 

scattering and equal to 

'• (♦) - '(t) -f-1 r-m ♦)-%♦« i». (42) 
4 • 

Having substituted  (32) into  (41), we find 

/(♦)-/>(ti-l/3 + l/3r^) + 

+i/(T) (1 - * +1 - «-**)* + /.(t). (43) 

The function f(x) In (43) Is defined by Formulas (3) and (13). In 

the cade under consideration (X = 1) we have 

/(f)-V*r* (44) 

As before, we will hold that b Is a function only of if.   Therefore 

with the substitution of (44) Into (43) we obtain 

/(♦)-/>(*-J + ir») + 
+«[(1+!)(«--)--»4-,(—H]+^)- ^ 
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TABLE 3 

Values of I0 and Al 

Al 

x-M 4-«.i 

t,»0,l 

*)• 
•2 
•4 
«6 
•7 
«ft 
«9 
«0 
91 
82 
93 
94 
96 
98 

18.2 3.3 
17.2 2.9 
!!•• 2.4       ! 
13.7 2.0        | 
12.3 •.7        f 
10.6 1.4 
ft.60 1.10 
6.35 0.80 

1     4>12 0.52      | 
2.34 0.29 
1.14 0.14 
0.468     ! 0.057 
0.0382 0,0048 

1     0.0119    , 0.0016  | 

7.4 
6,0 
4.8 
3.4 
2.8 
2.2 
1.70 
1.18 
0,78 
0,44 
0,21 
0.067 
0.0072 
0.0022 

4-M A-M 

ti-04 

80* 
82 
84 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
96 
98 

30.2 12,8 
20.2 11,0         i 
21.6   • 1   «.9 

l I*-2 6.6         ! 
!    13,3 i   5,4 

10,4 4,3        j 
7.72 3,19 
5.38 2,20       1 
3.40 1.39 
1.92 0.78 
0.931 0,379 
0.375       1 0.152 
0.0312 0,0128 
0,00975 0.00396 

22.0 
18.4 
14.4 
10,3 
8.4 
6.5 
4.85 
3.35 
2.12 
1.17 
0.705 
0.232 
0.0105 
0.00600 

The substitution of (44) Into  (40} yields 

+1(1 + ,4) (1 - e-*.) + * ,4r^ eoi ♦] , 

while for the quantity !,(*) we now have 
(46) 

(47) 

i 

4  6-1 * 

Quantity l(t) is conveniently presented In the form 

/«'(♦)/.+A/. (48) 

where IQ IS the Intensity governed by the first-order scattering In the 

case of a spherical scattering Indlcatrlx, and Ai is the intensity due 

to Scatterings of higher orders. The quantity IQ IS defined by Fonnula 

(4?) when x(Vr) - 1, and Ai is found from Fonnula (45). 

Table 3 shows the values of IQ and Ai (in units of 10"^ S) as 

functions of the solar zenith distance if  for various magnitudes of 

the atmospheric optical thickness TQ. The  quantity Ai is given for two 

values of the albedo of the planet's surface (A = 0.2 and A = 0.6), ap- 

proximately corresponding to summer and winter conditions. 

From  Table 3 we can see that the relative role of higher-order 

scatterings changes little with a change In the solar zenith distance. 
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TABUS 4 

Zenith Brightness for Raylelgh 
Scattering Indlcatrlx 

*• •••1 «• • M 
♦' 

A-M A-M A-M • A-M 

•0* 17.3 21.6 ».S 45.8 
0 16.0 19.2 11.8 38.6 
•4 14.4 16.7 25.3 30.6 
86 12.2 13.7 i8.9 22.4 
87 II.« ■3.1 15.6 16.4 

■    88 9.33 10.2 12.1 14.3 
88   - 7.54 8.14 9.00 10.6 
90 5.56 5.96 6.36 7.39 
91 3.«2 3.87 3,94 4.67 
92 2.04 2.19 2.20 2.61 
93   . 1.00 1.07 1,08 1.41 
94 0.402 0.432 0.436 0.5IS 
96 0.0338 0.0362 0.0364 0.0432 
98 0.0107 0.0113 0,0114 0.0134 

howiver, no great Importance should be given to this conclusion, since 

It Is based on an approximate cheory. 

Table 4 shows the values of the total zenith brightness calcula- 

ted according to Formula (48) with utilization of Table 3 for the Ray- 

lelgh scattering Indlcatrlx. As Is well known, the zenith brightness 

for various zenith distances of the sun was determined by observation 

In many works (see, for example, [?])• A comparison of the calculated 

and observed values of zenith brightness shows that In general they 

agree with one another. However, let us postpone a detailed comparison 

of theory with observation until the theory Is refined. 

Conclusion. As was stated, the theory of the scattering of light 

In a spherical atmosphere that we discussed above Is rather approximate. 

However, It can be refined by bearing In mind the term In Eq. (29) that 

we discarded. An even more exact solution to the problem can be derived 

by considering the Integral equation which describes the diffusion of 

radiation In a spherical atmosphere - the equation constructed by us In 

Reference [8]. The results of the numerical solution of this equation 

will be presented In a separate report. 

In the equation for t^e transfer of radiation that we have used In 
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this work we have not taken Into consideration the refraction of radia- 

tion* However, consideration of refraction apparently should be carried 

out only In a consideration of first-order scatterings for angles ^ 

close to 7r/2. In consideration of scatterings of higher order the re- 

fraction can probably be neglected, as It Is neglected in the conven- 

tional theory for the scattering of light in planetary atmospheres 

(without taking into consideration the curvature of the atmospheric 

layers). 

The authors express their gratitude to Ye.B. Babkova and L. P. Sa- 

vitskaya for the calculations that were made for this article. 
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UDK 551.593 

THE DAYUOHT LUMINESCENCE OP THE UPPER LAYERS OP THE 

TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE IN THE 1. 25n REGION 

N.M.   Oopshteyn, V.l.   Kushpll« 

This article presents the results obtained In the measurement of 
the brightness of the terrestrial atmosphere  In the near  Infrared re- 
gion of the spectrum at altitudes below 30 km.  A significant  Increase 
In the brightness of the upper layers of the atmosphere was observed 
In the region of 1.25M. ln comparison with the adjacent sections  of the 
spectrum.  The Intensity of the observed luminescence Is not a function 

of altitude and azimuth.  Concepts pertaining to the possible causes of 
the luminescence are  formulated. 

A number of works  [1] have recently been published and these have 

been devoted to the photochemical reactions In the upper layers of the 

terrestrial atmosphere.   In this connection it  is regarded as useful 

that we  report certain of the results  obtained in the measurements  of 

the brightness of scattered radiation at altitudes below 30 km,  these 

measurements having been carried out  in 1956 by means  of balloons, and 

It  was at  this time  that an anomalously high brightness was encountered 

In the spectral region around 1.25u. 

The measurements  were carried out  in  the near infrared region by 

means of a self-recording photoelectric spectralphotometer.  The separa- 

tion of individual sections of the spectrum was achieved by means of 

Interference light filters.  A gemanlum photodiode in conjunction with 

a tube amplifier was used as the emission receiver. After amplification 

the signal was rectified by a synchronous detector and recorded on a 
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strip of photo-sensitive paper by means of a mirror galvanooeter. 

The relative spectral sensitivity of the 

Instrument for the selected light filters is 

shown in Fig.  1. 

The calibration of the instrument was 

carried out on the basis of a white diffusely 

scattering surface  Illuminated by an incan- 

descent bulb with a tungsten filament.   The 

distribution of the energy  in the  spectrum 

of the bulb was  taken from [2], while  the  il- 

lumination of the white  surface was changed by altering the distance 

between the surface and the bulb. 

The minimum brightness  recorded by the  instrument at a signal-to- 

nolse  ratio of 2 was as  follows: 

I,H   i,i  W 

Fig. 1. Relative spec- 
tral sensitivity of in- 
strument for various 
filters. 

Wavelength, p, 1 

-2  -1    -1      -7 
Brightness, wem »^ »ster .  3*10 

1.25 

2«10"7 

1.59 

3-10-8, 

During the measurements  the photometer was directed at the  sky at 

an angle  of 30    to the horizon.  The field of view amounted to 2°.  As a 

result  of the  rotation of the  Instrument about the vertical axis a 30° 

small-circle  [almucantar]  section of the  sky was viewed.  The position 

of the photometered    section of the sky was determined with respect to 

the sun and the horizon line by means of a panoramic camera with a 

field of view of 240 .   On the basis of the photographs produced by this 

camera  it was also possible to determine whether or not clouds or other 

extraneous items entered the  field of view of the photometer. 

Below we present the results  of the measurements obtained from two 

flights.   In the first flight  (23 September 1956) an altitude of 30 km 

was attained;  on the second flight  (9 October 1956)  the altitude  of 

20 km was attained. 
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Fig.   2.  Measurements of brightness on 23 September 1956 for points  In 
the sky having an azimuth i with respect to the sun equal  to 150-180°. 
The scattering angles 9 - 115-125°; H Is the altitude at the Instant of 
measurement;  h Is the height of the sun above the horizon.   1) w.cm-^» 
•^"^•ster"^; 2) u« 

t,oo»*H  2 

1,t$MM 

13    /</ 
t       I,      1 1 1—. 
1516      17      16     IS h,* 

10 15 20 H, KM 

Fig. 3. Measurements of bright- 
ness on 9 October 195^. The de- 
notations are the same as In 
Fig. 2. 1) wcm-^u-^ster-1; 
2) u. 

On the first flight the ascent lasted approximately two hours and 

the Instrument was positioned for approximately one hour at the maximum 

altitude. For this reason at a level of 30 km there are measurements 

for the sun at heights of 24 to 30°. 

The relationship between brightness and altitude for wavelengths 

of 1.00, 1.25, and 1.59 n Is presented In Figs. 2 and 3» From these 

figures we can see that on 9 October 1956 the brightness at altitudes 
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I 

of 5-8 km was close to that observed on 23 September 1956, while at 

higher altitudes It diminishes somewhat more rapidly. However, the 

over-all shape of the curves remains similar;  the observed difference 

is due to the change  in meteorological condition».  In both cases for 

wavelengths of 1.00 and 1.59 u the brightness diminishes monoton lea lly 

with altitude, whereas for 1.25 u# beginning with an altitude of 18-19 

km, brightness ceases to diminish and approaches a certain limit equal 
-6 -2     -1 -1 to 2-2.5* 10Wem" «u" »star    . 

if 

if- ^ 

A. mK 

PI«,  it.  Soectral relationships In terms of measurements taken on 23 
September 1956.  Azimuth i - 105-150°.   1) H -6 ton; h - 14°;  2) H - 10 
to;  h -16°] 3) H - 14 taS; h - 18°;  4) H - 18 tan; h - 1?.5°:  5) H - 22 
Si h - 210l 6    H - 26 ton; h - 23°; 7) H - 29 ton; h - 25°. A) w.cm-2. 
.p.-i'Bter-1; B) p.. 

1 

i4'\Bl9m-t*P'mi''tm0t 

10' 

if 
1J9** 

i'io'ir ur io9  $*'   too'  m" itFf 
o' it' »it' ii' irtor itrivo'ioriir* 

Fig.  5.  Absolute indicatrices with respect to measurements taken on 23 
September 1956.  H - 29-30 km; h - 29-30°;   i Is the azimuth of the mea- 
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5        1 1 
Bured point and 9 Is the scattering angle,   l) wem' »u' »ster" ;  2) u» 

This phenomenon appears more clearly If we present the result  In 

the form of a spectral relation of sky brightness for various altitudes 

(Fig.   M.   It   Is seen clearly that at wavelengths of 1.00 and 1.59 IA the 

brightness diminishes with altitude, while  In the case of 1.25 u*  be- 

ginning with an altitude  of 22 km, brightness virtually does not  dimi- 

nish. 

If at an altitude of 19-20 km the results of the measurements  for 

the two days differ on a wavelength of 1.25 \i by no more than 20^,  then 

for the wavelengths of 1.00 and 1.59 ix the brightness  on 23 September 

1956 differs  from that measured on 9 October 1956 by a factor  of almost 

two. 

It Is Interesting to trace the relationship between brightness and 

the angle of scatter. Figure 5 shows the absolute Indlcatrlces of scat- 

tering for the same spectral sections. No significant difference In the 

shape of the  Indlcatrlx for various wavelengths  Is observed. 

The absence  of a change   In luminescence at  1.25 11 with altitude 

Indicates  that  the source  of this  luminescence  Is  found above   30 km. 

The observed phenomenon cannot  be explained by  reflection or scattering 

of solar  light  by any clouds   In  the  upper atmosphere,   since  this as- 

sumption would make  It  Impossible  to explain the  specifics of  the  spec- 

trum  (Fig.   4). 

The  effect may apparently be  caused by  luminescent  or photochemi- 

cal reactions  In  the upper atmosphere under the  Influence of solar ra- 

diation.   The circumstance  that  the brightness considerably exceeds   (by 

a factor of 375)  the brightness of night-sky luminescence indicates the 

significant  role played by  the  sun  In the  origin of the  luminescence 

observed on 1.25 u# whereas  the daylight brlgntness on 1.59 n at an al- 

titude of 30 km Is greater than that at night by a factor of only 50 
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UDK 624.376.234:539.12 

EFFECT OF HIGH-ENERGY PROTONS ON SEM[CONDUCTOR NUCLEAR-RADIATION 

DETECTORS 

L.S. Brykina, B.M. Golovin, A.P. Landsman, B.P. Osipenko 

and O.P. Fedoseyeva 

The action of high-energy protons on surface-barrie~ silicon nu
clear-radiation detectors is studied. Data are obtained on the depen
dence of pulse amplitude, the signal/noise ratio and energy resolution 
as functions of the radiation dose that has been received by the detec
tor. A working model developed earlier is used for estimation of the 
lifetimes of such detectors in the earth's radiation belts. 

The present paper represents a partial report of research done by 

the authors into the effect of high-energy protons on semi-conductor-

tzed instruments, and contains a preliminary communication concerning 

changes that take place in certain properties of semicondu~tor detec

tors when they are bombarded by protons with energies around 650 Mev. 

Specimen surface-barrier detectors made from n-type silicon with a 

resistivity of 200-500 ohms•cm and r€sc~~tions varying from 1 to 3% in 

the registration of alpha-particles with energies of 4.8 Mev were sub

jected to bombardment. 

The process on which series production of these devices will be 

based was used in preparing the detectors. 

The pulse amplitude, capacitances, energy resolution, back current 

and noise level of the detectors were studied during the experiments as 

tunctions of the doses received. 

In all, 14 specimens were bombarded. The intensity of the proton 
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beam was determine~ from the activation or aluminum foil {in the reac

tion 'All'(p,lpa)N.-) placed in the same position as the detectors. The 

measurements made showed that the proton-beam intensity varied from 
8 6 8 . -2 . 1.7•10 to ·10 protons.cm between different bombardment sessions. 

The maximum dose received by the detectors in this study was around 

2·1013 protons•cm-2• 

To permit comparison of our data with the results of other authors 

[1, 2], which were ob~ained on bombardment of semiconductor detectors 

with neutrons having energies of 14 Mev, reference is made to the re

sults of our paper [ 31. In this study, the energy -dependence of the de

trimental effect of the nuclear particles on silicon photoelectric 

cells was cal culated on the assumption t hat the detrimental effect of 

the nuclear radiation is determined by the quantity of energy expended 

per unit time in the specimen on the formation of displaced atoms . 

According to the results of this study, the damage to the speci-

mens as a result of bombardment with neutrons having an energy Tn and 

protons with an energy TP will be the same if tne relationship 

D.,(T.,)W.,(T.,)- Da(!'.)W.(Ta), (1) 

is satisfied; he re Dn and D are the neutron and proton rad1ation doses .p 

received by the specimen, respectively, and Wn and Wp are the detrimen-

tal effects due to the neutrons and protons. 

,,. 1 

J.~ v. 

• ,,,,,, 1 
1 ~ . ..,.,/t'lf I 

• ,,,,, l 

Vc•ISI 

-
Fig. 1. Amplitude of pulse generated by counter on excitation by alpha 
particles with energy of 4.8 Mev as a function of radiation dose that 
has been received by the counter. 1) D, protons/cm2; 2) Us - 0. 

It can be stated on the basis of this relationship that the same 

changes in the characteristics of the specimens that were observed when 
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2 M*49 

they had received a neutron dote Dn 

will appear when they are given a 

proton doae D , provided that 

Fig. 2. Detector back-current 
measurement as a function of 
radiation dose that it has re- 
ceived. 1) D, protons/cm2; 2) 
U. - 58. 

Qiven neutron energies of 14 Nev 

and proton energies of 630 Mev, this 

leads« in agreement with the results 

of [3l* to the relationship 

D (650 Mev) m 0.52 Dn (14 Mev). 
(2) 

The changes in the detector characteristics as a result of bom- 

bardment are illustrated by Figs. 1-4, whose construction took into ac- 

Fig. 3« Optimum value of ratio A-^(/))/-p^(0) as a function of radiation 
p 

dose received by counter. 1) D, protons/cm . Um- U . . 

'W 2    4 ##<' i    * ait'' 
1 9. ***»/cm* 

Fig. 4. Energy resolution of detector as a function of radiation dose 
that it has received. 1) D, protons/cm2. 

count not only our data« which were averaged over all of the irradia- 

ted specimens« but also the results of References [1« 2]« which were 

devoted to neutron bombardment of semiconductor detectors. The result« 

ing data can be characterized briefly as follows. 
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Fig. 5. Energy resolution or detector as a function or its time or res
idence in maximum-intensity zones of the earth's radiation belts: 1) 
Effect of protons with spectrum (3) and T0 - 10 Mev; ~) same with T0 -
- 5 Mev; 3) same with T0 • 1 Mev; 4) effect Qf electrons with spectrum 
given in Reference [5). A) t, sec. 

,. 
'· , 

" ~~(tl 
!A(tll . u. 

' • • I 

• ••• 
c.nrrA 

, 

iJ ;· u Fig. 6. Ratio ·&~•) U:(O) as a function or counter 1 s residence time in 
• • 

maximum-intensity zones or the earth's radiation belts: 1) Effect of 
protons with spectrum (3) and T0 - 10 Mev; 2) same with T0 - 5 Mev; 3) 
same with T0 - 1 Mev; 4) effect or electrons with the spectrum given 
in Reference [5]. A) t, sec. Um • Ush" 

1. No marked difference is observed between the radiation stabil-

ities of specimens in whose preparation chemical and electrochemical 

surface-polishing techniques had been used. Semiconductor detectors 

with a tin-oxide film showed the same radiation stability as ordinary 

specimens. 

2. All parameters of the detectors change rather slightly under 

doses DP(650) • 5•1011-1o12 protons•cm-2• When doses in excess or th~s 
value are received, the characteristics ot the detectors begin to 

change considerably more rapidly as the dose is increased. 

3. The amplitude or t:&e pulses (see Fig. 1) put out by the counter 
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Pig. 7* Counter back current as a function of counter residence time In 
maximum-Intensity zones of the earth's radiation belts: 1) Effect of 
protons with spectrum (3) and TQ - 10 Mev; 2) same with TQ « 3 Mev; 3) 

same with TQ ■ 1 Mev; 4) effect of electrons with spectrum given In (3)* 
Bias on detector: 30 v. A) t, sec. 

under standard excitation (alpha-particles with an energy of 4.8 Mev) 

changes slightly over the entire Investigated Interval of radiation do- 

ses* here« this effect Is more distinct when the detector works without 

blas (ÄJ/U * 20-30J< for D * lO1^ protons.cm"2) and Is virtually ab- 

sent at biases from 10-13 v. 

4. The changes In the detector back currents (Pig. 2) are found to 

be considerably sharper for small bias values (0-3 v) than for large 

ones (20-50 v). 

5. The optimum U./U . (slgnal/nolse) ratio is shown In Fig. 3 as 

a function of radiation dose. It is interesting to note that the bias 

corresponding to the optimum value of this ratio changes slightly with 

radiation dose. 

6. The change in energy resolution of the detectors upon bombard- 

ment is shown in Fig. 4. A marked deterioration of resolution begins at 

12 1^ -2 doses D « 10  and 1.5-2,10 J protons»cm . This loss in resolution 

may reach 250-3005t. The bias at which the detector resolution is found 

to be optimum also changes to some extent with increasing dose received 

by the specimen. However, as in the case of the ratio U./U ., it is not 

possible to discern any regularity in this change between specimens. 

7. The change in the capacitance of the detectors was inslgnifi- 
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cant over the entire range of radiation doses studied. The only tenden

cy detected was one toward a slight decrease in the capacitance of the 

irradiated specimens. A sharp drop in capacitance was noted only for a 

single specimen, which, after receiving a dose of 1.6•1013, showed a 

considerable deterioration in all of its characteristics. 

A quest~on raised on more than one occasion in the literature of 

recent years is that of the expediency of using semiconductor detectors 

in investigation of cosmic rays. In fact, the portability, small power 

requirements and high resolving ability of these devices make their use 

under the specific conditions prevailing aboard artificial earth satel

lites s o attractive that we may confidently expect widespread use in 

future space research. 

For this reason, it is of interest even now to estimate the pos

sible length of service life and the basic property changes of semicon

ductorized detectors during prolonged residence in the earth's radia-

tion belts. The calculation methods described in the above-cited work 

[3] and t he experimental data secured in the preuent study were used to 

obtain such estimates. 

In making the calculations, it was assumed, as in [3], that the 

spectrum of the protons in the inner radiation belt is described ap

proximately by the function 

(3) 

while the electron spectrum of tre outer belt takes the form given in 

[4]. Thecalculations were made on the assumption that the lower limit 

Tmin of the proton spectrum assumes one of the values Tmin - 1, 5 or 

10 Mev. The results of the calculations are presented in Figs. 5-7. 

If the detector is subjected to simultaneous bombardment by pro•• 

tons with spe~trum (3) and electrons with the spectrum of [5], then the 

change in its parameters for Tmin - 5-10 Mev will be determined basi-
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cally by the detrimental effect of the electrons. For T ^ « 1 Hev, on 

the other hand« the damaging effect of the electrons may be disregarded. 

The authors are Indebted to V.P. Dshelepov for his unflagging In- 

terest In the study and his assistance In carrying It out, ana to N.O. 

Zaytseva for her assistance In determining the proton-beam Intensity. 
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ANTIREFLECTION COATING AND TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION OF SILICON 

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS INTENDED FOR WORK UNDER CONDITIONS OF 

RADIANT HEAT TRANSFER 

·M. M. Koltun and A. P. ~dsman 

A two-layered coating that makes it possible to combine effective 
antireflection coating with a sharp improvement in the radiation char
acteristics of the receiving surfaces of silicon photoelements is pro
posed and calculations made for it. An increase in the short-circuit 
currents and efficiencies of the photoelements by 40-42~ was obtained 
experimentally by antireflection coating, with a simultaneous drop in 
the coefficient ratio ac/E to 0. 94-0.98, which signifies temperature 
stabilization of the photoelements at the 44-45° level in operation 
aboard automatic interplanetary stations. 

The temperature dependence of the efficiency of silicon photoele

ments is defined by the relationship ·thtldT = 0,06., /"C. F'or photoelements 

mounted on flat panels deployed perpendicular to the sunlight and car

ried on interplanetary stations receding from the earth (which makes it 

possible to disregard heating by solar radiation reflected from the 

earth and the thermal radiation proper to the earth itself), the value 

of the equilibrium working temperature can be figured from Formula [1] 

[ 
S A•c C1e ]II' T- (.t-'1)- --- , 
o A. 1 

(1) 

where ~ is the efficiency of the photoeletric generator, S is the power 

of the incident sunlight, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67•10-8 

watt-2•degree-4), Aa and AE are, respectively, the areas of the ab-
c 

sorbing and radiating surfaces of the photogenerator, ac is the t nte-
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gral coefficient of absorption of solar radiation by the photogenerator 

and E is the integral coefficient of 1.ntrinsic emission by the receiv

ing surface of the photogenerator. 

For silicon photoelements with a clean polist".ied surface (ac = 0.69; 

E = 0.24; S = 1400 watts·m-2; A /A - 0.5 since the dark surface of the a E 

panel is only a radiator with high e; ~ = 1~), the equilibrium temper-

ature is 150-170°. This means that photoelements without temperature

regulating coatings on the receiving surface will be put out of commis-

sion in practice under the conditions of circumterrestrial cosmic space, 

since the~r efficiencies will drop to 0.1-0.2 of the value at 30°. 

In developing coatings for photoelements, the necessity of comb in 

ing good radiation characteristics in the coating wi t h high ant ireflec 

tion properties presents particular complexity, since a consequence of 

the relatively high refractive index of silicon is that r eflection from 

the polished surface reaches 34-35~ in the spectral sensitivity region 

of the photoelement (0.4-1.1 ~) and, consequently, produces a corres 

ponding efficiency loss. 

As was indicated in [1], temperature-regulating coatings for sili 

con photoelements (which increase E sharply at 30°) must have a low in 

dex of refraction and must be sufficiently thick as compared t o t he 

wavelength at the body's emission maximum at. 30° (10 ~) in orc..er t o in 

crease absorption in this region of the spec t rUia. This requiremen t 

means t hat a single-layer coati1g that improves t he radiati on chara c -

teris t ics of the surface cannot be used as an effect ive antire flection 

coating in the region from 0.4-1.1 ~~ since the optimum antire f l ection 

coating parameters (2] 

d = A/4 and n = (nsemicond.material)l/ 2 

(where ~ is the optical thickness and n is t he refractive index) are not 
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maintained in this case. 

The best temperature-regulating coatings that we produced (inor

ganic films, glass, silicones) have refractive indices n- 1.45-1.55. 

Consequently, the basic reflection losses in the regicn from 0. 4-1.1 ~ 

take place at the boundary between the temperature-regulating coating 

and the silicon, due to the great difference between the refractive in-
' 

dices of these media (at A- 0.6 ~~ n8i- 4.05 and nt.p. ~ 1.5), while 

reflection from the air-coating boundary amounts to no more than 4-5~. 

From this we can understand why the attempt made in (3] to improve the 

antireflection properties of a temperature-regulating coating by reduc

ing reflection from the t op boundary of the coating (by applying an an

tireflection layer of MgF2 over a thick temperature-regulating s12o
3 

: 11m) was crowned with very modest success. 

The authors investigated the possibility of reducing reflection at 

the boundary between the silicon and the temperature-regulating coating 

by introducing between these media an antireflection coating with an 

index of refraction intermediate between nSi and nt • • p. 

Ass~ing nt . = 1.5 (in the region from 0.4-1.1 ~), we find that • p. 

for a maximum reduction of refl ~ction from this boundary, the interven

ing antireflection layer for such a two-layered system must have a re-

fract i ve index np.s. of 

}t,5 · 4,05 = 2,47 for o. 6 IJ. 

"(t,5 • 3,67 = 2,34 for o. 8 IJ. 

Among the e·asily reproducible, transparent antireflection coatings 

with good adhesion to the surface of the silicon that we produced, 

films of cerium dioxide and zinc sulfide have refractive indices c los-

est to those calculated above. For an antireflection layer of zinc sul

fide (n0•61J.- 2.33 and n0•81J.- 2.3) between silicon and a temperature

regulating coating with nt.p. • 1.5, the reflection from the boundary 
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between these two media, as calculated by the formula llm1u . _(n,1- - "•",)
1

/ 

(na'+"•"~P (2), will be reduced from 17.5 to 0.041% at 0.8 1J. (for an op

. tical thickness of the layer dzns- 0.2 IJ.) and from 21 to 0.32% for 

0.6 1J. (for dzns = 0.15 IJ.). 

A detailed calculation of the coefficient of reflection in the 

spectral region from 0.4 to 1.1 IJ. was carried out for this same case of 

a two-layered coating with an antireflection underlayer of ZnS. The 

scattering of the refractive index of the zinc sulfide film, together 

with the values of~ given above for the wavelengths 0.6 and 0.8 IJ., 

were taken from Reference [4]. The calculation was made for two optical 

thicknesses of the ZnS film: d = 0.15 1J. (Amin = 0.6 IJ.) and 0.2 IJ. 

(Amin = 0.8 IJ.). The scattering of the refractive index of the t empera

ture-regulating coating was not taken into consideration. In calculat

ing the over-all reflection, a 4% reflection from the upper boundary of 

the temperature-regulating coating was added to the coefficient of re-

flection from the antireflection-coated silicon, which was figured w; th 

consideration of multiple reflections in t he film using the formula [5]: 

where 

R .. ra1 + 2rarz cos 4nd I A. + r2'1 

1 + 2rara cos 4nd I A. + r,2r; ' 

r, = (n,- ns) In,+ na), ra = (n,- na) I (n, + nz), n, = ns,, 
n: = nZns, nt = nT. n. = 1, 5. 

The spectral coefficient of reflectic.n from the clean polished n- type 

surfaces (concentration NS = 4•1020 atoms•cm-3) of silicon photoele 

ments, as used in the calculations, was measured on t wo instruments: an 

SF-2m spectral photometer (0.4-0.75 IJ.) and an I KS-14 infrared s pectro 

photometer (0. 75-1.1 IJ.) with a special adapter for recording t otal r1~-

flection. For comparison, a calculation was made to determine t he s pe c -

tral coe fficient of reflection from a surface that had been ant 1reflec -
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Fig.  1.  Spectral reflection coefficients in the region 0.4-1.1 p, (cal- 
culation): for two-layered coatings with an antireflection underlayer 
of ZnS with d - 0.15 \L (1); ZnS with d - 0.2 n (l1) and SiO with d - 
■ 0.2 p.  (1");  for single-layer antireflection coatings of ZnS with 
d - 0.15 n (2);   ZnS with d - 0.2 n (2');  SiO with d - 0.15 \L (3); SiO 
with d M 0.2 \L O')*  The experimental curve A represents reflection 
from a silicon photoelement with a clean polished surface  (n-type,  con- 
centration N« -■ 4«1020 atoms« cm-3),  1) X, microns. 

tion-coated with single layers  of ZnS and silicon monoxide SIO, as well 

as after application of a two-layered coating consisting of a tempera- 

ture-regulating layer with n « 1«3 and an antireflection underlayer of 

SIO (n « 1.9;  the scattering of ngl0 was taken into account on the ba- 

sis of the data in Reference  [4]).  The results obtained are shown in 

Pig.  1. 

It must be noted that although R^j- was somewhat higher after ap- 

plication of the  two-layered coating  (due to reflection from the upper 

boundary of the temperature-regulating coating) than in the case of 

purely antlreflectlon films of ZnS and SIO, the reflection coefficient 

R declined,  on the whole.  In the  interval from 0.4 to 1.1 p..  Comparison 

of curves 1' and 1" in Fig.  1c shows how heavily the effectiveness of 

the double-layered coating depends on proper selection of the material 

for the Intermediate antlreflectlon layer. 

On the basis of experimental data on the absolute spectral sensi- 

tivity of the photoelement without reflection coating (consisting of 
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Fig.  2.  Comparison of experimental  (dashed curves) and calculated  (sol' 
Id curves) spectral reflection coefficients  (R) and the absolute sensl- 
tlvlty   (I/E) of a silicon photoelement with a polished surface before 
(l/E - curve B) and after application of two-layered coatings with an 
antlreflection underlayer of ZnS with d « 0.2 p. (R Is Indicated by 
curves 1 and l/E by curves 1') and of S10 with d « 0.2 p,  (R Indicated 
by curves 2),  a) l/E, p, a/mw; b) X, microns. 

100 200 300*00 500 U,*9 

Fig. 3» Load current-voltage characteristic of a silicon ohotoelement 
with a polished surface: before antlreflection coating (1); after antl- 
ref lection coating with a single layer of S10 with d ■= 0.2 ^ (2) and 
ZnS with d - 0.2 p, (3) and two-layered coatings with an antlreflection 
underlayer of S10 with d = 0.2 ^ (2') and ZnS with d = 0.2 n (3'). Mea- 
surements made on a device simulating the extraatmospherlc radiation of 
the sun with S ■ 1375 watts«m. Area of photoelement receiver surface 
0.72 cm"2 [sic], a) I, ma; b) U, mv. 

the short-circuit currents L _ of the photoelement In |ia, measured 

for each wavelength and then converted to mw of power of the Incident 

radiation), a calculation was made, using the reflection curves ob- 

tained, to determine the spectral sensitivity of the same photoelement 

after application of the double-layered and single-layered coatings. 

Conversion of the spectral-sensitivity curves Into the spectral dis- 

tribution of the illumination created by the extraatmospheric sun made 

it possible to obtain the spectral distribution of the I. _ of the an- 
K. Z. 
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1) Coating on polished surface of silicon photoelernent;  2) calculated 
short-circuit currents of photoelement in operation on sun  (S m 1400 
watts/m2, ma;  3) optical thickness of antireflection coating, p,;  4) 
two-layered coating (antireflection film of ZnS under a temperature- 
regulating coating with n - 1.5);  5) single-layer antireflection coat' 
ing of ZnS; 6) single-layer antireflection coating of SiO; 7) no coat« 
ing. 

tirefleetion-coated photoelement in operation on the same radiation, 

while figuring the areas bounding these curves enabled us to compare 

the short-circuit points  [sic;  tochkl, points is probably an error for 

tokl,  currents]exhibited by the photoelectric cell after application 

of two-layered and single-layer coatings,  for operation on sunlight. 

The results of the calculations are listed in the table.  It follows 

from the table that even on the basis of antireflection properties con- 

sidered alone, the two-layered coating of the type that we have pro- 

posed not only surpasses the ZnS antireflection coating, but is almost 

equivalent  (d - 0.15 \i) or superior (d - 0.2 p.) to the single-layerea 

antireflection coating of silicon monoxide, which is the optimum for 

antireflection coating of silicon photoelements. 

The experimental results shown in Pig.   2 correspond almost per- 

fectly with the results of calculation. A silicone coating with n0^   - 

■ 1.51 and a thickness - 80 u* which is stable against the solar ultra- 

violet radiation and transparent in the region from 0.4-1.1 ^i was se- 

lected as the upper temperature-regulating layer. Measurements of the 
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load volt/ampere characteristics of the photoelernents showed that antl- 

reflectlon coating results not only in an Increase in L, _      close to 

that calculated, but also In a sharp increase in the efficiencies of 

the photoelements  (Fig.  3).  It is clear fron Fig.   3 that the large 

(40-42^)  increase  in the I.   _    and efficiency as a result of entire- 

flection coating is retained and even improved when the single-layer 

coating Is replaced by a double-layer coating with an antlreflectlon 

ZnS underlayer  (curve S1* Fig.  3).  Simultaneously with the rise In 

I.   _    and efficiency, the Integral radiation coefficient e increased 
K« Z» 

from the values of 0,19-0.27, which are characteristic for a photoele- 

msnt antlreflection-coated with a single layer,  to 0.92-0,94,  The co- 

efficient o_ of photoelements with a two-layered coating Including a 

ZnS underlayer with d - 0.2 p is 0.865, while it  la 0,915 with a ZnS 

underlayer having d - 0.15 ^j,.* As a result, the ratio a /e Is 0.94-0.98, 

which indicates temperature stabilization of photoelements at the 44- 

45    level in outer space. 

The merits of a double-layered coating of this type also Include 

protection of the antlreflectlon coating from attack by the environment 

and the absence of additional heating of the photoelement due to tne 

"hothouse" effect. 
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195 T.n. ■ t.p.  ■« teploregullruyushcheye pokritlye — temperature- 

regulating coating 

193 n.c. » p.s.  m promezhutochnyy sloy ■ Intermediate layer 

198 K.3. * k.z.  = korotkoye zamykanlye « short circuit 
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UDK 537.591:629.1^5 

INVESTIGATION OP RADIATION WITH THE FLIGHTS 

OP THE "MARS-l" AND "LUNA-4" INTERPLANETARY AUTOMATIC STATIONS 

S.N. Vernov, A.Ye. Chudakov, P.V. Vakulov, Ye.V. Gorchakov, 

Yu.I. Logachev, O.P. Lyublmov, A.O. Nlkolayev 

A brief description of the equipment carried aboard the "Mars-l" 

and "Luna-V stations is given, this equipment Intended for the record- 

ing of radiation, and there is a discussion of the derived results. It 

has been observed that at a distance of 0.2^ astronomical unit from the 
earth,the Intensity of cosmic radiation remains virtually constant. 

Data are also presented on the intensity of cosmic rays for vari- 

ous periods of the solar-activity cycle. 

During the flight of the "Luna-4" station, slow, smooth changes In 

cosmic-ray intensity were recorded, and these are associated with a 

change in the magnetic conditions in the solar system. On being launch- 

ed from the earth the "Mars-l" station cut through the radiation belts 

and data about these are presented. 

The flights of automatic interplanetary stations to the moon and 

the neighboring planets of the earth make It possible to carry out an 

investigation of the primary cosmic radiation beyond the limits of the 

terrestrial magnetic field. This is particularly important for the study 

of the low-energy parts of cosmic radiation that play such an Important 

role in a number of effects. Thus the change in the Intensity of cosmic 

radiation during the 11-year cycle of solar activity occurs primarily 

as a result of low-energy particles; solar flares generate cosmic rays 

of similar low energies and these serve to explain the various varia- 

tions in intensity that are associated with the change In the magnetic 

conditions of the solar system. 
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The determination of the change In cosmic-radiation Intensity 

with a change In distance from the sun Is also of Interest. 

Below we examine the results obtained In the recording of cosmic- 

radiation Intensity outside or the terrestrial magnetic field during 

the flight of the "Mars-l" automatic Interplanetary station during the 

period from 20 November 1962 through 25 January 1963» and during the 

flight of the "Luna-4" automatic station In the period from 2 through 

14 April 1963. Data are also presented on the radiation belts of the 

earth, these data having been obtained by means of the equipment aboard 

the "Mars-l" station at the time of Its launch from the earth on 1 No- 

vember I963 [sic]. 

Apparatus. The Interplanetary automatic "Mara-l" station carried 

apparatus for the study of cosmic radiation In Interplanetary space and 

In the radiation belts of the earth along the near-earth segment of the 

flight trajectory of the station. This apparatus consisted of two scin- 

tillation and two gas-discharge counters. One of the scintillation 

counters, carried Inside the Interplanetary station, was fitted out 

with a cylindrical Nal crystal 20 mm In diameter and 20 mm high. By 

means of this counter the total lonlzatlcn produced by the radiation In 

the crystal was measured, and this counter also provided a record of 

the number of events In which energies above a given level were liber- 

ated In the crystal, and namely: above 30 kev and above 2.5 Mev. 

A second scintillation counter with a cylindrical Csl crystal hav- 

ing a diameter of 20 mm and 3 nun thick was mounted on the outside of 

the station container. The crystal of this counter was covered by a 

thin sheet of aluminum foil (~ 2.2 mg«cm" ) on the free-space side 

through a solid angle of about 3 steradlans. In other directions the 

crystal and photomultlpller were covered by a layer of aluminum 

--l g»cm  thick. This scintillation counter recorded the total energy 
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Pig. 1. The Intensity of cosmic radiation during the flight of the 
"Mars-l" station as a function of the distance r from the sun. 1) Ac- 
cording to the Qeiger counter; 2) lonlzatlon of Internal scintillation 
counter; 3) according to the 30 kev threshold of the Internal sclntna- 

tion counter; A) pulses«sec" ; B) date; C) distance from sun, astronom- 
ical units. 

liberated by radiation In the crystal and the number of particles lib- 

erating energy In the crystal In excess of 30 kev. Electrons with an 

energy > 70-80 kev and protons with an energy > 500 kev might have ser- 

ved as such particles. 

Oelger counters (working length 50 mm, diameter 10 mm) were mount- 

ed In the Interplanetary station. 

The measurement of lonlzatlon and of the counting rates of the 

scintillation gas-discharge counters was carried out by the same meth- 

ods as In the previous Soviet satellites and space rockets [1]. 

A gas-discharge counter (length 50 mm, diameter 10 mm) was mount- 

ed In the "Luna-4" automatic station launched on 2 April 1963 toward 

the moon for the purpose of studying radiation. The counter was mount- 

ed Inside the station close to the shell under a material layer of 

about 1 g'cm . The counter was heavily shielded on the remaining side 

mo 
(> 10 g'cm " of material). The continuous measurement of cosmic-radia- 

tion Intensity was carried out by means of this counter, with contlnu- 
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0U8 transmission to the ground of the total number of counts between 

periods of communication, A statistical accuracy of about 0,1% was 

achieved for the measurement days. The accuracy achieved In the meas- 

urement of the number of counts and of the time was several times 

higher. 

Cosmic-ray Intensity aa a function of distance from the aun. Dur- 

ing the flight of the "Mara-l" station It proved possible to study 

the cosmic-ray Intensity relationships for distances from the sun up 

to 1,24 astronomical units. 

* -n-Tf 
IS 

'^,e*'tc»*', 

I* 
XI 

JA JO    10   30 UW    20    JO f-tO    20   JOJhmm'- 
J *»•*• mil    Ät*ti6f» 19*21 J ßmtap» ffSJd. 

Pig, 2, Counting rate N of Geiger counters aboard the "Mars-1" station 
and n in the stratosphere at latitude 64° in the vicinity of Murmansk 
as a function of time. 1) pulses«sec*1; 2) date; 3) November 1962; 4) 
December 1962; 5) January 1963. 

The results obtained in the measurement of cosmic-radiation inten- 

sity by means of the Oeiger counter, for ionizatlon and for one thres- 

hold of the Internal scintillation counter of the "Nars-l" station are 

shown in Fig. 1. 

In order to account for the time variatior in intensity a study 

has been conducted of the level of cosmic-ray intensity in the stratls- 

sphere at latitude 64° (at Murmansk), Figure 2 shows the counting rate 

of the single Oeiger counter aboard the "Mars-l" station and the count- 

ing rate in the stratosphere (at the Intensity maximum, height 
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50 g.cm" ) for the period from November 1962 through January 1963. 

As can be seen from the figures, no definite conclusions, can be 

derived with respect to a change In cosmlc-radlatlon Intensity with In- 

creasing distance on the part of the "Mars-l" station. 

Within the limits of the measurement errors (~2-3^) the intensity 

of the primary cosmic radiation remains constant at a distance of less 

than 1.24 astronomical units from the sun. 

The Intensity of cosmic rays as a function of distance to the sun 

was studied during the flights of the American "Ploneer-V" and "Marin- 

er II" space vehicles. The "Ploneer-V" was launched In March of i960 

and approached the sun to a distance of 0.9 astronomical unit. A cer- 

tain reduction In Intensity was noted at that time, but It fell within 

the limits of error [2]. At the end of 1962 the "Mariner-Il" space 

vehicle passed close to Venus, approaching the sun to a distance of 

0.7 astronomical units. No changes In Intensity were observed with 

approach to the sun [3]. 

Thus in a year close to the minimum of solar activity, in the vi- 

cinity of the earth's orbit at distances of 40 million km on the side 

away from the sun and on the side toward the sun the intensity of cos- 

mic radiation remained constant with an accuracy to several per cent. 

Intensity of cosmic rays as a function of the cycle of solar ac- 

tivity. In 1959» during the flight of Soviet space rockets, the most 

exact data were obtained on a stream of primary cosmic radiation beyond 

the terrestrial magnetosphere and on the average ionization capacity 

of cosmic-radiation particles [4]. Let us recall that a stream of cos- 
-2    1 

mlc rays in 1959 Involved I.98 + 0.1 particles.cm .sec' at an average 

Ionizing capacity greater than the minimum by a factor of 2.5. 

In 1963, during the flights of "Mars-l" and "Luna-4" data were al- 

so obtained on cosmic rays which can be compared with the data obtained 
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in 1959. 

Table 1 shows the streams of cosmic radiation recorded by the 

Oelger counters mounted aboard the "Mars-l,"  "Luna-4" stations, and 

In Soviet space rockets, these data having been averaged over the time 

of flight. 

The conditions under which the Inside counters were shielded 

aboard the space vehicles and the "Mars-l" and "Luna-V stations are 

approximately Identical. Thus the stream of cosmic-radiation particles 

In 1963 exceeds the stream of particles In 1959 by a factor of almost 

2. 

TABLE 1 

^ ■nnapar /Urn crmr/n 

1 KocMiwema pamra; 
2 KoemratwM ptmra | 
2 Komavacna pcmra. 

CTaNima «Mape-I* 9n 
CraMiMi« «JIyaa-4*   J-U 

2.1 1969 rAi 
12. IX 1969 r.^ 
12. IX 1969 r 
4.X 1969 r. 

2.XI 1962 r, 
2. IV 1963 r. 

U ± 0.f 
246 ±ai 
I» ±0.1 
tit ± o,\ 
u±ai 

4.4$ ±0.1 

♦The error Is due to the Indeterminacy of the geo- 
metric dimensions of the counter working volumes. 

1) Space vehicle; 2) date of rocket launch; 3) position of counter; 4) 

stream, cmr «sec ; 5) 1st space vehicle; 6) 2nd space vehicle; 7) 2nd 
space vehicle; 8) 3rd space vehicle; 9) the "Kars-ln station; 10) the 
"Luna-V station; ITT 2 January 1959; 12) 12 September 1959; 13) 12 
September 1959; 14) 4 October 1959; 15) 2 November 1962; 16) 2 April 
1963; 17) Inside the container; 18) the same: 19) outside of the con- 
tainer; 20) on the skin of the container; 21) Inside the container; 22) 
the same. 

The scintillation counters aboard the space rockets and the 

"Mars-l" station exhibited slightly varied characteristics from the 

standpoint of recording the lonlzatlon produced by emission In the crys- 

tal. Thus the Instruments of the space rockets had Nal crystals 40 x 

x 40 mm In size, whereas the Instrument aboard the "Mars-l" station 

operated on a crystal whose dimensions were 20 x 20 mm. Moreover, the 
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instruments aboard the space rockets recorded the energy liberation 

in the crystal without distortion, exceeding the average energy liber- 

aticn of a relatlvlstlc proton by a factor of 200, while the Instru- 

ment aboard the "Mars-l" station recorded without distortion energy 

liberation greater than the average energy liberation of a relatlvis- 

tic proton by a factor of only 3. 

In 1959 the scintillation counters recorded a total energy llber- 

TABLE 2 

■ 

7> HftparrToff- 

swÄsr 
OT.ItMJM 

X*-41 51 
um 

64 
1,46 

um 

1) At the intensity max- 
imum in the stratosphere; 
2) at a distance from 
100,000 to 700,000 km 
from the earth. 

o     »i 
ation in the crystal of 1,5*10 ev«sec  produced by cocmic ray3, and 

8-1 
a value of 1.8*10 ev»sec  was obtained from the "Mars-l" station. 

These values of energy liberation 

lead to various magnitudes of the mean 

ionizing capacity of the cosmic-radiation 

particles, differing by a factor of 2 be- 

tween 1959 and 1963 (in 1959 it was great- 

er by a factor of 2 than in 1963). However, 

consideration of the nonllnearlty of the 

Instrument aboard the "Mars-l" station 

significantly reduces the observed difference. With consideration of 

this correction factor we can draw the conclusion that in 1963 rela- 

tive to 1959 the mean Ionizing capacity of the particles of primary 

cosmic radiation had not Increased. 

All of the data on the change in the intensity of the cosmic radi- 

ation from 1959 through 1963 In the stratosphere at latitudes 41, 51, 

and 64°, as well as outside of the terrestrial magnetosphere, and the 

conclusion regarding the absence of an Increase In the mean ionizing 

capacity of cosmic-ray particles make It possible to arrive at a con- 

clusion regarding the average energy of the particles added in 1963 in 

comparison with 1959. Table 2 shows the ratios of cosmic-radiation in- 

tensity and mean ionizing capacity in 1963 and 1959 on the basis of 
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various data. The data for the stratosphere measurements have kindly 

been given by A.N.  Charakhch'yan and T.N. Charakhch'yan. 

^ßf*-* (urn'€§*'*) 
* 

M,S*t i i  i  i i i  i  i  i  i  i i i i  » 
S   h t0 /#JMM   ^ 

Pig. 3. Counting rate of Qelger counters during the flight of the 
"Luna-4" station (solid line) and balloonsondes in the stratosphere 
at latitude 64° In the vicinity of Munnansk (dashed line) during the 
period from 1 to 15 April 1963. 1) Luna-4 (pulses*sec"1); 2) strato- 
sphere pulses.mln"1; 3) average for Iiuna-4 data; 4) April 1963; 5) 
date. 

This change in the number of particles at various latitudes may 

have been brought about by the additional particles of rather great 

energy (2-5 Bev) with a spectrum ".lose to that of the primary cosmic 

radiation. 

Variation in cosmic-radiation intensity recorded during flight of 

the "Luna-4" station. Figure 3 shows data derived during the operation 

of the "Luna-4" station. The average value of the counting rate for 

the counter comes to 19.161 + 0.005 pulses«sec  (shown by the horizon- 

tal dashed line). The maximum deviations from the mean value are +2.55^ 

with an accuracy of about +0.1$ for each measurement. The voltage sta- 

bility for the power sources employed by the apparatus during the 

course of the flight was maintained with high accuracy. The change in 

intensity as a result of fluctuations in the temperature inside of the 

station during this period amounted to no more than 0.5$* 

We can see no other equipment factors for a change In intensity 

and it is our opinion that the recorded fluctuations In intensity are 

real. 
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This same figure also shows the results obtained In the measure- 

ments of Intensity of cosmic radiation In the stratosphere In the vi- 

cinity of Mumansk for this same period of time.* 

The change In Intensity at Mumansk does not correlate with the 

change In Intensity recorded aboard the "Luna-^" station. This leads 

to the conclusion that the fluctuations In Intensity recorded during 

the flight of the "Luna-V station were caused by particles exhibiting 

energies less than 2-3 Bev, not recorded In the maximum of the absorp- 

tlon curve at Mumansk (height 50 g« cm" ). In any event, it may be 

stated that the spectrum of particles responsible for the variations 

In Intensity recorded during the flight of the "Luna-4n station is 

softer than the spectrum of particles responsible for the 11-year 

change In cosmic-radiation intensity. 

During the flight in interplanetary space of various space vehi- 

cles (the 3£d soviet space rocket, the "Pioneer V" rocket, the "Marin- 

er-I," and the "Mars-l" station)time variations in intensity were no- 

ted, and these exhibited an amplitude of several per cent. Therefore, 

it is not the magnitude of the change in intensity recorded during 

the flight of the "Luna-V station that is unanticipated, but rather 

the smooth manner of this change. It is not impossible that this is 

a result of the fact that during the period of minimum solar activity 

the sporadic processes taking place in the sun and leading to pronoun- 

ced fluctuations in cosmic-ray intensity occur but infrequently or are 

entirely lacking, and that a change in the magnetic situation prevail- 

ing In near-earth outer space begins to play a role as a result of 

time changes in the solar wind. In this case the periodicity of the 

change in the magnetic situation in Interplanetary space may be associ- 

ated with the time required for the propagation of corpuscular streams 

In the solar system, i.e., with a time of the order 5-10 days. A perio- 
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die It y of this scale has been noted with the "Luna-A11 station. 
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Pig. 4. Intensity of radiation recorded during the flight of the 
"Mars-l" station in the radiation belts around the earth on 1 November 
1962 as a function of distance from the center of the earth. 1) Biergy 
liberation per second in crystal of external scintillation counter; 2) 
energy liberation per second in crystal of internal scintillation 
counter; 3) counting rate of external scintillation counter; 4) count- 
ing rate of internal scintillation counter at 30 kev threshold; 5) 
counting rate for Geiger counter; 6) counting rate of internal scin- 
tillation counter at 2.5 Mev threshold; A) log I ev»sec"l); B) log N 
(cnT^.aec"1); C) R, thousand km. 

Measurements in the radiation belts around the earth. The radia- 

tion in the radiation belts of the earth was recorded at the time the 

"Mars-l" station was launched from the earth. Figure 4 shows the radia- 

tion intensities as a function of distance from the center of the earth. 

Our attention is drawn first of all to the limited extent of the radi- 

ation belt. This is explained by the fact that the trajectory of the 

"Mars-l" station differed markedly from the trajectories of the first 

Soviet space rockets which cut through the outer radiation belt close 

to the equator. The "Mars-l" station, during its flight close to the 

equator, intersected the inner belt and then, moving away from the 
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Flg. 5. Energy liberation 
In crystals of Internal 
scintillation counters for 
the "Mars-1" station (1) 
and the second space roc- 
ket (2) as a function of L. 
A) I, ev.sec-l. 

earth. Intersected the outer radiation belt at the higher geomagnetic 

latitudes. 

Particularly surprising is the 

completely Identical shape of the cur- 

ves recorded by the various counters. 

For example, curve 5» showing the in- 

tensity of electrons with an energy 

of ^70-80 kev (or of protons with an 

energy of >500 kev) is completely sim- 

ilar to the curve for the counting 

rate of the gas-discharge counter 

which effectively recorded electrons 

with an energy of >3 Mev (or protons 

with an energy of >50 Mev). During and prior to this flight there v;ere 

no significant disturbances of the geomagnetic field. The passage 

through the outer boundary of the outer belt by the "Mars-1" station 

occurred at around midnight local time. 

A comparison of the states of the belts in 1963 and 1959 is a 

difficult proposition because of the various flight trajectories for 

the space rockets and the "Mars-1" station. Figure 5 shows the values 

of energy liberation in the Nal crystals for the second space rocket 

and the "Mars-1" station as a function of the parameter L which charac- 

terizes the given magnetic shell [5]. The figure shows that the nature 

of the outer boundary of the outer radiation belt differed for the 

second space rocket fron that of the "Mars-1" station. The second 

space rocket passed beyond the outer belt in the vicinity of the equa- 

torial plane, while the "Mars-1" station passed out of the outer belt 

in the high latitudes. If it is maintained that the state of the belts 

during the time from September 1959 thr-ugh November 1962 underwent no 
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change» It becomes possible to draw the conclusion that there exists 

a more clearly delineated boundary of the outer radiation belt In the 

high latitudes than Is the case In the vicinity of the equatorial 

plane. In other words, with large L there are no captured particles 

with low points of reflection. However, It Is most likely that the 

change In the shape of the outer radiation belt should be ascribed to 

temporal variations that were first detected In the flight of soviet 

rockets [4] and studied ix\  detail during the flight of the American 

"Explorer-VII" satellite [6]. 

It Is not out of the question that this difference In the shape 

and position of the edge of the belt Is associated with the variation 

In the local time at which the flight through the edge of the belt 

took place. A similar effect was first detected during tne flights of 

the American "Injun-I" satellite by means of a counter recording elec- 

trons with an energy of >40 kev [?]. 

It turned out that at low flight altitudes (~100O km) at noon lo- 

cal time the edge of the belt is situated In the higher geomagnetic 

latitudes than at midnight local time. Table 3 shows the Instants (lo- 

cal time) of flight through the edge of the outer radiation belt and 

the parameter of the boundary magnetic shell from data produced by the 

Soviet space rockets and the "Venus-1" and "Mars-1" stations. That mag- 

netic shell at whose intersection the energy liberation In the crystal 

exceeded the energy liberation from cosmic rays by a factor of 10 was 

taken as the edge of the belt. 

After leaving the radiation belts of the earth, all of the detec- 

tors of penetrating radiation aboard the "Mars-l" station recorded a 

virtually constant radiation Intensity which, however, differs slgnlfl- 

fleantly from primary cosmic radiation. 

Table 4 shows the values of the streams of particles and energies 
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TABLE 3 

KOCMIWHH« anMpsT 

* i   3-a meMneciiaii paKera 
3   3-11 KocMMMorKnii paKera 

CTaniiaii iBoiiap«-!» 
11        »     «Mapc-I» 

1? 

2 MacTNM aptita npaacra 
rpaMauw none« 

•H.CH 

3.1 1959 r. 
12. IX 1959 r. 
4. X 1959 r. 

12.11   1961  r. 
2. XI   1962 r. 

r. 
20 
14 
14 
21 

MMiiyru 

30 
in 
30 
50 
30 

TlMIMaiU   3 
no««« 

6.7 
6.5 

r..D 

I) Space vehicle: 2) local time of flight through boundary of belt; 3) 
belt boundary; k)  date: 5) hours; 6) minutes: 7) 1st space rocket; 
8) 2nd space rocket; 9) 3rd spa:e rocket; 10) the ""^enus-l" station; 
II) THe '"Mars-l" statlon;^l2) 3 January 1959; 13) 12 September 1959; 
14) 4 October 1959; 15) 12 February 1961; 16) 2 November 1962. 

TABLE 4 

BnyTpemuril eiiaNTiuiJiniinoHMMn CMtiim 
2   HapytMNMA  CIIHMTItl- 

.I'MIHOMIIUH   rHfTHMK Tclrcp« 

1,   MNHMWU. 
*t      »tlttn 

«»"r 10 Mf. Iqapor 2.5 MM. JIOMMUHN,    MOpOr   .10  MM. iLMn/crK? 

8-10« 2.5-10»     ll         20 lO"        1      4-10» 30 

1)  Internal scintillation counter;  2)  external  scintillation counter; 
3)  Qelger counter;  4)  lonlzatlon,   ev/sec;  5)  30 kev threshold ev/sec; 
6) 2.5 Mev threshold,  pulses/sec; 7)  lonlzatlon,   ev/sec; 8) 30 kev 
threshold,  pulses/sec; 9) pulses/sec. 

recorded by all detectors after passage out  of the radiation belt. 

The average energy liberated In the crystal i er single reading of 

the external scintillation counter amounts to approximately 2 Mev per 

reading.  The  count  of the gdc-dlscharge counter Is  smaller by a factor 

of approximately 10J than the  count  of the scintillation counters  for 

the 30 kev threshold.  This Indicates that the recorded radiation is 

due to electrons with energies   ~2 Mev,  directly recorded by the extern 

nal and internal scintillation counters and on tne basis of the brems- 

Strahlung recorded by the Qelger counter.   (The Geiger counter was more 

heavily shielded than the cyrstal of the Internal  scintillation count- 

er). 

Since the  stream of recorded electrons proved to be extremely  sta- 

ble In time,   it  is natural to assume that these electrons are the pro- 
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duct of the decay of long-lived radioactive nuclei.* The Irradiation 

of the "Mar»-1" station by protons from the Inner belt results In the 

appearance of Induced radioactivity. On the other hand, radioactive 

nuclei formed In the atmosphere as a result of nuclear explosions 

shortly before the flight of the "Mars-l" station may have been depos- 

ited on the surface of the "Mars-l" station. However, an estimate of 

the number of radioactive nuclei arising during these effects shows 

that there are two few to explain the observed counting rates of the 

radiation detectors aboard the "Mars-l" station. 

It Is therefore not Impossible that the observed effect Is pro- 

duced by the appearance of high-energy electrons of unknown origin In 

the vicinity of the earth. 
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Manu- 
script 
Page [Footnotes] 

No. 

210 After data from A.N.   Charakhch'yan and T.N.   Charakhch'yan. 

215 Within 1 hour of measurements the Intensity of radiation di- 
minished by less than 5$. 
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UDK 628. 58 

EPraCTIVENESS OP PHARMACOCHEMICAL PROTECTION IN OAMMA IRRADIATION AND 

IRRADIATION EY PROTONS VaTH ENERGIES OP 660 AND 120 Mev 

V.S. Shaahkov, P.P. Saksonov, V.V. Antlpov, V.S. Morozov, O.P. Murln, 

B. L. Razgovorov, N.N. Suvorov and V.M. Pedoseyev 

The comparative effects of gamma-rays from Co  and 660- and 120- 
Mev protons were studied In experiments on 1360 white mice. At a 7-ray 

dose rate of 364 r/min, the DLioo/30 caine t0 ^0 r ^20 ^ad)• 0n irra- 
diation in a pulsed beam of 660-Mev protons (dose rate 600-700 rad/min), 
the DL^QQ/^Q amounted to - 1178 rad. Cystamine (150 mg/kg), aminoethyl- 
isothiuronium (150 mg/kg), serotonin (50 mg/kg) and 5-methoxytryptamine 
(75 mg/kg), injected intraabdominally 10-15 min before 7- or proton ir- 
radiation, protected 50-805t of the animals from death. The protective 
effects of tryptamine and 5-hydroxytryptophane came to 20-25^. The rel- 
ative biological effectiveness of 660-Mev protons as compared to Co 
Y-rays is 0.75 with respect to the DL^ for mice, and 0,73 with respect 
to the DL10Q. 

50 

The problem of the biological effect of cosmic rays on living or- 

ganisms is not only of theoretical importance, but also of great prac- 

tical importance in the era in which man is conquering cosmic space. 

Further mastery of the cosmic reaches requires comprehensive evaluation 

of the radiation hazard, with recourse to simulation of a number of ra- 

diation components under terrestrial conditions. 

The cosmic radiation is one of the chief obstacles, particularly 

to long flights over great distances [1, 2]. According to modern con- 

ceptions, the cosmic radiation includes rays originating from the Gal- 

axy (the primary cosmic radiation), protons with various energies 
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formed In solar flares, and the penetrating radiation of the clrcumter- 

restrlal radiation belts. From the practical standpoint, that of the 

radiation hazard, the corpuscular radiation (high-energy protons, heavy 

multiply charged nuclei) are of special Interest; these are formed In 

large quantities in solar chromospheric flares and are incorporated In- 

to the outer and inner radiation belts. 

In view of the complexity of the cosmic radiation spectrum, the 

difficulty of calculating absorbed dose for high-energy particles, the 

nonuniform transformation by the tissues of the absorbed energy, which 

is expended on ionization, excitation of electrons, nuclear interac- 

tions, the generation of bremsstrahlung x-ray and 7-radlation, etc., 

determination of the dose and biological effect of the cosmic radiation 

components presents considerable difficulty. 

It is customary to regard the absence of characteristics for the 

relative biological effect (QBE) of the cosmic radiation as the chief 

obstacle to approximate evaluation of the biological effects of cosmic 

radiation, even given the availability of adequate information on its 

physical constants and satisfactory doslmetry. 

Study of the QBE, first of all for protons, heavy nuclei and neu- 

trons, is part of one of the fundamental ridloblological problems of 

space flight, which [will] acquire ever-increasing Importance as space- 

ships are fitted with nuclear powerplants. 

Elaboration of this problem entered a steppod-up phase after It 

had been found possible to use high-altitude sounding balloons, rockets, 

and, first and foremost, satellites and space vehicles capable of re- 

turning to the earth for purposes of studying the biological effects of 

cosmic radiation. However, altitude experiments Involve the necessity 

of studying the complex effect of space-flight factors on the living 

organism and isolating the contribution of cosmic radiation from this 
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The ultimate result is that in order to determine the contribution 

of ionizing radiation to the biological effect of space-flight factors, 

it is necessary to resort to laboratory experiments with the radiation 

levels registered in flight artificially reproduced, a task that some- 

times involves considerable additional difficulties. 

Determination of the QBE of the heavy cosmic-radiation component 

under laboratory conditions is impossible at the present time, since 

there is no apparatus available to generate particles of such high en- 

ergies, and if there were such devices, they would not be adaptable for 

biological experimentation. Here we must make the reservation that even 

if we had information pertaining to the OBE of all cosmic radiation 

components, it would hardly be possible to draw inferences as to the 

biological effect of the complex-spectrum radiation on the basis of the 

summed influence of the individual components [3-3]* This purpose would 

obviously require the construction of special apparatus to produce a 

mixed beam of particles with an established spectrum and definite ener- 

gies in its individual components. 

As we have already noted, the OBE of various forms of radiation, 

including the corpuscular radiation, depend on many factors. The lon- 

ization uensity and linear energy losses on passage through a substance 

are important factors in this respect. Thus, an increase in the speci- 

fic ionization from 3 to 100 ion pairs per 1 ^ of path has little ef- 

fect on the QBE, which remains approximately equal to unity. An in- 

crease in the ionization density from 100 to 1000 ion pairs per 1 p. 

gives an increase in the OBE  in proportion to the logarithm of the 

specific ionization [6]. 

Various authors [6-13 ] consider the OBE as ranging from 2 to 30 

for a specific ionization above 1000 ion pairs per 1 y,. 
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Au we know, protons are the Tonn of pe net ratings raUlutlon moist 

commonly encountered In outer apace. They compose bt?^ ol' the primary 

cosmic radiation and are generated in large numbers in uolar chrcmoa- 

pherlc flares, forming parts or the outer and Inner radiation belto, 

llie first steps have recently been taken toward determining the 

ÜÜE for protons. According to [14-16], the OÖE of protons with an ener- 

gy of 660 Mev with reference to Co  «y-rays is 0.t>-0.6 for mice, and 

0#6-0.7 for rats. ÜBE for protons with an energy of 510 Mev have been 

established for dogs (1.2) and for rats (0.6) [If], 

The above coefficients were determined from consideration of the 

survival times of the animals, the survival rates and the distinctness 

of the changes in the indicators investigated. 

In experiments on monkeys, the QBE was 2 for protons with an ener- 

gy of 730 Mev, with reference to Y-rays [18], The OBE of protons with 

an energy of 157 Mev is 0.77 +0.1 for mice, with x-rays as the refer- 

ence [19]* 

On the basis of the literature data, it is important to note that 

the OBE of any given type of radiation depends on what criterion was 

used as a basis for deriving it. The OBE of the Identical form of rad- 

iation is often found to differ for different biological systems or or- 

gans [7-9, 12, 13, 19-231. 

Thus, the radiation injuries caused by protons and neutrons are 

less reversible than those due to exposure to x-rays. As regards gene- 

tic consequences and injury to the crystalline lens, a certain cumula- 

tive effect has been noted for corpuscular radiation. 
* 

The OBE increase considerably with increasing irradiation time and 

time of observation after  irradiation by high-energy particles   [3,  5]. 

Neutron irradiation produces more pronounced changes in the chrom- 

osome apparatus than in the structures of the cell that are not  related 
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to them* This relationship is reversed for x-rays [24, 23-33]« 

The QBE also depends on radiation dose, the functional state of 

the organism, and so forth. The irreversibility of changes governed by 

corpuscular radiation must be kept in mind in studying the biological 

effect of cosmic radiation, which has a complex, heterogeneous spectrum 

[25] 

In evaluating the genetic effects of cosmic radiation, it is ne- 

cessary to take  into account both the hazard to the descendants and the 

somatic and cytogenetlc changes In the Irradiated organism, which re- 

sult In shortening of the llfespan,  disorders of the blood, malignant 

neoplasms and other    pathological manifestations  [31,  32]« 

While acknowledging that we deal, under laboratory conditions, 

with particles that simulate individual components of the cosmic radia- 

tion, we must nevertheless point out that thanks to devices capable of 

generating definite forms of radiation.  It is possible to form some 

idea of their biological effectiveness. 

The present paper was concerned with the  Influence of 660- and 

120-Mev protons on animals and the prophylactic effect of radioprotec- 

tive agents that are known to be effective in x-ray and y-lrradiation. 

Experiments were conducted on 1360 mongrel male white mice weigh- 

ing 18-21 g. The animals were subjected to Co      y-lrradiatlon with pro- 

tons having energies of 660 and 120 Mev. 

The animals were 7-lrradlated on the OUBE-800 experimental instal- 

lation at the Biophysics  Institute  of the Academy of Sciences USSR at a 

dose rate of 264 r/mln.  Proton bombardment of the animals was accom- 

plished in the pulsed beam of the  OIYal» synchrocyclotron  (at Dubna) 

with a density of 10 -10^ protons per 1 cm /sec. 

The number of pulses per second was 100, each lasting 200-400 tisec. 

Determination of the dose of protons with the 660-Nev energy and the 
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Irradiation technique were as described ln[l6]. The dose rate deter- 

mined from the Induced activity In carbon plates was 500-700 rad/mln In 

our experiments. Irradiation of the animals was accomplished In either 

case In plastic chambers, 10 mice at a time (5 controls and 5 animals 

that had been protected with the prophylactic agents). 

It must be acknowledged that definite data do not exist for calcu- 

lating the dose to be attributed to a single proton. On the basis of 

calculations In [16], It was found that In a beam of protons with ener- 

gies of 660 Mev with the above Intensity and a section diameter of 10 
Q 

cm there are (5.3 + 0.l8),10" rad/proton. According to Information 

from staff members of the IBF MZ, the same value Is 4.3,10"u rad/proton. 

According to foreign authors [3^]* the dose contribution In a beam of 
Q 

protons with energies of 500 Mev Is 5'10  rad/proton. In our experi- 
Q 

ments, we used 4.3*10  rad/proton In calculating the dose. 

TABLE 1 

OBE for Various Doses  of 660-Mev Protons With Refer- 
ence to Co6^ 7-rays 

Y-«ria Co^ ^ 2 Hi •OTiHIM 660 V*.          Q 

9 
OB3 

3 
MM. tncjio 

5 
•UIMH- 

ItO N 

fpoA    11|X>- 
AO.ItKM- 

3 
aoM. 

h 
MHC in 

5 
■ IJlHM- 

• lO   K 
cprsHim  npo- 

AOAIMHTCJIb- 

»••• 
WM MT- 
awi 30-M 

ryTMaM 
muma- 
«MOrTM 

T«;lMIOCTk 

AHM 

pad mtinor- 
HMl 

30-M 
i-yTKam eMOTTH 

HOCTb  »HHJim. 
AHM  im 

400 40 12 100 400 40 40 100 
600 40 28 80 18.6 500 40 40 100 — MM 

— — — — — 560 40 38 9'i 12.8 ± 5.3   
600 40 24 60 12.1 <X0 40 32 80 14.2 ± 4.2   
700 40 16 40 11.8 7rJQ 40 28 70 14.1 ± 3.2 0.75'# 

800 40 6 15 8.4 850 40 22 55 16.3 ± 3.1 
— — — — — 950 40 12 30 12.4 ± 3.3 — 
160 40 0 0 7.8 1178 160 3 1.7 11.7 ±2.9 0.73«* 

1)   CO60 

5) survl 
ü%ys;  8) 

*The coefficient used In converting r to rad was 
1 r - 0.93 rad. 
♦♦ From DLCQ. 

*♦♦ From DLTQO* 

•y-rays;  2) 660-Mev protons;  3) dose,  rad»;  4) number of animals; 
ved for 30 days;  6) ^ of survival;  7) average survival time, 
average survival  time,  days + m;   9)  OBE. 

The energy of the protons was lowered from 660 to 120 Mev by the 
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use of polyethylene blocke 1.3 n thick with an additional 6 en of lead. 

The flux inteneity and dose of the protons were determined fron the ac- 

tivity induced in carbon indicators, which were read using a type B in- 

strument with an MST-17 end-window counter. The intensity variations of 

the beam were checked with a monitor. The dose rate at the proton ener- 

gy of 120 Mev came to 60 + 10 rad/min. 

Determination of the proton QBE was not part of the purpose of our 

experiments. 

However,  since we did have at our disposal a considerable number 

of animal control groups, we do have an opportunity to present data on 

the QBE here as well.   Judgements were made as to the OBE of the 660-Mev 

protons from the influence that the various radiation doses had on the 

survival rates of the animals during the 30-day observation period and 

the weight change.  The data from these experiments are given in Table 1« 

Thus,  the table indicates that the DLCQ/^Q of Co      7-rays in our 

experiments  is 650 r (600 rad), while that of 660-Mev protons is - 900 

rad. The ^IQQ/^O 
wlth reference to Co     Y-rays  is 850 r (790 rad), and 

that of 660-Mev protons is 1178 rad. The OBE of the protons, based on 

DLcQ/o/y  ls 0»75* while  it  is 0.73 on the basis of DLioo/^0*  The8e data 

are in fair agreement with those obtained in [16]  on conversion of the 
-8 dose by a coefficient of 4.3*10      rad/proton. 

As we know,  the differences in the OBE for the different forms of 

radiation are linked to the differences in the spatial distribution of 

the ions   (ionization density)  or to the linear energy losses  (LPE)  in 

the tissues, by which this quantity is generally defined. 

On interaction of 660-Mev protons with matter, a complex spectrum 

of secondary particles is formed, some with rather high LPE. Their con- 

tribution to the  injurious effect will obviously come more strongly to 

the fore when we consider, remote consequences,  to judge from which the 
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proton OBE will be unity at tne smallest. 

The problem of pharmacochemical and biological protection from 

Ionizing radiation forms a special  offshoot of radloblolo^y,  radiation 

medicine and space radloblology.   Some authors have concluded [15], with 

reference to literature data,  that  the various pharmacochemlcal cub- 

stances that are effective  In x-ray and Y-ray  Irradiation will not have 

such an effect  for bombardment by  corpuscular radiation,  particularly 

as regards the genetic effect of this radiation. 

It  Is also known that when antlradlatlon agents are  used for pro- 

tection from densely Ionizing rays,  we observe a lowering of ihelr ac- 

tivity on neutron bombardmem   [36,   37J  or  the complete absence of any 

radio protective effect   on a-lrradlatlon  [4J. 

TABLE 2 
Protective Effect.of Pharmacochem- 
lcal Agents on  Co"^ 7-lrradlatlon 
In Dose of 850 r  (DL100) 

1 T 
Kn.iH- 
wrm 

MWIIIPA 

nuwii- 
*       CpenHNN upo- 

aO,1H<NTf^».- 
*   ■""    IKMTI.   tMNSHM, 

"J"""!*'     norHAuiHi ri|«rii.i|..iTM 
.•m M 
.10-M 

1VTna« 
1                 1              1    AHM   ± m    - 

b I(iirTnMiiii 
1 A3T 
6 Co|toToiiiin 
> S MOTOI.I iiTiniriTiiMini 

10 TpMiiTaMim 
11 5-nKriiT|)iiiiTo<fian 
12 KoHT|Nl.ll. 
13 nMOJinriiMrrKin'i    KOM- 

TpoAb 

4n 22 55 
40 30 75 
40 24 60 
40 28 70 
JO 8 20 
20 H 20 
40 0 0 

20 20 100 

IA.8 ± 3.7 
lä.3 ± 4-2 
12.4 ± 3.5 
\i.9±i,7 
8.3 ± 3 J 

8.0 ± 3.S 
7.5 ± 2.8 

I) Preparation; 2) number tfnilce; 3) surviving after 30 days; 4) ^ of 
survival; 5) average survival time of animals that died, days + m; 6) 
cystamlne;  7) AET;   8)  serotonin;  y) 5-niethoxytryptamlne;   10)   iryptamlne; 
II) 5-hydrcxytryptophane;  12)  control;   13) biological  control. 

As was first  shown by the several authors of  [38-40J,   however,   the 

prophylactic effect of certain radloprotectlve agents manifests on bom- 

bardment by 660-Mev protons to at  least  the same degree as on exposure 

to x-rays or Co      Y-rays,  If not more  strongly.   The most  convincing da- 

ta on the question as  to the  comparative radloprotectlve effects of 

prophylactic agents  for bombardment  with 660-Mev protons and 7-rays are 
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TABUE 3 

Protective Effect of Preparations 
on Whole-Body Irradiation of Mice 
by 660-NBV Protons In a Dose of 
1178 rad (D^OQ) 

1 

IIpMMMM 

6 UiirTaMNH 
7 AST 
5 CapoToiiM 
9 6-MtTOMC«Tpn- 

mm 
10 Tpaaraitn 

12   KoMTpOJU 
13" 

OUWWMR 
3>cyr 

10 
60 
30 

30 
20- 

20 
160 

«0. 

41 
40 
IS 

21 
5 

4 
3 

M 
mi 

51.2 
«1.1 
SO 

70 
25 

20 
1,7 

90.4 

■ut. u 
_*■» 

154*33 
14^ ± 2.9 
124 ±33 

144 ±33 
m±2J2 

113 ±2.4 
11.7 ± t0 

24 

I) Preparation; 2) number of mice; 3) surviving after 30 days; 4) ^ of 
survival; 3) average survival time of animals that died, days + m; 6) 
cystamlne; 7) AET; 8) serotonin; 9) 5-methoxytryptamlne; 10} tryptamlne; 
II) 5-hydroxytryptophane; 12) control; 13) biological control. 

presented In [40]. 

We conducted tests to study the radloprotectlve effects of cysta- 

mlne dlchlorohydrate (150 mg/kg), S, ß-amlnoethyllsothluronlum bromide 

dlhydrobromlde (AET, 130 mg/kg), serotonin creatlnlne sulfate (30 mg/ 

/kg)* 5-methoxytryptamlne chlorohydrate (75 ng/lcg), tryptamlne chloro- 

hydrate (100 mg/kg) and 5-hydroxytryptophane {?50 mg/kg) In Y-Irradia- 

tion from Co  and Irradiation by 66O- and 120-Msv protons. The prepar- 

ation doses taken were converted to the base. All preparations were In- 

jected Intraabdomlnally 10-15 mln prior to Irradiation. 

The data from these experiments are given In Tables 2-4. 

It follows from Table 2 that AET, 5 - me thoxy tryptamlne, serotonin 

and cystamlne show the strongest radloprotectlve activity among the 

substances tested for Co  Y-lrradlatlo.i In an absolutely lethal dose. 

The protective effects of tryptamlne and 5-hydroxytryptophane (the Ini- 

tial product In the synthesis of serotonin In the organism) are consid- 

erably weaker. 
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TABLE 4 
Protective Action of Preparations 
In Whole Body Irradiation by 120- 
Mev Protons In doses of 1200 + 100 
rad tDL10CJ 

1 «>• .(iinu 
1 * > !   ^ 

U»wiM««prT- nuMtwift M % ■MNIN- 
j    tmrru 

HprnaptT •0 miaaoT- 
HMI 

M-M cyr- 
H4IM MeMocni 

MMMT- 
HUI, nilN 

1         " m 

h   UNrrauHn 40 24 GO 13,5 ± 4^3 
v A3T 
3 CapoTouiu 

40 
40 

30 
22 

7.1       | 
35       j 

lf>.3±4.f. 
12.7 ± 3,5 

n    S-HfTOKCHtpHO- 

i^ ..'t*Maa 40 28 70 13,8 ± 3.2 
10 Koinpojii.           i 60       ! 2      j 3.3 9,5 ±3.1 
i i   Ein.iorHMcrKiiM 

KOiiTpou         1 20      | 20 100 — 

I) Preparation;  2) number of animals;   3) surviving after 30 days;  4)  fi 
of survival;  5) average survival  time of animals  that died,  davs + m; 
6) cystamlne;  7) AET;  8) serotonin; 9) 5-methoxytryptamlne;  10; control; 
II) biological control. 

Data on the radloprotectlve effects of the substances for whole- 

body Irradiation by 660-Mev protons are given In Table 3- 

On analysis of the experimental results presented In Table 3,  It 

can be seen that AET and 5-nnethoxytryptamlne were found most effective 

xor Irradiation both by protons and by y-rays.   The protective effects of 

cystamlne and serotonin on exposure to 660-Mev protons are similar to 

their prophylactic properties for 7-irradiation.   It is interesting to 

note that in the experiments of  [40j,   the high protective  3ffect of AET 

Is retained even on Irradiation by protons in superlethal doses   (1600 

rad). 

We have not succeeded in finding data in the  literature on the   ra- 

dloprotectlve action of certain effective antiradiation agents for ir- 

radiation of animals by 120-Mev protons.   The results of our experiments 

In this direction are assembled in Table 4.   It is  seen from Table 4 

that the effectiveness of the radloprotectlve preparations studied, 

which possess antiradiation properties for x-ray,  7-ray and 660-Mev 

proton irradiation are also retained fully fcr exposure to 120-Mev pro- 
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tons. 

Thus, In Bumnarlzlng the results of the experiments described. It 

might be supposed that the QBE of 660- and 120-Mev protons for mice do 

not exceed 1 at any rate and may even be lower, with reference to the 

electromagnetic radiation types. Here It Is very Important that certain 

radloprotectlve substances that are effective with respect to x- or 7- 

rays also retain their prophylactic properties when the organism Is ex- 

posed to high-energy protons. 

We do not consider here the mechanisms by which the pharmacochem- 

Ical agents secure their radloprotectlve effects - mechanisms that re- 

main unclear to the present day. In any event, they would appear to be 

of the same type for both exposure to electromagnetic radiation and ex- 

posure to high-energy corpuscular radiation with low lonlzatlon density. 

The  discovery of protective properties for exposure to corpuscular 

radiation In a nignber of pharmacochemlcal agents Justifies a search for 

means of biological and chemical protection of the huran crew and the 

entire blocomplex of the spacecraft. This necessitates further study of 

the principals of pharmacochemlcal protection for various energies, do- 

ses and dose rates of the corpuscular radiation, with emphasis on pro- 

tons, and calls for investigation of the effect of radiation In combin- 

ation with the other factors operating In space flight; this will make 

possible at least partial evaluation of the radiation hazard, determin- 

ation of the admissible cosmic-radiation levels and adoption of effec- 

tive protective measures against It. 
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OCCURRENCE OP CROSSINO OVER IN DROSOPHILA MALES UNDER THE INFLUENCE 

OF VIBRATION,  ACCEIZRATION AND 7-IRRADIATION 

0.P.   Parfenov 

The Influence of vibration, acceleration and 7-lrradlatlon on the 

Incidence of crossing over In Drosophlla males Is examined. It Is cus- 

tomary to assume that this class of hereditary changes Is governed by 

rebuilding of homologous chromosomes In the melotlc stages. This test 

was also used aboard artificial earth satellites to Indicate the bio- 

logical effect of cosmic radiation, and spotty results were obtained. 

To analyze the differences that arose, experiments were run with Dro- 

sophlla specimens subjected to acceleration, vibrations, 7-lrradlatlon 

and combinations of these factors. The  data obtained are discussed. 

One of the most hazardous and dlfflcult-to-ellmlnate environmen- 

tal factors In space flight Is Ionizing radiation. Although the muta- 

genlc effects of certain types of Ionizing radiation have been thor- 

oughly studied, certain difficulties are encount^ »ed In the use of gen- 

etic material (the test objects for biological do  ;ti  ^f cosmic ra- 

diation). The  conduct of experiments for these pux^oces necessitates 

disregarding one of the basic rules of genetic research, that which re- 

quires "purity" of the experimental and control groups. According to 

this rule, the content of the ex^3rlmental material must differ from 

the control content only as regards the factor being studied, with ab- 

solute identity of all other conditions. In flights aboard artificial 

earth satellites, however, the biological objects are subjected, simul- 

taneously with the cosmic radiation, to a number of other factors whose 

action, together or In isolation, on the hereditary structures has not 
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b—n itudltd or has *—n ttudirt with InadoqiMit« thoroughntsi. HMM 

includ« ÄOc«l«x»tloh, vlbpmtlon, the state of wolghtlostneM, to^ora- 

turo fluetumtIon» and the ooapotltion of the ataoiphere. 

Some of the physical factors enunersted above (temperature and vi- 

bration) may affeot the results of the experiments both in and for 

themselves [1, 2] and in concerted action with ionising radiation [31* 

As regards acceleration and atmospheric changes, they have not been 

shown to have a mutagenic effect of their own; however, they can modify 

substantially the effect of the ionizing radiation [4, 3]. 

We employed a test for the induction of crossing over in Drosoph- 

ila males on the flights of the 5th satellite spacecraft and the "Vos- 

tok-l" and "Vostok-2" [6]. The results of this investigation were in 

many respects not particularly clear« since the effect was observed in 

one case (the 3th satellite spacecraft) and not observed in the two 

others ("Vostok-l" and "Vostok-2n)# although the conditions would ap- 

pear to have been the same for the 5th satellite spacecraft and the 

"Vostok-l." The flight of the "Vo8tok-2" was approximately 13 times as 

long« We suggested that in the two flights in which the effect did not 

appear, the analysis referred to male rudimentary cells that were in 

the premeiotic or postmeiotic stages during the flight, and since cros- 

sing over takes place preferentially in spermatocytes, crossover indiv- 

iduals could not be found. 

Our hypothesis was based on the fact that for some time after the 

spacecraft had been recovered, the flies in the various series of ex- 

periments were not kept under identical temperature conditions. This 

could have been the reason why, in analysing the descendants of the ex- 

perimental males only 10-12 days after landing, we came upon the meio- 

tic stages in some cases and did not catch them in others, since it la 

known that the duration of spermatogenesls in Drosophila is a function 
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of temperature. In the present study, we examined the frequency of oc- 

currence of crossovers under the Influence of 7-lrradlatlon as a func- 

tion of the time since exposure with the files stored at a stable tem- 

perature. 

It was noted In the preceding communication that crossovers may 

arise  In Drosophlla under the influence of vibration.  We conducted a 

more  complete study of  this phenomenon and,   furthermore,  ascertained 

the effectiveness  of the combined action of vibration and 7-lrradlatlon 

and acceleration and ^-Irradiation, as well as the effect of accelera- 

tion taken alone. 

Technique  of Experiment 

The occurrence of crossing over was detected In chromosome  2 of 

hybrid males produced by crossing Domodededovo 32 9 and d'bcnvjf.   Thus, 

one  2 chromosome was marked In the hybrids by the genes black   (b),  cln- 

nobar  (en), vestigial  (vg);  the other was obtained from wild-strain 

files.  All of the marker genes are recessive and possess distinct phen- 

otyplc effects In *"he homozygous state.  The  first affects the colora- 

tion of the  oody,  the second the color of the eye, and  the  third the 

structure  of the wings.  The crossovers were  taken Into account   In an 

analyzing crossing  In the  descendants  of the  hybrids described above 

and b  en vg/b en vg females.  All of the crossovers detected were 

checked  Individually  In allelomorphlsm tests.   Since  the percentage ra- 

tios were calculat-d from the  total number of crossovers,  they may be 

somewhat  on the high side.   The basic crossings were made on a large 

scale:   four males and six brood females were  placed In each test tube. 

All experiments were conducted at 25 + 1° C.   The age of the males at 

the beginning of exposure  did not exceed two days. 

The  frequency with which crossovers appeared as a function of time 

after exposure was studied  In two experiments.   In the first experiment, 
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the miles were irradiated with a doae of 2000 r and oroeaed ioaediataly 

after irradiation« Bvery two days thereafter, the sales were renoved 

fron the cultures and crossed with fresh females« A total of 9 series 

was run, so that data were obtained on the appearance of crossovers 

fron the 1st through the 18th day after irradiation« The second experi- 

ment was run on the same design, but the flies were irradiated with a 

dose of 1000 r and the series were renewed every day. 

Since the maximum Incidence of crossovers took place on the 9th- 

10th day after irradiation, the males were kept with a 3-4-fold excess 

of females until the 9th day after exposure in all subsequent experi- 

ments in order to deplete the sperm, and were then used for three days 

in an analyzing crossing. Five series were set up with a radiation dose 

of 1000 r, three series with vibration (4 and 2 hours) and two series 

with acceleration applied for 20 min. The combined action of vibration 

and irradiation was studied in three experiments« In two of these, vi- 

bration (4 and 2 hours) preceded irradiation. In the third experiment, 

the four-hour vibration phase followed after irradiation. The combined 

effect of acceleration and irradiation was studied in two experiments« 

In one, 20 minutes of acceleration preceded irradiation, while in the 

other it came afterward. In all experiments in which combined disturb- 

ances were used, the pause between them was about one hour. 

We used Co  Y-rays to irradiate the flies at a dose rate of 330- 

383 r/min in gelatin capsules in which 200-300 of the males had been 

placed. The flies were vibrated in glass test tubes lashed securely to 

the piste of the vibrating stand. The amplitude of the vibrations was 

0.4 mm in all experiments, and the frequency was 70 cycles per second. 

The accelerations were set up in a biochemical (am radius 13 cm) at a 

speed of 3000 rpm. The flies were not etherised for the exposure to vi- 

bration and acceleration. 
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Results of Experiments and Discussion 

The results of the experiments are presented in Tables 1-4 and the 

figure.  In the four control series,  11,268 F,  1'lies were examined and 

no crossovers found among them.   In the earlier study,  inspection of 

10,202 F,   flies had also failed to detect a single crossover.  Since,  on 

the whole, there had been no exceptional  individuals among the 21,550 

flies examined, we took zero as the  spontaneous percentage  incidence of 

crossing over In our calculation of the difference between the experi- 

mental groups and the control. 

—iooop 
— lOMp 

Q   S   S   T   8   9  W II   11 13 IU 15 IS n IS 
Q A*u  onuma 

Incidence of crossovers after irradia- 
tion of males with y-rays. A) %  of 
crossovers; B) 2000 r; C) days of ex- 
periment. 

The crossover yield after irradiation can be assigned quite rigor- 

ously to specific days. This comes particularly clearly to the fore In 

the experiment in which the series were renewed dally (Fig, Table l). 

On the 9th day after irradiation, the curve In either experiment shows 

a sharp peak. In either direction from which the yield of crossovers 

drops off sharply. Thus, the stages at which crossing over in the males 

takes place with noticeable frequency occupy a very short time Interval, 

and minor variations in the technique (storage tempenture, less rapid 

depletion of sperm) can shift the results sharply. After irradiation 
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I 

with t do»e of 2000 r, th« p«ak it !•■■ distinct, an «fftot undoubtedly 

du« to the procedure of crossing st two-day Intervals In this experi- 

ment. 

The percentage of crossovers Induced by Irradiation at the 9th- 

11th days Is the sane, within the limits of error. In the six experi- 

mental series conducted (Table 2). The sverage crossover frequency, 

based on the six experiments, was 0.43 + 0,05%,  The relatively low sen- 

sitivity of this class of genetic changes to irradiation makes the test 

unsuitable for biological doslmetry of small ionizing-radiation doses. 

However, it can be used as an auxiliary indicator In other tests, to 

provide a sharp determination of the melotlc stages. 

TABLE 1 

Incidence of Crossing Over after -y-irradiation 

I   i 

1 
Jkm.p 

•••^^•••Ä 

u it 

3000 
KMVWCTM ny«      U 
KMHWCTW upoecoMpw 

3140 
«(0) 

±0.04 

1774 
»(I) 

0,11 ±001 

443 
t(l) 

0,48*0* 

JS70 
»(It) 

0.71 * 1,17 Ml* «(■) 
0.15*0.07 

*(i) 
0.14*401 

IMI 
1(0) 

0,10 ±0.07 

1000 
K—wiiw ■ yi 3 4 
Kojunccrw iipoccoi poa 

IM* 

*ojot 

IMI 
jm 
0,11* 
^0j07 

HIS 

VS1* 
*0,I4 

1673 

0J4* 
±0.11 

»11 
!•(•) 

lo.oot 
to.« ±0,10 

Trt) 
^ 

IfM 

Ml* To,n 
m 
1.10* Olli 

S(t) 
04** 

*«/»7±0.» 

I7M 
0 m 

ISS4 
0 

0.00 

mi 

Ml* 
*0t0i 

Note. The figures in parentheses Indicate the number of individual* 
checked genetically. 

1) Dose, r; 2) days after irradiation; 3) number of files; 4) number of 
crossover's. 

The appearance of crossing over under the Influence of vibration 

was observed in all of the experimental series run (Table 3), This Is 

confirmed by the data of the coranunication [6]. It Is necessary, how- 

ever, to note the absence of a distinct dependence of the effect on the 

time of vibration, which represents a departure from the results of the 

first study. Moreover, the magnitude of the effect In the present ex- 

periments was found to be considerably smaller. The differences noted 
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could hardly be explained by the use of a different strain of files 

(D-32 Instead of D-18) and (or) by the absence of a rest period In the 

vibration. The origin of these differences - and the same applies to 

the entire process In which crossovers emerge under the Influence of 

vibration - Is not clear at the present time. However, the very fact 

that crossovers do appear suggests that crossing over In the d1 takes 

place not as a consequence, or not simply as a consequence, of true 

chromosome ruptures, but on less essential disturbances In the c^ll nu- 

cleus. There are data Indicating that the most common class of muta- 

tions - recessive lethals - do not arise under the Influence of vibra- 

tion [?]. 

It Is Interesting that of the 26 crossovers obtained after subjec- 

tion to vibration, 20 (77^) appeared as a result of exchange of chrom- 

osome segments between the genes b and en. I.e., In the Interval In 

which the centromere Is located, while the distances. In units of the 

chromosome map, between the genes b en and vg are approximately the 

same. No such selectivity was observed under Irradiation: of the 69 ex- 

ceptional Individuals, 31 (45^) appeared as a result of exchanges be- 

tween the genes en and vg. Thus, crossing over arises In more proximal 

parts of the chromosome under the Influence of vibration. 

TABLE 2 

Occurrence of Crossing Over Un- 
der the Influence of Y-lrradla- 
tlon In a Dose of 1000 r 

MPU 1 <- wo myn 
_ KoJiMiecr- 
J    M KPOTC- 

OB*|>0» 
% ±m 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

6325 
2305 

530 
352b 
I'M» 
1351 

27(15) 
M( 4) 
2(  1) 

17(11) 
9( 7) 
6( 3) 

0.43 ± 0.08 
0.35 ±0.12 
0.3« ± 0.27 
0,48 ±0.12 
0,46 ±0.15 

.0,44 ±0.18 

Mroro 16006 69(41) 0.43 ± 0.05 

1) Series No.; 2) number of files; 
3) number of crossovers; 4) Total. 
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TABUK 3 

Occurrence of CroMlng Over Under the In 
fluence of Vibration and Acceleration 

1   VeMMM  «MM              i IS"^ r-ÄT % Mi 

4 Je IM MPM  (4 MM) 
S-a ecpaa (4 <wea) 

1439 
4307 

4<3) 
3(5) 

0^8 ±0.14 
OJI ±0.00 

1 7 HTOT» 

3-« etpu (1 <Mca) 9 

l-fl etpaa    10 
1-a eapaa    H 

5536 
3477 

4566 
3736 

I7(§) 
9(6) 

0 
1(0) 

040 ±0.97 
0.26 ±0.09 

0.00 
0.03 ±0.03 

7 HTOTO '304 1(0) 0.01±0.01 

I) Conditions of experiment; 2) number of files: 3) number of cross- 
overs; 4) vibration; 3) l£t series (4 hours); 6) 2nd series (4 hours); 
7) total; 8) acceleration; 9) 3rd series (2 hours); 10) 1st series; 
II) 2nd series. 

TABLE 4 

Occurrence of Crossing Over On Combined 
Application of Vibration and Acceleration 
with Y-lrradlation 

1    VCJIOMM  onun 
""2  
ho.lM1*CT- 

;i Ba6pai|Ba (4 t«c«) -t- 1000 p 
i:B*6pmitn (2 «c«) •»- 1000 p 
61000 p + Mripaipia (4 IM«) 
7VcRop«Ba« -f 200J p 
AlOOO p + ycaoptMB« 

2993 
1118 
2SI3 
368| 
4325 

80) 
30) 

19(9) 
31(21) 
19(10) 

% im 

0.27 ± 0.09 
0.27 ± 0.16 
0.68 ± 0.15 
034 ±0,16 
0.44 ± 0.10 

1) Conditions of experiment; 2) number of 
flies; 3) number of crossovers; 4) vibra- 
tion (4 hours) + 1000 r; 5) vibration (2 
hours) + 1000 r; 6) 1ÖÖ0 r + vibration (4 
hours); 7) acceleration +~2000 r; 8) 1000 
r + acceleration. 

In our experiments, the acceleration did not Induce crossing over 

in males (Table 3). Among the 8304 individuals examined, one exception- 

al case was found (9 + cDvg),but could not be verified genetically. Nor 

does this treatment produce recessive lethal mutations [8]. 

On combined subjection to vibration and subsequent irradiation, 

the number of crossovers that appeared was exactly the same as that 

observed when vibration was applied alone (Table 4), In all probability, 

the vibration may, while preserving the injurious effect proper, con- 
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tribute to a placement of the chromosomes - which persists for at least 

1 hour — that favors restitutions of the chromosomes ruptureu by the 

Ionizing radiation and Interferes with their recombination. With the 

disturbances applied In this order, the vibration may be regarded as a 

protective factor. When they are applied In the reverse order (Irradia- 

tion first, and then vibration), the extent of the total effect is ap- 

proximately equal to the sum of the effect produced by each factor In 

isolation. Thus, vibration has no Influence whatsoever on processes re- 

lated to recovery from premutatlon injuries. 

With one essential difference, the same general relationships pre- 

vailed for combined application of acceleration and irradiation. In the 

experiment In which acceleration preceded irradiation, the modifying 

Influence of the mechanical factor was manifested clearly. Unlike vi- 

bration, however, acceleration amplified the effect of irradiation in 

a dose of 1000 r by a factor of approximately two. In this case. It may 

be assumed that the acceleration is modifying the effect of subsequent 

irradiation by affecting the positioning of homologous chromosomes. Ac- 

celeration following irradiation or applied alone had no influence 

whatsoever. 

Conclusions. I. The frequency of crossing over In chromosome 2 of 

Drosophila melanogaster males under the influence of Y-irradlatlon, vi- 

bration and acceleration was studied. 

2. The maximum incidence of crossovers, which Indicates action 

upon rudimentary cells in the meiotic stages, occurred on the 9th day 

after 7-irradiation when the cultures were stored at a temperature of 

25 + 1° C 

3. Vibration with an amplitude of 0.4 mm, a frequency of 70 cycles 

and duration up to 4 hours Induced crossing over, showing greater ef- 

fectiveness in the more proximal regions of the chromosome. 
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4. Acceleration to 4000 g was found to have no effect. 

3* Vibration reduced the subsequent effect of v-irradlation, while 

acceleration, on the contrary. Increased the irradiation effect« 

6. The effects add when vibration and acceleration are adminis- 

tered after Y-irradiatlon. 
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